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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes an investigation of the perfomlance of binary differential phase shift keying
(DPSK) modulation in an optical heterodyne communication system when both laser phase noise
and shot noise are present. The laser phase noise is modelled as a Brownian motion process while
the shot noise is modelled by additive white Gaussian noise. Four different receiver structures are
considered: (i) the standard delay-and-multiply form, which is optimal when only the shot noise is
present but is severel y degraded by quite small amounts of phase noise; (U) the matched receiver,
which tolerates more phase noise by combating the most likely phase noise induced error-event;
(iii) the innovations receiver that is derived to be optimal for small amounts of phase noise; and
(iv) the weighted receiver, which is the innovations receiver optimised for minimum bit error rate
(BER) at specific levels of pha.';;e and shot noise.
A new and accurate analysis of the standard receiver is presented, based on a perturbation
solution for the probability density Junction (pdf) of filtered phase noise. This approach is used
to verify the accuracy of a commonly applied approximation: that of neglecting the effects of
narrow-band filtering on the magnitude of the phase noise conupted signal. The well known
BER floor effect of standard DPSK systems is observed. A second anal ysis method based on the
moments of the receiver decision statistic is also presented. This method is found to be inaccurate
for small BER's, and illustrates the difficulty in applying moment based methods to the extreme
tail of a pdf.
To attempt to improve the phase noise tolerance of a DPSK recei ver, the calculus oj variations
is used to determine the most-likely phase noise path that causes a detection error in the standard
receiver. The matched receiver is then formulated, such that these phase noise paths are less likely
to cause an error. An analysis of this receiver in terms of likelihood functions provides a lower
bound on its BER. This result is then shown to yield an optimal rule for combining the various
branches of the receiver, such that the perfonnance bound can be achieved. Simulated results
for the matched receiver show that it tolerates larger amounts of phase noise than the standard
receiver, and that the BER floor has been lowered.
The application of the innovations approach allows a log-likelihood ratio to be formulated
for the DPSK detection problem in terms of minimum mean-square-error estimates of the phase
noise path. In order to evaluate these estimates, an approximation is used that is valid for small
amounts of phase noise. This leads to a simple but useful form for the log-likelihood ratio, which
is implemented by the innovations receiver. An expression for the BER floor of the innovations
receiver is developed, which provides a comparison with the HER floor of the the standard
receiver. Simulated results are also obtained, and combined with the BER floor results show that
the innovations receiver does not offer much improvement over the standard receiver.
Investigation of the innovations receiver indicates that its relatively poor performance can
be attributed to the small-phase-noise approximation used in its derivation. This results in the
weighting Jactor of its band-pa.';;s filters being non-optimal for other than very small amounts of
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phase noise. Optimisation of this weighting factor as a function of the amount of phase and shot
noise leads to the weighted receiver. This optimisation is achieved through the use of moments
of the receiver decision statistic, for which a formulation is presented. Computed BER floors in
conjunction with simulated results show that the weighted receiver performs significantly better
than the standard receiver, and also better than the matched receiver. In particular. the BER floor
of the weighted receiver can be lowered by trading off signal power, and can theoretically be
reduced to an arbitrarily low level given enough received power.
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PREFACE

TIris thesis presents a study of binary differential phase shift keying (DPSK) modulation as applied
to a coherent optical heterodyne communication system. In particular, the thesis addresses two
of the primary impairments to coherent optical systems: shot noise and laser phase noise. Shot
noise is very well modelled by an additive white Gaussian noise process, the effects of which have
been extensively covered in the wider communication's literature. Laser phase noise, however, is
a phenomenon that is essentially unique to coherent optical systems. The effects of shot noise and
laser phase noise on coherent optical systems have been studied by researchers over about the last
decade, and it was found early on that phase modulations, such as DPSK, were very sensitive to
even small amounts of laser phase noise. TIris led to DPSK systems receiving much less attention
than other types of systems, and in particular, little has been done about combating the effects of
laser phase noise in DPSK systems. The motivation for this work was therefore twofold:

1. to accurately determine the performance of a binary DPSK system when both laser phase
noise and shot noise are present, and
2. to investigate and analyse methods of overcoming, or at least reducing, the detrimental
effects of laser phase noise.
Both of these targets led to original contributions, which are contained in the work presented in
Chapters 3 through 7
The first target, that of accuratel y analysing a standard DPSK system, is addressed in Chapter 3.
An original and accurate analysis method is presented, based on a perturbation solution for the
probability density function of filtered phase noise derived by Foschlni and Vannucci [1988b].
This method allows the bit error rate (BER) for a standard binary-DPSK receiver to be computed
numerically, for various amounts of shot noise and laser phase noise. A further advantage of this
method is that it allows the accuracy of a commonly used approximation to be verified, namely
that of neglecting the effects of filtering on the magnitude of the phase noise corrupted signal.
Also in this chapter, a new fonnulation is presented for the moments of the decision statistic for the
standard DPSK receiver. The use of these moments in obtaining enor probabilities is investigated,
but the results are found to be generally inaccurate. However the moments are still very useful in
providing a sanity check on the accuracy of the perturbation based method.
The second target of reducing the detrimental effects of laser phase noise in DPSK systems
is addressed in Chapters 4 to 7. The original contributions in Chapter 4 consist of deriving the
most-likely path for the laser phase noise that causes a detection enor, then using this information
to construct a receiver (the matched receiver) for which these paths are less likely to cause errors.
Simulated BER results for this receiver show that it performs significantly better than the standard
DPSK receiver.
In Chapter 5 a method based on the "innovations process" is used to attempt to detennine the
optimal receiver structure for a DPSK signa] when both shot noise and laser phase are present. The
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application of this approach to the DPSK problem is original work, and through the application of
an approximation results in a relatively simple and useful decision criterion.
Chapter 6 presents and analyses a :receiver structure that implements the innovations~derived
decision rule - the innovations receiver. An analysis is presented that allows the
floor for
the standard and innovations receivers to be determined. The receiver structure presented in this
chapter is original. and hence the analysis of it, and associated results, constitute original work.
The result~ of Chapter 6 show that the innovations receiver does not perform much better
than the standard receiver. However, in Chapter 7 it is shown that the innovations receiver is
actually capable of much improved performance. achieved through optimising a filter parameter.
In order to determine the optimal value for this parameter, use is made of the moments of the
receiver decision statistic. which are derived in this chapter. This optimised receiver (the weighted
receiver) is then analysed in the same manner as for the iooovations receiver, and is shown to
perform better than the standard, innovations, and matched receivers. This weighted
in
conjunction with its optimisation and analysis, represents an original contribution to the literature
on optical heterodyne DPSK systems.
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INTRODUCTION

'The use of light to convey information can be traced back almost to the beginnings of recorded
history. In fact, one of the "seven wonders of the ancient world" was a huge lighthouse marking
the entrance to a harbour. From that time until (comparatively) very recently, lightwave based
communications were limited by the Iightsources, which were naked flames in the form of open
fires or lanterns, and by the medium they had to operate in, i.e. the atmosphere. These limitations
effectively restricted operation to the hours of darkness and to short ranges, unless huge fires could
be built. The development of lens and shaped reflectors reduced the severity of these restrictions,
as did the introduction of electric light sources. However, lightwave communications systems still
required line-of-sight routing, and suffered from limited range due to atmospheric dispersion and
high ambient light levels (during daytime and possibly at night in urban areas).
The two inventions that revolutionised the field of optical communications were the laser in
1960, and a viable "low-loss" silica fibre (20-dB/km) in 1970. The laser provided a monochromatic
Iightsource which could be used as an information "carrier", while the fibre provided a nearly
ideal point -to-point propagation medium compared to atmospheric systems. 'The first generation of
commercial optical communication systems were installed in the mid-1970's, using semiconductor
lasers operating at a wavelength of >. = 0.85 Ilm and using multi-mode fibre (MJ\.1F). The fibre
losses were about 4-dB/km and typical bit-rates around 45 Mb/s. In the late 1970's second
generation systems appeared. These improved on the the earlier systems primarily by operating
at a longer wavelength, >. = 1.3 Ilm, for which fibres had been developed with losses around
0.5-dB/km. In the early 1980's these systems began to be upgraded using single-mode fibre (SMF)
and appropriate laser sources. Systems using this technology were operating at up to hundreds of
Mb/s. and with repeater spacings of tens of kilometers. The third (and current) generation of fibre
optic communication systems have been installed from the mid-1980's onward. These systems
operate at >. = 1.5 Ilm. using single-mode fibre and single frequency lasers. Compared with
earlier generations, these la'lers are much more monochromatic, i.e. their optical outputs have a
much narrower frequency spread. Using this technology bit-rates have reached the Obis range,
and links spanning continents and oceans are in place.
While recent advances in optical amplifiers have provided a means to significantly improve
some aspects of the existing generation of fibre optic communications systems, several new
technologies are being considered for future generations. These essentially fall into two groups:
high-capacity direct detection systems, and coherent systems. Both these technologies have
various strengths and weaknesses, and are discussed in Chapter 2 along with current generation
systems. Coherent optical communication systems are generally defined as those that employ
either homodyne or heterodyne detection of the received optical signal. This technique means
that the output from the photodetector retains both the amplitude and phase information of the
modulated signal, unlike direct detection systems that can only detect the intensity variations
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of the received light. Thus, while direct detection systems are limited to intensity (amplitude)
modulation, coherent systems can utilise amplitude, frequency, or phase modulation schemes.
While coherent detection offers many advantages over other forms of fibre optic communication
systems, as with any new technology there are problems that need to be overcome before it can
become commercially viable. One of the major problems that has received a lot of attention from
researchers is that of laser phase noise. This phenomenon is due to the output of the laser not
being truly single frequency, but actually having some significant frequency spread (called the
laser linewidth).

1.1 Laser Phase Noise
The effect of laser phase noise on coherent optical communication systems is to degrade the
receiver sensitivity. For a fixed bit error rate l (BER) , this necessitates an increase in received
signal power compared to the ideal situation. In some cases (notably with phase modulation),
the presence of phase noise creates a minimum BER (error floor) below which the system cannot
operate, no matter how much signal power is available [Nicholson, 1984; Salz, 1985; Jacobsen
and Garrett, 1985; Jacobsen and Garrett, 1987; Jacobsenet al., 1989; Patzak and Meissner, 1988].
This BER floor is a function of both the level of phase noise and the system bit-rate: the higher the
amount of phase noise relative to the bit-rate the higher the BER floor. Thus systems that suffer
from this phenomena are only viable at high bit-rates. In order to quantify the effects of phase
noise on a given system, an accurate analysis is required. However, such analyses are complicated
due to the effects of narrow-band filtering on the phase-noise corrupted signal. Such filtering is an
integral part of every coherent system, its function being to remove any noise components outside
the signal bandwidth and thus increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the system.2 One method
to evaluate the performance of a system that avoids analytical complexity is to simulate it using
Monte-Carlo methods. With optical systems however, the BER of interest is of the order 10- 9 ,
which makes standard simulation impractical. Another drawback of simulation is that it gives little
insight into the causes of the errors. Modified simulation methods [Jeruchim, 1984; Foschini and
Vannucci, 1988b] using importance sampling techniques can help to overcome the first problem,
however the second is inherent to the approach.
In order to analytically solve the phase noise problem, many authors [Nicholson, 1984;
Salz, 1985; Jacobsen and Garrett, 1987; Garrett and Jacobsen, 1987; Foschini et al., 1988a;
Patzak and Meissner, 1988; Nicholson and Stephens, 1989; Jacobsen et al., 1989] have employed
approximations of varying degrees. The earliest analyses assumed that filtering band-limited the
additive noise, but left the signal and phase noise unaffected. The next level of sophistication still
considered the phase noise at the filter output to be Gaussian but with a reduced variance, giving
more accurate results. By modelling the filter as an integrator, Foschini and Vannucci [1988b]
were able to analytically characterise the filtered phase noise. They used a perturbation analysis
to find its moment generating function (MGF), which is valid for small amounts of phase noise.
This approach was then used for an in-depth analysis of heterodyne amplitude shift keying (ASK)
and frequency shift keying (FSK) systems rFoschini et al., 1988a]. The authors also presented two
conventional radio or wire communication links, optical fibre based communication systems operate over a
relatively constant and well behaved channel. They are not generally subject to phenomena such as randomly occurring
periods of interference or signal fading. It is thus feasible to specify the error performance of an optical communication
system in terms of a continuously achievable symbol error probability, which for binary systems is identical to the bit
error rate.
2 An overview of coherent systems is presented in Chapter 2.
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methods to obtain the filter output for any amount of phase noise [Foschini and Vannucci, 1988b].
The first method utilised Huygcns' principle to extend the perturbation solution for Ule MOF,
while the second involved solving a second order partial differential equation: the Fokker-Planck
equation. Both these methods pose significant numerical problems. Garrett et al. [1990] have
numerically solved the Fokker-Planck equation, and used the result to determine the BER floor due
to phase noise in a differential phase shift keying (DPSK) receiver. Their approach was to show
that the phase noise at the filter output was very nearly Gaussian, and to accurately determine its
variance. Although their analysis is very accurate, it is limited in that it is an asymptotic method,
valid for very large signal to noise ratios.

1.2 Motivation for Investigating DPSK Systems
Previous analyses of various modulation schemes in the presence of laser phase noise have shown
that phase modulations are particularly badly degraded by even small amounts of phase noise.
Despite this sensitivity, phase modulation schemes are generally attractive in that they can achieve
very good receiver sensitivities [Salz, 1985] and are spectrally efficient [Lucky et al., 1968;
Haykin, 1983]. Binary DPSK has the further advantage that the receiver has a very simple
structure, with only a slight performance penalty relative to coherent phase shift keying (PSK).1f a
DPSK system could be designed that retained the simple delay-and-multiply form of the standard
receiver and yet was much less sensitive to phase noise, then DPSK would become a contender
for many more applications than at present. In particular, lowering the phase noise induced BER
floor would allow DPSK to be used at moderate bit-rates with current laser technology. This in
tum would make it a viable option for applications such as optical local area networks, where
the ability of a coherent system to discriminate between closely spaced (in frequency) channels is
a major advantage over direct detection systems. The ultimate goal, as expressed by Bar-David
and Salz [1988]. is to derive an optimal DPSK receiver structure for when phase noise is present,
or equivalently, to determine a lower bound on the performance of a DPSK system corrupted by
phase noise.
There have been several methods presented by researchers to improve the phase noise tolerance
of DPSK systems. Tamura et al. [1990] presented a method that allowed the phase noise to be
essentially cancelled out in the receiver. However this was achieved through the use of a transmitted
reference signal, which is required to be sent down the fibre on a channel that is orthogonal to
the message channel. For example, the authors propose two methods that could be used to send
the message and reference signals: oriliogonal polarisations, or separate optical frequencies. This
method gives very good theoretical results, however it relies on the message and reference signals
being identical except for the differences due to the modulated data. The ability of a practical
system to achieve this, and the effects that any differences have on the performance. are unclear.
There is also the obvious disadvantages of requiring twice the transmission bandwidth and a more
complicated transmitter than for the standard system.
Another approach was presented by Dallal and Shamai (Shitz) [1992], where they use time
diversity to combat the phase noise. Instead of transmitting at the data rate of 1 IT bits per second,
they propose transmi tting at some higherrate and using the redundancy thus obtained to implement
a simple repetition-type code. For example, if the bit-rate is increased by an integer factor L, then
each of the data bits is repeated L times. This method also gives a perfonnance improvement
over the standard receiver, however it could almost certainly be improved on by using a more
sophisticated error-correcting code, at the expense of a much more complicated transmitter and
receiver. The major disadvantage of this approach is the (often greatly) increased transmission
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bandwidth and more complicated transmitter required.
Watanabe et al. [1992] proposed a system whereby demodulation of a PSK signal using
a camer-recovery technique can be achieved with a lower phase noise sensitivity than for a
differenti~ demodulator, such as is used for DPSK. Although this method does not lead to an
improved DPSK system, requiring as it does a carrier-recovery section, it does indicate that the
poor tolerance of phase modulations to laser phase noise can be at least partially attributed to the
receiver structures used. Hence, with the success of this technique at combating phase noise in
synchronous PSK systems, it provides ajusti fication for investigating methods to achieve a similar
result for asynchronous PSK (Le. DPSK) systems.

1.3 Aim and Structure of the Thesis
This thesis presents a study of optical heterodyne binary-DPSK communication systems. To
put the subject matter into perspective, Chapter 2 presents an overview of the current state of
fibre-optic communications technology. The types of systems in use at the moment are discussed,
followed by the technologies being investigated for use in future high performance systems. These
future possibilities include coherent systems, employing heterodyne or homodyne detection and
amplitude, frequency or phase modulations (such as DPSK).
Chapter 3 then introduces the "standard" fonn of DPSK receiver for optical systems, which is
actually canied over directly from the radio communications literature. This chapter also serves
to introduce the models for the signal, shot noise, and laser phase noise processes, which are then
used throughout the thesis. Although various analyses of DPSK systems have been presented,
the inherently non-linear "delay-and-multiply" structure of the receiver makes them extremely
difficult to analyse accurately. Also, the first step towards developing a DPSK receiver with
reduced phase noise sensitivity is to understand the effect that the phase noise is having on the
standard receiver. Hence the initial research, presented in Chapter 3 of the thesis, is a new and
accurate analysis of a standard DPSK receiver in the presence of laser phase noise. The insights
and analysis techniques, developed through this work, then provide the necessary basis for the
following research into methods of reducing the degradation due to phase noise.
Chapters 4 through 7 present several methods to allow a DPSK system to cope with lru'ger
amounts of laser phase noise. Most of the original contributions of the thesis are contained in
these chapters, and include the following main points:
• Derivation of the most-likely error-causing paths for the phase noise, and the use of this
information to formulate a receiver structure that is less susceptible to phase noise;
• Application of the innovations approach to the problem of deriving the optimal receiver
when shot noise and laser phase noise are present, and the use of this approach to obtain a
decision rule that is optimal for small amounts of phase noise;
e Realisation of a receiver structure to implement the decision rule obtained through the
innovations derivation;
\11

The optimisation of this receiver structure to minimise the error probability for larger
amounts of phase noise, resulting in a system that can tolerate significantly more phase
noise than the standard DPSK receiver.

Finally, the results presented in this thesis show that the poor performance of standard DPSK
systems in the presence of laser noise is at least partially due to the receiver structure, not the
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modulation scheme. FlIIilier, the much improved phase noise tolerance of modified receiver structures, as presented and analysed in this ihesis, offer the possibility of utilising DPSK systems for
applications that were not previously feasible, such as moderate bit-rate (10-100 Mb/s) networks.

Chapter

BACKGROUND
This chapter presents an overview of the current state of optical fibre communication systems. It
serves to set the scene regarding where the field of optical communications is at, both in terms
of the systems that are in use at the moment, and the research that is being done towards the
next generation of systems. Most importantly, it shows where coherent systems fit into the wider
picture, and why they are worthy of continued investigation.
Section 2.1 discusses present generation lightwave systems, which use direct detection of an
intensity modulated laser beam. The basic form of these systems has not changed since they were
first introduced in the mid 1970's, however the continuing advances in technology have lead to a
vast improvement in performance over this time. The next section (2.2) then discusses the latest
advances in direct detection systems: in particular the move to longer wavelengths, the advent of
high performance fibre amplifiers. and the emergence of soliton systems for very long distance
transmission. Finally, Section 2.3 discusses the alternative to these direct detection techniques,
which is coherent optical systems. The advantages of coherent techniques over direct detection
are presented, as are the major problems that must be addressed for coherent systems to become
viable.

2.1

Current Direct Detection Lightwave Systems

The current generation of commercial lightwave communication systems are intensity modulated/direct detection (IM/DD) systems [Henry, 1985]. Refening to Fig. 2.1 these comprise the
following major components:
" Transmitter laser diode directly modulated by the input data stream;
" Length of single-mode optical fibre cable;
'" Photodctector - either PIN diode or avalanche photodiode (APD);
.. Low noise amplifier and filter;
<\\l

Timing recovery and demodulating circuitry.

Semiconductor laser diodes are used as the transmitter lasers as they have many advantages
over other forms of lasers for this application: small size; simple and cheap to fabricate; robust;
easy to drive, intensity modulate, and couple into an optical fibre [Henry, 1985; Tomlinson and
Brackett, 1987]. The intensity of the transmitter laser diode output is directly modulated (either
analogue or digitally) by varying the device's injection current. Analogue systems would be useful
for transmission of information such as current generation television signals. However the main
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Figure 2.1 Principle components of an intensity modulated, direct detection lightwave communication system.

usage of optical communication systems is in digital data transmission, and this bias is likely
to increase with the advent of standards for digital video and multi-media applications. Typical
systems use a fonn of binary intensity modulation known as on-off keying (OOK), where the two
states correspond to the laser being either on or off. The detector then makes decisions based on
the presence or absence of a received light pulse.
Direct modulation of the laser diode is very attractive in that it is simple and cheap to
implement. A side effect, however. is that not only does the optical output power vary with
the injection current, but the laser frequency also varies. This effect is called chirp and causes
a frequency spreading of the transmitted signal. Further, the current generation of laser diodes
are far from being single frequency devices: their output contains a large spread of frequencies,
the extent of which is called the linewidth of the laser. Semiconductor lasers used in current
systems may have linewidths of many OHz. These frequency spreading effects mean that the
transmitted signal in a current IM/DD system has a very large bandwidth, typically many OHz. A
consequence of this large bandwidth is that the system is very susceptible to the effects of chromatic
dispersion within the fibre optic cable [Campbell. 1988; Elrefaie et al .• 1988]. In order to minimise
these dispersive effects and achieve long transmission distances, earlier systems operated at the
minimum dispersion wavelength of single-mode fibre optic cable (typically ..\ = 1.3 11m). More
recent systems make use of the advances in narrow linewidth lasers and operate at ..\ = 1.55 /Lm,
which is the minimum-loss wavelength of single mode fibre optic cable 1• The narrower bandwidth
attainable with these systems offsets, at least to some degree, the greater dispersion at this longer
wavelength.
Another major limiting factor with current IM/DD systems is receiver sensitivity. The better
the sensitivity. the less the received power required to achieve a given BER. The significance of
this is that at the transmitter end. the output power of semiconductor laser diodes is quite limited.
Also, there is a limit to the amount of optical power that can be launched into the fibre due to the
onset of non-linear effects such as Rayleigh scattering. Thus a good receiver sensitivity is essential
to achieve long repeateriess transmission distances, and also to maximise the splitting ratio 2 in a
broadcast type system employing multiple receivers. Theoretically an IM/DD system operating
at a BER of 10- 9 can achieve a receiver sensitivity of 10 photons per bit [Salz, 1985], however
this corresponds to an extremely low level of received optical power which creates problems in a
practical receiver. The use of APD's as photodetectors provides some signal amplification at the
lIn fact lower loss "windows" exist at much longer wavelengths, however the technology to manufacture devices
that operate at these long wavelengths is still being developed.
2Defined as the ratio of the number of optical paths (fibres) out of a junction to the number entering the junction.
The input optical power is split (not necessarily equally) between the oUlpu t paths.
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detection stage, however they are inherently noisy devices and this limits the amount of useful
gain obtainable. In practice, detector and amplifier noise in the receiver limits the achievable
sensitivity to the order of 1000 photons per bit [Henry, 1985].
An increasingly important area for optical fibre communications is in multi-charmel systems
[Cochrane and Brain. 1988]. Demand for such systems comes from broadcast applications such
as cable television, and multi-user applications such as local/metropolitan area networks (LAN's
and MAN's). In a broadcast cable television system it is required to transmit multiple television
signals (analogue or digital) down a single optical fibre, and be able to selectively tune into any
one signal at the receiver. For LAN and MAN applications. it would be desirable for multiple
users to be able to communicate simultaneously on different channels. Such systems could be
implemented using time division multiplexing (TDM) and a single very high bit-rate channel,
however this would generally be much more expensive and complex than multiple lower rate
channels at different optical frequencies (wavelength division mUltiplexing (WDM)). Also. these
systems would involve one or more transmitters and invariably multiple receivers, hence cost-perunit must be kept low if they are to be commercially viable. Further, the maximum infonnation
transfer rate in a single channel system is limited by the electronics to around 20 Gb/s. In a
multi-channel system, however, the limit is imposed by the number of charmels that can be fitted
within the available bandwidth, which is of the order of 20 THz!
On the negative side, the bandwidth used by current IM/DD systems is much greater than
the information rate. This means that channel spacing in a multi-channel system must be correspondingly large. A further limit on the minimum channel spacing arises because discrimination
between channels must be accomplished by optically filtering out the unwanted channels. In comparison with electrical filters, it is very difficult to make tunable optical filters with bandwidths in
the GHz range, and even harder to integrate them into a foml suitable for commercial use. Thus
multi-channel WDM systems based on current IM/DD technology are limited to channel spacings
of many GHz, even if their bit-rate is only in the Mb/s range. As well as making very inefficient
usage of the available fibre bandwidth, these systems are tied to optical filtering technology, which
is a major stumbling block to widespread commercial use.

2.2

Next-Generation Direct Detection Lightwave Systems

Advancing technology has provided the means to significantly improve the perfOImance of a
IM/DD optical communication system. One of the major contributors is the development of
narrow-linewidth semiconductor lasers. Probably the most useful of these new devices is the
distributed feedback (DFB) laser, which improves the frequency selectivity of its resonant cavity
by using a Bragg grating type reflector. DFB la~er diodes with linewidths in the GHz range have
been commercially available for some time, and are used in the current generation of 1.55 Jtm
IM/DD systems. However recent advances have seen these laser diodes attain linewidths of the
order of 10-100 MHz. Even better linewidths are attainable using technologies such as external
cavity lasers (EeL's), which use a short length of fibre a<; a resonant cavity. The resultant cavity
length of these devices is much longer than for standard semiconductor lasers, hence they can
achieve higher frequency selectivity. The advantage of this narrow-linewidth technology is that
the transmitted signals have much smaller bandwidths than with current systems. Thus, the
effects of dispersion can be reduced to the extent that it need no longer be a limiting factor at the
minimum loss wavelength of ] .55 ,Urn. With dispersion no longer a major problem, the reduced
loss at this wavelength allows longer transmission distances with the same tnmsmitted power
and receiver sensitivity. A secondary effect of this reduced transmission bandwidth is that less
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chmme1 separation is required in a multi-chmmel WDM system. However the dependence on
optical filteling technology remains, and this is a much more serious limitation than the minimum
channel separation imposed by the signal bandwidth.
Another major advance has occurred over the last few years in the field of optical amplifiers.
Erbium-dopedfibre amplifiers (EDFA's) have been developed, for A = 1.55 Jim,3 that have large
gain-bandwidth products and low noise. Using an EDFA as a pre-amplifier before the photodetector
in an IMIDD system greatly increases the received optical power for little degradation in the
received SNR. The advantage of this is that the output of the photodetector is nowata much
higher level and is thus less susceptible to noise in the receiver front-end. This results in much
improved receiver sensitivities over current IM/DD systems, and combined with the use of narrowlinewidth lasers to reduce the effects of dispersion allows much longer transmission distances.
This improved receiver sensitivity also allows a higher splitting ratio for broadcast or network
systems. EDFA's can be used to further increase the splitting ratio of a system by boosting the
signal power before and/or after splitting. This allows the use of cascaded power splitters and
EDFA's to achieve very high overall splitting ratios. The limit in this case would be due to the
deterioration in the SNR caused by noise in the EDFA's.
EDFA's can be used as non-regenerative repeaters to further extend the possible transmission
distance. In this role they would simply amplify the signal at various points along the route to
overcome the losses due to attenuation in the fibre. The limit on transmission distance in a system
such as this would be imposed by dispersion, unless dispersion-shifted fibre 4 is used, or until
fibre optic amplifiers operating at A = 1.3 Jim become commercially viable. However a recent
technological innovation provides another possible way to overcome the dispersion limit: the
generation of soliton pulses in optical fibres [Bell, 1990]. Solitons can only exist in a non-linear
medium. For fibres, the non-linearity is due to the refractive index changing with optical power
which causes the speed of propagation of the light to vary depending on the intensity. With the
right shape pulse, this effect will exactly counter the time spreading due to dispersion and the pulse
will propagate undistorted. Provided the pulse is amplified periodically to counter the attenuation
effects, there appears to be no limit on transmission distance. In fact experiments have already
been conducted where a soliton is launched into a loop, and then detected after travelling a distance
equivaJent to going to the moon and backl
There is still much work to be done on soliton transmission however, with many problems
to be overcome. For instance generation of the pulses requires very short bursts at high laser
power, which is difficult to achieve. Also, solitons are of necessity very short pulses and hence
they have large bandwidths, which precludes close channel spacing in multichannel systems. It
would therefore appear that soliton systems are best suited to extremely long distance, high bitrate transmission systems, and in any case are much further from commercial viability that the
improved IM/DD systems covered in this section and the coherent systems discussed in the next
section.

2.3

Coherent Lightwave Systems

When applied to optical communications, the term coherent usually refers to a system where the
information-bearing optical signal is non-linearly mixed at the receiver with a locally generated

=

30ptical fibre amplifiers for >.
1.3 11m are still under development.
4This is an optical fibre that has il~ zero-dispersion wavelength shifted from >. = 1.3 p.m, typically so as 10
coincide with the minimum loss wavelength of >. = 1.55 11m. Such fibres are currently more difficult and expensive to
manufacture than standard fibres.
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Figure 2.2 Principle components of a coherent lightwave communication system.

optical wave (generated by the local oscillator (LO)). This is distinct from the usage of the teITIl
in the radio communications literature, where it refers to a system that tracks the absolute phase of
the received signal. In fact a coherent lightwave system can (and often will) use a demodulation
technique that would be referred to as non-coherent in the radio literature. such as envelope
detection of an intensity modulated signal. To avoid confusion such techniques will be referred to
as asynchronous, while demodulation techniques that require an absolute phase reference will be
referred to as synchronous. Referring to Fig. 2.2 a coherent lightwave system hall the following
main components:
III

TransmitterIaser diode, directly modulated for amplitude and frequency modulation schemes:

It

External modulator for amplitude and phase modulation schemes;

• Length of single mode optical fibre cable;
CD

LO laser diode;

II

Optical combiner;

• Photodetector (PIN diode);
<II

IF detection/demodulation circuitry.

The non-linear mixing that is central to a coherent optical system occurs in the photodetector when
both the received signal AR cos (211" fRt) and the LO wave ALO cos (211" fwt) are incident upon it.
The resultant output current of the photodetector (1) hall a modulated component at the difference
frequency between the two optical waves, called the intermediate frequency (IF).

(2.1 )
where flp = f R - f w This electrical IF signal contains any amplitude (A R), frequency or phase
(211" fp,t) modulation that was present on the transmitted optical signal. In the general heterodyne
case the IF is a radio frequency signal, and is usually several times the system bit-rate. However
when the frequency of the LO laser is identical to that of the received optical signal, the IF is zero
and the information appears directly at baseband. This is referred to a.<; homodyne detection. In
both cases essentially standard detection techniques developed for radio systems can be applied.
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As has already been noted, a coherent lightwave system allows the use of amplitude, frequency
and phase modulations. which can be either analogue or digital. As outlined in Section 2.1 the vast
majority of information likely to be carried by an optical communication system is digital, hence
the basic modulation schemes available are amplitude shift keying (ASK), frequency shift keying
(FSK) and phase sm ft keying (PSK). Although not as spectrally efficient as multi-level modulations
schemes, binary systems are simpler to implement and give the best receiver sensitivities. In the
world of radio communications the primary constraint is usually bandwidth, hence multilevel
systems are heavily favoured. With fibre optic communication systems however, bandwidth is
usually a secondary consideration behind simplicity and receiver sensitivity. Simplifying a system
obviously decreases its cost, while better receiver sensitivity translates into longer transmission
distances or a larger splitting ratio. Thus for the majority of applications binary modulation
schemes are the most suitable.
In a homodyne system demodulation of the received signal is performed synchronously as
the LO must be phase-locked to the received signal. This requires an optical phase-locked loop
(PLL) and also places stringent requirements on the allowable linewidth of the laser sources.
As a result it has proven very difficult to achieve optical homodyne detection in practice. In
a heterodyne system however, demodulation of the detected IF signal can be performed either
synchronously or asynchronously. Fig. 2.3 shows the various standard receiver structures for
these options. In all cases a band-pass filter (BPF) immediately follows the photodetector to
eliminate as much noise as possible outside the signal bandwidth. Synchronous demodulation of
PSK and ASK (Fig. 2.3(a)) requires recovery of the IF carrier using a PLL. The advantage of
a heterodyne system (as against a homodyne system) is that this PLL operates on an electrical
microwave signal, thus standard radio technology is directly applicable. The recovered carrier
and the IF signal are then multiplied together and low-pass filtered to extract the information.
The asynchronous equivalent for phase modulation is differential phase-shift keying (DPSK).
In this system the information is differentially encoded and conveyed through changes in the
phase, rather than the absolute phase. Demodulation is achieved using the receiver structure of
Fig. 2.3(b), where the IF signal (after band-pa<;s filtering) is split and one branch delayed by a
bit-period. The two paths are then multiplied together and the resultant signal low-pass fi1tered
to yield the transmitted information. Asynchronous demodulation of ASK can be implemented
in the same manner as for DPSK (Fig. 2.3(c)), but with equal delay (usually shown a<; zero) in
both branches. This results in the IF signal being squared and then low-pass filtered, the output of
which is the squared-envelope of the IF signal containing the transmitted data Alternatively the IF
signal could be directly envelope-detected with equivalent results. The receiver structure for both
synchronous and asynchronous demodulation of heterodyne FSK is given in Fig. 2.3(d). This can
be viewed as two ASK receivers operating in parallel at different frequencies: one detects signals
at frequency 10 corresponding to transmitted zeros, while the other detects signals at frequency h
corresponding to transmitted ones. In the synchronous case the demodulators would use PLL's and
product detectors, while for asynchronous detection they would be squared-envelope or envelope
detectors.
Coherent systems enjoy a huge advantage over current generation IM/DD systems in realisable
receiver sensitivity. Considering (2.1) it can be seen that for constant received power the IF signal
is proportional to the amplitude of the LO wave. Thus if sufficient LO power is available the IF
signal power can be made arbitrarily large relative to any noise introduced after the photodetection
process. This overcomes the problem of thennal and receiver noise that limits the sensitivity
achievable by direct detection systems. Given that sufficient LO power is available, the limit on
receiver sensitivity for a coherent system is due to the quantum noise inherent in the photodetection
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Figure 2.3 Heterodyne receiver configurations for the various binary modulation schemes: (II) synchronous
demodulation of ASK and PSk, (b) asynchronous demodulation of PSK, (c) asynchronous demodulation of ASK,
and (d) synchronous or asynchronous demodulation of FSK.

process, and is called the shot noise limit or quantum limited detection. This shot noise appears in
the photodelector output current and for a PIN-photodiode 5 its power is proportional to the optical
power incident on the photo detector. Hence for large LO power both the IF signal power and
the IF shot noise power are proportional to the LO power, resulting in a constant limiting SNR.
Table 2.1 shows the shot noise limited receiver sensitivities6 at a BER of 10-9 for the different
modulation schemes in a coherent system. It should be noted that although the quantum limit for
a direct detection system (10 photons per bit) is very nearly as good as the best coherent system
5An APD could equally be used as (he photodetectorin a coherent system, however these provide gain at the cost of
a decrease in signal to shot noise ratio. Since the heterodyne process provides the necessary gain in a coherent system,
PIN-photodiodes provide better receiver sensitivities than APD's.
6These values assume an ideal quantum efficiency for the photodetector. Practical photodetectors (PIN-photodiodes)
can generally come within 80% to 90% of the ideal.
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Modulation

Homodyne

Heterodyne Detection

(Binary)

Detection

Synchronous

Asynchronous

Detection

PSK

9

18

-

ASK

18

36

20
40

10

FSK

-

36

40

-

Direct

Table 2.1 Ideal shot noise (i.e. quantum) limited receiver sensitivities (in photons per bit) for a bit error rate of 10-9 •

(synchronous PSK at 9 photons per bit), the extremely low received optical power levels restrict
current systems to 1000's of photons per bit. Also of note is the fact that heterodyne detection is
3-dB worst that an equivalent homodyne system. This is in contrast to the case for radio systems
were there is no sensitivity difference between homodyne and heterodyne systems.
The advantage in receiver sensitivities held by coherent systems over current direct detection
systems has to some extent been eroded with the advent of EDFA's, as covered in Section 2.2.
However coherent systems still have a significant advantage in multichannel applications. Since
the IF is given by the difference in frequencies between the transmitted signal carrier and the LO
laser, by varying the frequency of the LO laser a different received frequency is brought into the IF
passband of the receiver. Thus if multiple signals are transmitted down a single fibre at different
frequencies (frequency division multiplexing 7 (FDM)) , provided the channel separation is large
enough any particular signal can be detected simply by tuning the LO laser frequency. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2.4. It can be seen that the minimum channel spacing to avoid cross-channel
interference is twice the bandwidth of the channels. The great advantage of this system is that the
filtering to remove unwanted channels is performed at the IF, and hence it can be implemented
using electrical filters. The technology to build these filters is well established through applications
in the microwave radio field. Compared to an optical filter with equivalent performance they can
be built much smaller and cheaper, are more robust, and can be integrated into the receive(l.

2.3.1

Problems with Coherent Lightwave Systems

It is obvious that the advent of a new technology such as coherent optical systems will raise many
new problems and challenges that need to be addressed. Some of these will be specific to particular
implementations of coherent systems, while others will effect all implementations. For instance,
in a multichannel system it might be desired for a single user to be able to tune into any of a
number of channels. In this situation it is necessary for the LO laser to be tunable over a sufficient
frequency range to demodulate all channels, which is not easily achieved. However the problem
does not exist in a single channel system as the LO laser need then only be stabilised to a specific
frequency. The range of specific problems is at least as vast as the range of possible applications
for coherent systems, and cannot hope to be covered in this thesis. However there are a number
of significant problems that affect coherent systems in general, and these will now be considered.
the optical communications literature frequency division I1Wltiplexing is generally used to describe a system
where the channel spacing is comparable to the system bit-rate, such as can be achieved with a coherent system.
Wavelength division multiplexing is used to describe systems where the channel spacing is very large compared to the
bit-rate, such as is the case with direct detection systems using optical filtering to discriminate between channels.
8Much development is currently being done to integrate all the parts of optical receivers onto a single substrate. This
has many advantages such as easing fabrication, lowering productions costs, and increasing reliabilily and robustness.
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Figure 2.4 Heterodyne detection of a single desired channel (number 3) in a multichannel system employing
frequency division multiplexing.

Electronic Noise For a coherent system to overcome electronic noise and achieve shot noise
limited detection, sufficient LO power must be available. This becomes a problem at high
bit-rates due to the decreased optical energy per bit.
B

Optical Reflections - Optical reflections feeding back into the semiconductor lasers can cause
frequency instabilities and intensity noise in the lasers. This is much more significant with
the new narrow-linewidth lasers used in coherent systems. The solution is to use optical
isolators, however these are very expensive and have not yet been integrated with the active
devices, so they increase the cost and complexity of the system.
Polarisation Control ~ Coherent systems are sensiti ve to a mismatch in polarisation between the
received optical signal and the LO output. This can be overcome either through the use of an
active polarisation control device, polarisation maintaining fibre, or a polarisation diversity
receiver.
Laser Intensity Noise - The output intensity of a semiconductor laser has random fluctuations
due to spontaneous emission events. With a system employing a single photodetector this
appears as amplitude noise on the IF signal. However using a balanced (dual-detector)
receiver effectively eliminates this noise at some cost in receiver complexity and cost.
Laser Phase Noise - The spontaneous emission events that lead to laser intensity noise also create
laser phase noise. This manifests as a broading of the output spectrum of the laser, and gives
rise to the laser linewidth. It is obvious that phase noise will have a detrimental effect on
any modulation or demodulation technique that utilises the phase of a signal. This applies
to all homodyne systems, PSK, DPSK, and also to synchronous demodulation of ASK and
FSK since these rely on carrier phase recovery. Conventional implementations of all these
schemes are very sensitive to phase noise: even laser linewidths of only a few percent of
the bit-rate will cause significant degradations in the receiver sensitivity. Larger amounts
of phase noise can make the systems totally infeasible. Although it is not so obvious, laser
phase noise also degrades the performance of asynchronous ASK and FSK. This is due to
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the nanuw-band IF filtering that is required to reduce the shot noise power. However it
has heen shown that with careful design, asynchronous ASK and FSK systems can tolerate
laser linewidths of from 10% - 50% of the bit-rate with very little degradation in receiver
sensitivity.
The last of these problems, that of laser phase noise, is possibly the most difficult to overcome,
and has been the subject of much attention in the literature. On the physical device side, a lot
of effort has been devoted to producing semiconductor lasers with lower levels of phase noise.
This effort was also spurred on by the advantages of narrow linewidth lasers in direct detection
systems, and has resulted in the development of the DFB and ECL semiconductor lasers discussed
in Section 2.2. Research has also been conducted into methods of reducing the effects of the phase
noise by locking the phase of the LO laser to that of the received optical signal. Techniques such
as these, coupled with the narrow linewidth lasers now available, have reduced the phase noise
problem to the extent that coherent systems are now feasible. However, some level of phase noise
will always be present in these systems: hence, it is important to have techniques to detennine the
extent of its detrimental effects onperfonnance. As covered in Chapter 1, this facet of the problem
has received attention from many researchers. Following on from the analysis of the effects of
laser phase noise, the next obvious step is to attempt to minimise these effects. This area has also
been investigated. and those studies of relevance to this thesis were discused in Chapter 1.

2.4

Conclusions

This chapter has presented an overview of current technology, both presently in use and that
being developed, in the field of fibre optic communications systems. The various options being
considered for future generation systems were discussed, with particular emphasis on coherent
techniques and their advantages in various potential applications. The major problems that must
be overcome for coherent systems to be viable were summarised, and laser phase noise was
identified as one of the most significant. This chapter therefore illustrates the importance, firstly
of analysing, and secondly of minimising, the detrimental effects of this laser phase noise on
coherent systems. It is precisely this problem, for the case of a heterodyne binary-DPSK system,
that is addressed in this thesis.

Chapter 3
THE STANDARD DPS

RECEIVER

In this chapter two methods of evaluating the BER performance of an optical heterodyne binaryDPSK receiver are investigated. The aim is to verify the accuracy of the approximations involved.
and to determine the range of phase noise levels and signal powers over which they are valid.
This information is useful in determining the suitability of these analysis techniques for particular
applications. To this end, Section 3.1 introduces the structure of the DPSK receiver to be analyzed.
It also presents mathematical models for shot noise and laser phase noise, and gives an expression
for the receiver output in terms of these impairments. In Section 3.2 Foschini and Vannucci's
perturbation solution [Foschini and Vannucci, 1988b] for filtered laser phase noise is applied to
the DPSK problem. This enables the probability density junction (pdf) for the output of the
DPSK receiver to be determined, from which the BER is readily obtained. Using this analysis,
numerically computed results which incOIllorate the effects of the narrow-band filtering on the
magnitude of the phase-noise conupted signal can be obtained for the first time. This method also
allows these effects to be neglected in the analysis, thus enabling the accuracy of this widely used
approximation to be determined.
In Section 3.3 a second analysis method, which is based on moments of random variables, is
investigated. Several researchers have looked at the use of moment characterisations in the analysis
of digital communication systems, and recently they have been applied to coherent optical systems
[Yao and Tobin, 1976; Kavehrad and Joseph. 1986; Bond, 1989; Garrett et al .• 1990; Pierobon
and Tomba, 1991; Dallal and Shamai (Shitz), 1992]. These moment based techniques fall into
two general categories. The first type use the moments to obtain a bound on the receiver error
probability directly, while the second use moments to estimate the pdf of the noise or noisy signal
at some point in the system, from which the receiver error probability is computed. Theoretically,
both of these moment methods should be able to provide accurate results for all levels of phase
noise and signal power, provided adequate numbers of moments can be accurately computed.
In practice however, the non-linear nature of a DPSK receiver renders many of the techniques
unsuitable, and numerical problems in the computation of the moments restrict the range of phase
noise levels and signal powers over which they are useful.
In coherent optical systems, the momentsof interest are those of the phase noise at the output of
the narrow-band fIlter. Previous authors have derived formulations for these moments [Bond, 1989;
Garrett et al., 1990; Pierobon and Tomba, 1991; Dallal and Shamai (Shitz), 1992], however they
only consider large amounts of phase noise. Although quite acceptable in a well designed ASK
or FSK system, these levels of phase noise would lead to extremely poor performance in a DPSK
system. When attempting to calculate higher order moments for small amounts of phase noise
however, numerical problems make it difficult to obtain accurate results. This problem is addressed
by deriving a more numerically stable formulation for the moments of the filtered phase noise.
In order to investigate the regions over which the two analysis methods give useful results, a
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'Vs(t)

vs(iT)

Loclli Oscilllltor Laser

Figure 3.1 Structure for the standard optical heterodyne binary-DPSK receiver.

method is required to detennine the receiver's error probability that is known to be accurate. This
is necessary as a benchmark against which to compare the perturbation and moment results. To
provide this comparison the DPSK receiver is simulated (using importance sampling techniques
to make this feasible), since in this instance accuracy is more important than computation time
or insight. Section 3.4 presents results from the perturbation and moment based analyses, and
compares them with the simulation results.

3.1

System Model

3.1.1 DPSK Receiver Structure
The receiver structure being analyzed is shown in Fig. 3.1. The incoming optical signal of
frequency IRis mixed with a locally generated wave of frequency I w. The photodetect01' output
is then at an intenncdiate frequency given by IJP = I R - fLO' The band-pass filter is centered at
the IF and is matched to the received signal; it serves to limit the shot noise that is introduced by
the detection process. Demodulation of the resultant IF DPSK signal is perfonned by splitting the
signal into two. delaying one branch by the bit-period T, and then multiplying the two branches
together. The low-pass filter (LPF) serves to remove double frequency terms introduced by the
multiplication, and may also further limit the noise. The LPF output is sampled at the end of
each bit period, and a data decision made according to the sign of the sample: a positive output is
decoded as a zero, a negative output as a one.

3.1.1.1 Signal
Assuming rectangular pulses, and a modulation phase shift of 11' for a one and 0 for a zero, then
the received optical signal is given by

ER(t)

= ±V2Pn cos [21l'/Rt + OR(t)]

, (i - l)T < t ::; iT , i E I

(3.1)

where P R is the received signal power, OR( t) is the phase noise process of the transmitting laser,
and I is the set of integers. The LO wavefoml is given similarly,

(3.2)
where P w is the LO power and Bw(i) is the phase noise process of the LO laser. The optical
wave incident on the photo detector is then given by

(3.3)
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The photodetector output current is proportional to the squared envelope of the incident optical
wave, which can be written

Here e(t) is the combined phase noise process of the transmitting and LO lasers. Now as the
system being considered is heterodyne, the IF will be several times higher than the bit-rate and
hence the baseband terms will be blocked by the BPF. The IF signal can then be written as a
com plex envelope centered at the IF:

y(t)

= ±SeJil(t) + n(t)

(3.5)

where n( t) is the shot noise introduced by the photodetection process, and for fixed LO power S2
is proportional to the received optical power.

3.1.1.2

Shot Noise

The performance of a coherent optical receiver can be made shot noise limited. Shot noise is
due to the random arrival times of individual photons. For large optical power this originates a
white noise process. the spectral density of which is proportional to the received optical power.
Thus by increasing the local oscillator power, the shot noise can be made to dominate over all
other noise sources, while the signal to shot noise ratio is unaffected. Using the complex envelope
notation of (3.5), n( t) is a zero-mean complex white Gaussian noise process, having independent,
identically distributed (iid) real and imaginary parts with double sided spectral density (DSSD)
of N.] Following the notation of Foschini et al. [1988a], define the IF SNR (signal to noise ratio)
to be the signal power divided by the noise power in a bandwidth liT, where T equals the bit-rate.
i.e. IF SNR ~ S2T IN.

3.1.1.3

Phase Noise

The standard model for the phase noise process in semiconductor lasers is that it is a zero mean
Brownian motion process, with variance 2rrj3t, j3 being the 3-dB laser linewidth. The phase
noise process fJ( t) in (3.4) and (3.5) is the difference between the phase noise processes of the
transmitting and LO lasers. Since these processes are independent Brownian motions. then their
difference is also a Brownian motion process, with variance equal to the sum of the variances of
the constituent processes. The parameter of interest here is j3T, the ratio of the laser linewidth to
the bit-rate.

3.1.2

Formulation of Decision Statistic

Referring to Fig. 3.1, the receiver deci sion statistic is the random variable (r.v.) 11s = 1J,,( iT). where
i E I and the subscript s is used to denote that a quantity relates to the standard binary-DPSK
receiver. This subscript becomes necessary in later chapters when new receiver structures are
introduced. With no loss of generality consider i
1. so that 1Js 11s (T). The error mechanism
of the receiver is independent of the sequence of transmitted pulses, hence it is sufficient to

=

=

I A band-pass filtered white Gaussian noise process with DSSD of N /2 can be expressed as a baseband process,
with Ud in-phase and quadrature components each having a DSSD of N. These baseband inphase and quadrature
components are equivalent to the real and imaginary parts of the complex envelope.
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consider only the sequence (+5, +S).2 In this case a detection error occurs when Vs is negative.
Hence assuming equal probabilities of a zero or olle symbol being sent, the probability of error Pe
for the receiver can then be written as

Pe

= Pr[v., < 0]

(3.6)

The band-pass filter in the standard receiver is optimised for the situation where onJy additive
white Gaussian noise (WGN) (the shot noise) is present. In this model rectangular message
pulses 3 are assumed with length T, so the optimal baseband representation (acting on the complex
envelope of the IF signal) of the BPF is a finite time integrator which has the impulse response

h3(t) =

liT

o

{

l

0<t <T
- -

,elsewhere

(3.7)

This filter effectively averages the noise over the bit-period, and the filtered signal is then given by

us(t)

=

[too hs(t - r)y(r) dr

=5 [too hAt-r)eJO(T)dr+ [too ha(t-r)n(r)dr

== 5z s(t)

+ nAt)

(3.8)

The direct and delayed filtered signals at the decision time can now be written as follows

+ nAT)
5z.(0) + ns(O)

us(T) = 5z.(T)
u .• (O) =

(3.9)

where

zs(T)

= loT h.,T(T -

t)eJO(t) dt

(3.10)

za(O)

= [OT hso(O -

t)eJ/I(t) dt

0.11)

ns(T)

= loT h.,T(T -

t)n(t) dt

(3.12)

ns(O)

=

hso(O - t)n(t) dt

(3.13)

1°

-T

The subscripts T and 0 denote that quantities apply to the intervals [0, T] (direct bit-period) and
[-T, 0] (delayed bit-period) respectively. For the standard receiver, both the direct and delayed
signals pass through the same filter, thus h.'T(t) = hso(t) = hs(t). Since n(t) is a complex
Gaussian process, then as long as the filter is linear, n.,(T) and 11, •• (0) will be complex Gaussian
r.v.'s. Using the definition of hs(t) given in 0.7), ns(T) and ns(O) can be found to be iid zero
mean r.v. 's with iid real and imaginary parts having a variance of a~. = NIT (see Appendix 3A
(Result 1)).
can be verified by substituting the sequences (+S, -S), (-S, +S) or (-S, -S) into equation (3.9): the error
fonnulation does not change.
3The reason for using non-rectangular message pulses in communication systems is to reduce the transmission
bandwidth. In fibre systems however, bandwidth is not usually a problem so near-rectangular pulses can be used, which
minimises intersymbol interference.

3.2
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Recalling that u s (1') and u3 (0) are complex envelope representations, the receiver output at
time l' (i.e. the decision statistic) can be written

(3.14)
Here ~['l denotes taking the real part, and " indicates the complex conjugate. Now defining fx( x)
as the pdf of the r.v. v, the receiver's error probability becomes

Pe

= [°00 fv.(v s ) dvs

(3.15)

Finally, it is shown in Appendix 3A (Result 4) that the decision statistic VB is independent of
the value of the phase noise process at the time origin. This allows the expressions for the filtered
signals to be simplified by setting 0(0) = 0, which gives

u s (1')

= ~ ZT + ns(1')

us(O)

= TZo + ns(O)

S

(3.16)

where ZT and Zo are iid versions of the standardised pha...;;e noise integral

Z(T)

= loT e J8 (t) dt , 0(0) = 0

(3.17)

The subscript T indicates that the phase noise process is integrated over the interval. [0,1'], while
the subscript 0 indicates intcgration over [- T, 0]. Thus the decision statistic can be written

(3.18)

3.2 Perturbation Based Technique
From (3.15) it can be seen that in order to determine the probability of error for the receiver, the
pdf of the receiver decision statistic Vs must first be found. It was shown in Section 3.1 that Vs
is a function of the independent r.v.'s ZT, Zoo ns(T) and ns(O), hence fv.( v s ) can be found from
straight-forward transformations of their pdf's. which are presented in Section 3.2.1. The problem
is further simplified by exploiting the fact that ZT and Zo are iid versions of the standardised
phase noise variable Z(T), while nsCT) and ns(O) are iid r.v. 'so This means that it is sufficient to
compute the densities of Z(1') and ns(1').
Appendix 3A (Resu1t 1) shows that ns(T) is a complex r.v., with real and imaginary parts
being iid zero mean Gaussian r.v. 's, with variance a~s = N /1': thus it's pdf is known. The pdf
of Z(T) however, is not so straight-forward to determine. Foschini and Vannucci [1988b] have
derived a perturbation solution for the moment generatingfunction (MOP) of Zs == Z(T)/T, valid
for small amounts of phase noise. Since Zs is complex, this is a two dimensional function and is
given in both rectangular and polar fOnTIs. The polar fonnulation is chosen as it is simpler and
easier to invert. Rather than invert the MGF directly to obtain the pdf of z s, it is more convenient to
first convert it to a characteristic function (CF). This is done by replacing its arguments (p, q) with
(JP, Jq), corresponding to the transformed magnitude and phase variables (Tnz, !f'z) respectively,
and after correcting a minor en-or gives

wmz'Pz(p,q)

= eJPsinhc-!(JPr)!
(3.19)
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where
'nhC( X )

SI

t;,. sinh( x )
=
_--,--c...

X

tanhc( X)

~

cothc ( x )

t;,. coth(X)
=
--x

l'

tanh( X)
x

~ 27rf3T

(3.20)

Standard numerical Fourier transform techniques can now be used to invert (3.19) and obtain the
pdf of ZS'

3.2.1

Functions of Complex Random Variables

In order to evaluate the pdf of the receiver decision statistic VS, it is necessary to first derive
formulae for various functions of complex r. v. 'so These derivations are presented in Appendix 3B
using a Jacobian transfmmation technique [Papoulis, 1965], and only the results are summarised
here.
To obtain the pdf of us(T) = S Zs + ns(T), set us(T) = Tu exp(JA u ), Zs = m z exp(Jipz), and
ns(T) = n, + Jn Q • Now using the notation fxy(x, y) to represent the joint pdf of the random
variables x and y, Appendix 3B (Result 1) gives

(3.21 )
where
i

-

n, =

n~
and i

b ± Vb 2 ~ 4ac
2a
a

== 1 + tan2 Au

b

2Sm z ( 1

C

S2m;

+ tan2 Au) cos ipz
(1 + cos 2 ipz tan2 Au -

= n~ tan Au + Smz (cos!.pz tan Au -

sin2 ipz) -

T~
(3.22)

sinipz)

= 1,2 correspond to the two solutions for n I' Now letting ~ = us(T)u:(O) =

us(T)

m" exp(Jw,,),

= rl exp(J)I)) and u:(O) = T2 exp(JA2). then from Appendix 3B (Result 2)

(3.23)
Having found the pdf fM"O" (m", w,,). evaluating the pdf of Vs from this is a two step procedure.
First setting PK = cos WK. an expression is derived for the the joint pdffM"R,,( mK, PK)' Then the
required pdf can be obtained using Vs = !1C[u s(T)u:(0)]/2 = (mK cos wK)/2 = m KPK/2. TIlis
procedure is presented in Appendix 3B (Result 3) and leads to the formula

fv. (V s )

=4

1 fM"n"

1
-1

(1:, arccos PI<)
~

IPKly 1 - p~

dPK

(3.24)
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3.2.2

Numerical Implementation

Having derived the expressions necessary to calculate the pdf of v .. , these were Ihen implemented
numerically. Inspection of (3.19) reveals that the CF has a Gaussian fonn in the phase variable q
(Le. conditioned on p the CF is Gaussian), and thus the inverse Fourier transform with respect to
q can be calculated ana1ytically. The transfomlation with respect to the magnitude variable p was
then implemented using a/ast Fourier tralls/orm algorithm, which results in the two-dimensional
pdf of ZS' The integrations in (3.21), (3.23), (3.24) and (3.15) were then approximated by finite
summations, and the number of points in the summations increased until results stabilised. This
implementation generates the pdf's at each step on a grid of points, however some steps require
pdf values between these points. In this case the pdf's were interpolated in each dimension using
Newton's forward difference fonnula (to second order). Results from these numerical calculations
are given in Section 3.4.

3.2.3

PhasecOn]y Approximation for

Zs

The major advantage of the analysis presented in this section is that it accounts for the effects
of the IF filtering on the magnitude of the phase noise corrupted signal, whereas previous DPSK
analyses [Nicholson, 1984; Salz, 1985; Jacobsen and Garrett, 1985; Jacobsen and Garrett, 1987;
Jacobsen et ai., 1989; Patzak and Meissner, 1988; Nicholson and Stephens, 1989] neglected these
effects 4 • The other authors justify this approximation by arguing that over the range of interest the
amount of phase noise is small, so that the phase noise corrupted signal is almost totally within the
filter passband. Using the ana1ysis presented here however, it is simple to neglect the magnitude
effects of the IF filtering and thus determine the accuracy of this approximation through a direct
comparison. This is achieved by integrating out the magnitude from the pdf of the filtered pha'>e
noise zs, or equivalently, setting p = 0 in the CF of Zs (equation (3.19)). The advantage of this
latter teclmique is that (3.19) then takes the form of a simple Gaussian CP, which can be inverted
analytically. The marginal pdf of the phase of Zs can then be written in closed form as
(3.25)

where

27rf3T
3

As the magnitUde of z., is now unity (mz == 1), the outer integral of (3.21) can be evaluated
analytically which reduces the numerica1 computation. The BER for the receiver, with the
magnitude effects of the IF filtering neglected, can then be computed in the same manner as
previously. Results using this approximation are presented in Section 3.4, where they are compared
to the results obtained when the magnitude effects are included.

3.3

Moment Based Techniques

This section considers methods that use the moments of v., to determine the error probability of
the receiver. Essentially there are two approaches: the moments can either be used to bound the
error probability directly, or to estimate the pdf of Vs which is then used to compute the BER.
The subject of moment ba,<;ed bounds is quite well established, but due to the non-linear nature of
4Most of these analyses also use other approximations.
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the DPSK receiver the problem formulations are generally inconsistent with the case of a phase
noise corrupted DPSK system. FOf example, Yao and Tobin [1976] present a method that gives
tight bounds from only a few moments. However, their formulation assumes an additive white
Gaussian noise component, which although present in the input stages of a DPSK receiver, is not
present at the output. Dallal and Shamai (Shitz) [1992] use a moment bounding technique in their
analysis of a time-diversity DPSK system. Although they are obtaining error probabilities as low
as 10-9 , due to their diversity technique the actual probabilities for which they directly obtain
moment-based bounds are much higher than this. For a system BER of 10-9 and a diversity level
of 8 for example, the actual probabilities they are bounding are of the order \Y1O- 9 = 7.S X 10-2 •
For these relatively large probabilities tight bounds can be obtained with only a few moments,
however when applied to much smaller probabilities (e.g. 10~9) as would be the case for standard
(non-diversity) DPSK systems, the bounds become very loose. A very general technique is to use
a linear-programming approach, where the BER is fmmulated as an integral over the tail of a. pdf
(as in (3.15)). By minimising and maximising the BER subject to the constraints imposed by the
known moments of the pdf, an upper and lower bound on the BER can be obtained. Unfortunatel y,
unless large numbers of moments are used this method only provides very loose bounds. Although
a tight bound using moments is probably feasible, and would be very useful, it has not yet been
possible to achieve this. Due to the lack of a tight bounding technique this method was not pursued,
and the approach considered instead was to estimate the receiver's output pdf via the moments.
A major problem with estimating pdf's from moments is that for any finite set of moments, there
are many different pdf's that satisfy them. Thus it is necessary to have some criterion for choosing
a particular pdf from all the possibilities. The approach used was to choose the maximum entropy
pdf that satisfied the moment constraints. Maximum entropy estimation of pdf's to evaluate the
error probability of a communication system has been investigated by Kavehrad and Joseph [1986],
amongst others. They found that this method gave good results with much fewer moments than
techniques such as Gaussian quadrature rules. Such behaviour is intuitively satisfying, as entropy
maximisation has its roots in communication theory. Also, many well-known distributions are
actually maximum entropy distributions, e.g. given the amstraints: first moment = 0, second
moment:::; ()"2, then the maximum entropy density is a Gaussian. It is therefore not unrealistic
to expect the maximum entropy approach to be a good approximation to the actual density. The
derivation and algorithm for the maximum entropy method is very well presented in [Kavehrad
and Joseph. 1986], thus it is not reiterated here. The emphasis instead is on deriving the required
moments. Results using this method are give in Section 3.4.

3.3.1

The Moments of v.

A prerequisite for any moment based technique is a method to compute the necessary moments,
in this case those of the receiver decision statistic VS' Writing the kth moment of Vn as J.tk. and
denoting the expectation operator as E[·], gives
J.tk

=E

[v:]

= ;k E [[us(T)u:CO)

=\4

E

[t

1=0

+ u:CT)u.CO)t 1

kC/ [u,,(T)u;CO)]k-1 [U:CT)UsCO)]I]

3.3
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(3.26)

where kCI denotes the binomial coefficients and

(3.27)
since us(T) and us(O) are iid random variables. The Wk,l terms can be expanded as:

(3.28)

where !1-i,j(T) = E[[Z(T)Ji[Z"'(T)FJ are the moments of the filtered phase noise process that
have been derived by Bond et al. [Bond, 1989; Garrett et al., 1990]. Fortunately, the expected
value of the noise product has the simple form given below

[!

E n,(T)]'!n;(T)J'] = {

~' (¥)' i!

ifi

=j

(3.29)

otherwise

This result is derived in Appendix 3C and allows equation (3.28) to be simplified as

Wk,l =

I:I

k- 1C k _21 +i'Cj
j=max(O,21-k)

(S)
k-2J+2j
(N )
j
T
!1-k-21+j,j(T) 2 1- (1- j)! T

(I-j)

(3.30)

Hence the moments of VB are specified by (3.26), (3.27) and (3.30). Since the mk,l terms are
symmetric, satisfying mk,1 = mk,k-l. it is not necessary to compute all of the terms in (3.26). This
formulation is computationally trivial except for the initial problems in computing the moments
of Z(T).
Bond [1989] produced a compact formulation for !1-i,j(T) in the recursive form
(3.31 )
Unfortunately, a direct application of (3.31) results in considerable algebraic complexity, even for
relatively low values of i and j. This problem could be handled by using recursive techniques in
a symbolic manipUlation package, but would require extensive computational effort. There is an
additional problem in that the form of the !1-i,j(T) makes the evaluation numerically difficult for
small values of {3. This is a real problem even when the !1-i,j(T) can be written down analytically,
and is discussed in Appendix 3D. Several other authors have also derived expressions for the
!1-i,j(T) terms. Dallal and Shamai (Shitz) [1992] use an approach that gives the same form as (3.31).
and thus suffers from the same problems. Pierobon and Tomba [1991] obtain a formulation using
Laplace transforms, however they only calculate moments for {3T :2: 1, which in the context of
a DPSK receiver is a huge amount of phase noise. For smaller values of {3T numerical accuracy
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becomes a major problem, especially for higher order moments. However in Appendix 3D the
essentially simple form of (3.31) is shown to yield the more direct computational solution
00

Ili,j(T)

=

L

9k(i,j)T

k

(3.32)

k=i+j

where
gk+l(i,j)

=

(3.33)

~ ~ (i - j)2(k- p) [ig p(i-I, j) + jgp(i, j - 1)] (-1 l-1(21r,a)k- p
w~
2 k - p (k -l)!(l- p)I(1 + 1)
/==q p-q
and q = i + j - 1. This formulation is much more stable numerically, and is the method used to
compute the moments for the results presented in Section 3.4.

3.4 Resu1ts
3.4.1

Benchmark Results

To provide a benchmark against which to compare the result'> of the analyses presented in this
chapter, the standard binary-DPSK receiver was simulated. Now the number of actual error events
generated in a simulation can be used to form a confidence interval for the result. Jerucrnm [1984]
has shown that if to error event'> occur, then to a 99% level of confidence the true result will be
within a factor of about 2 of the simulated result. This is generally regarded as a minimum degree
of accuracy for the results to be considered usefuL Due to the computation involved, the number
of simulation trials was limited to 106 , which therefore limited the error probability for which
accurate results could be obtained to about 10- 5 . However it was possible to obtain useful results
for much lower error probabilities through the application of importance sampling techniques.
Importance sampling is a technique where the noise terms in a simulation are artificially "biased"
so as to create more error events, and the output of the simulation is then "debiased" to obtain a
useful result. Many authors have used and investigated this technique, including Jeruchim [1984],
Hahn and Jerucrnm [1987], Lu and Yao [1988], Orsak and Aazhang [1989], Jerucrnm et al. [1989]
and Chen et aT. [1993]. The simulation was used to obtain BER results for integer SNR values
from to-dB to 20-dB, and for phase noise to bit-rate ratios (,aT) of 0,0.001,0.005,0.01,0.022,
0.05 and 0.1. For the case of no phase noise (,aT = 0), the pertOImance is given by the classic
case of a DPSK signal corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise only. In this situation the error
probability is well known [Haykin, 1983] to be
Pe!,OT=O

= ~ exp
2

(_

S2T)
2N

(3.34)

which provides another check on the results.

3.4,2

Perturbation Results

Fig. 3.2 gives the results obtained using the perturbation based analysis presented in Section 3.2.2.
The curve for fiT = 0 was obtained from (3.34), while the other curves are the results of the
numerical analysis for fiT = 0.001,0.005,0.01,0.022,0.05 and 0.1. The simulation results for
the same ,aT and integer IF SNR values are shown as "*". It can be seen that the perturbation
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Figure 3.2 Graph of error probability (BER)for I} stand[lfdbinary-DPSK system computed using the perturbation
based analysis, comp[lfed with simulated results for the same system.

analysis gives accurate results over the entire range of phase noise values considered. For larger
amounts of phase noise (f3T > 0.1) the performance ofa DPSK system would deteriorate further,
however at f3T = 0.1 the performance is already so poor as to make a DPSK system impractical.
A comparison of the phase-only approximation for Zs (Section 3.2.3) with the full perturbation
analysis is given in Fig. 3.3. For f3T = 0.001 there is no discernible difference between the two
approaches, however for larger f3T it can be seen that neglecting the effects of the IF filtering on
the magnitude of the phase-noise corrupted signal slightly underestimates the actual BER. This
effect is most pronounced around f3T = 0.01, where at a BER of 10- 9 there is a O.S-dB difference
in SNR between the two approaches.

3.4.3

Moment Based Results

Fig. 3.4 shows the results from the maximum entropy pdf estimation approach, using five moments,
for f3T = 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and integer IF SNR values between lO-dB and 20-dB. The
moments were computed using the approach presented in Section 3.3.1, however even using the
improved formulation only about five moments could be computed with reliable accuracy over
the whole range of {3T and IF SNR values required. The moment based results are compared
with the perturbation based results, since these have been shown to be accurate. There is no curve
for f3T = 0.001, as the maximum entropy estimation method did not converge for this small
amount of phase noise. It can be seen that the moment based technique only provides useful
resul ts down to an error probability of about 10- 3 . Below this the error probabilities increasingly
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Figure 3.3 Graph of error probability (HER) for a standard binary-DPSK system computed using the perturbation
based analysis. compared with a phase-only approximation for the fillered phase-noise corrupted signal.

diverge from their true values. At low error probabilities it is events at the extreme tails of the
pdfs that cause errors, and in these tail regions the higher order moments become very significant.
Thus this accuracy problem could be reduced by using a larger number of moments, however
as stated in Section 3.3.1 this would involve considerable numerical difficulties even with the
improved formulation. An example of the sensitivity of the moment based methods to numerical
inaccuracies at low BER's can be seen by considering Table 3.1. This gives the first five moments
of the receiver decision statistic for an IF SNR of 16-dB, and {3T of 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1. It can be
seen that the difference in the moments for {3T = 0.001 and {3T = 0.01 is very small, however
this corresponds to a change in BER of nearly three orders of magnitude (refer to Fig. 3.2).

3.5

Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter has presented two analysis methods for detennining the error probability of an optical
heterodyne binary-DPSK system corrupted by laser phase noise. The first of these methods is
based on a perturbation solution for filtered phase noise that was presented by Foschini and
Vannucci [1988b]. Although derived under the approximation of small phase noise, a comparison
with simulated results showed that this method was accurate for laser linewidths up to at least
10% of the bit-rate. At this level of phase noise the performance of the DPSK system was fOlmd
to have deteriorated to such an extent that the system becomes impractical.
A widely used approximation in previous analyses of coherent optical DPSK systems is to
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Figure 3.4 Graph of error probability (BER) for a standard binary-DPS K system computed via maximum entropy
estimation of the output pdf from its first five moments. compared with results obtained Ilsing the perturbation
based analysis, An analytically calculated curve for j3T = 0 is also shown for reference,

neglect the effects of the narrow-band IF filtering on the magnitude of the phase noise corrupted
signal. The perturbation analysis was used to implement this approximation, and thus determine
its accuracy via a comparison with the previous results. It was found that this approximation
slightly underestimates the actual BER, however it is generally quite good for the range of phase
noise levels encountered in a practical DPSK system. The most noticeable deviation occurs where
the laser linewidth is about 1% of the bit-rate, where at a BER of 10- 9 there is a 0.5-dB difference
in IF SNR's.
The second of the analysis methods is ba.<;ed on the moments of random variables. Moment
based methods appear to work best when they are used to estimate integrals of smooth functions
of random variables. This sort of situation arises in many communication systems, e.g. when
additive Gaussian noise is present at the output of the receiver, its conditional enur probability
can be written as a standard error-function, erf(.). The conditioning can then be removed by
integrating over the densities of the other impairments - a process that is well suited to powerful
moment techniques such as Gauss-Quadrature Rules. Due to the non-linear nature of the DPSK
receiver however, the decision statistic cannot be usefully expressed in this form. It is therefore
necessary to use the moments to directly estimate or bound the actual receiver enur probability.
A problem with previous fonnulations [Bond, 1989; Garrett et al., 1990; Pierobon and
Tomba, 1991; Dallal and Shamai (Shitz), 1992] for the moments of filtered laser phase noise
is that for small amounts of phase noise they are very sensitive to numerical inaccuracies. This
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IF SNR:;;; 16 dB

f3T

f3T

= 0.001

= 0.01

f3T = 0.1

TIfE STANDARD DPSK RECEIVER

Moment

Computed

no.

moments

1

1.984

2

4.141 X 102

3

9.056 X 103

4

2.069 X 105

5

4.922 X 106

1

1.929 X 101

2

3.928 X 102

3

8.400 X 103

4

1.880 X 105

5

4.392 X 106

1

1.466 X 101

2

2.545 X 102

3

4.750 X 103

4

9.527 X 104

5

2.017 X 106

X 101

Table 3.1 The first five moments of the receiver decision statistic v, for IF SNR
and 0.1, calculated numerically using the formulation presented in Section 3.3.

= 16 dB and f3T = 0.001,0.01

problem has been addressed by deriving a formulation for these moments that removes the main
cause of the numerical inaccuracies. However as all these formulations are recursive, it becomes
increasingly more difficult to obtain accurate results as the moment order increases. Using the
derived formulation, the joint moments (it is a two dimensional process) of the filtered phase noise
process were computed up to the fifth order for laser linewidths as small as 0.1 % of the bi t -rate.
These moments then allowed the first five moments of the receiver decision statistic to be found,
from which a maximum entropy teclmique was used to estimate the receiver BER. Comparing
these BER results with those obtained using the perturbation approach shows that the moment
based method works quite well for large probabilities. For the small error probabilities that are of
interest however, it would require the use of large numbers of moments to obtain accurate results.
This is a severe limitation on the use of moments, as it becomes increasingly difficult to compute
the moments as their order goes up. It appears that the best use of the moments in situations such
as this is as a sanity check on other forms of analysis, or as a means of optimising some parameters
where relative performance is as good a measure as actual error rate. In fact in Chapter 6 moments
of a decision statistic are used in this manner.
It is apparent from the results presented in this chapter that for the levels of phase noise encountered in a typical optical heterodyne binary-DPSK system, Foschini and Vannucci's perturbation
solution for filtered phase noise provides a useful and accurate analysis tool. Also, the results
verify that the widely used approximation of neglecting the effects of the narrow-band IF filtering
on the magnitude of the phase noise corrupted signal is in fact valid. Finally, the non-linear nature
of the DPSK receiver coupled with the small levels of error probability and phase noise involved,
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imposes a severe restriction on the usefulness of moments based analysis methods.

Appendix 3A

Four Independence Resu!ts

Result 1 71 s (T) and n8(0) are iid r,v.'s.
m

From (3.7) and (3.8) the filtered noise term is

lit

ns(t)=-

T t-T

n(7)dr

(3.35)

where n(t) is zero mean, complex white Gaussian noise. The iid real and imaginary parts of n(t)
have a double sided spectral density of N and hence share tlIe autocorrelation function
(3.36)
where ~(r) is the Dirac delta function. Since the filter is linear it can be seen immediately from
(3.35) that ns(t) will also have iid Gaussian real (nJ(t) and imaginary (nQ(t) parts. whose
autocorrelation functions are given by

= 21

it I

={

N(T - 171)IT2 ,

T

t-T

t

T

-

t-T-T

N o( 72

- 71)

d71 d72

Irl < T
, Irl ~ T

o

(3.37)

Now the cross-correlation between nJ(T) and n,(O) (also between nQ(T) and nQ(O)) is given by
Rn.(T-O) = 0, which is a sufficient condition for Gaussian r.v.'s to be independent [Haykin,1983].
It follows that ns(T) and ns(O) arc iid zero-mean complex Gaussianr.v.'s, with tid real and imaginary parts having a variance given by G'~s = Rn s (0) = NIT.

Result 2 ZT and Zo are independent of 8(0) and are iid r.v.'s.
m

From (3.8) and (3.9) the filtered phase noise is given by
(3.38)
which can be rewritten as

zs(T)

= _eJa(o)
_

iT

T

eJ [8(T)-O(0)]

dr

0

eJO(O)

(3.39)

-;y-ZT

=

Similarly for the interval [- T, 0] it can be written
eJa(O)

zs(O)

= -;y-Zo

(3.40)

where

zo =

fO eJ[O(T)-O(O)]

-T

dr

(3.41)
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ZT and Zo can be seen to be independent of 8(0) as they are functions only of the increments
{[O( T) - 8(0)] , t > O} and {[O( T) - O(O)J , t < OJ, which are independent of 8(0). Now defIDing
a new process 'Ij;( T) ~ 8( -T) and changing variable from T to -T in (3.41) gives
Zo

= loT e J [1/J(T)-1/J(O)] dT

(3.42)

'Ij;( T) is a Brownian motion process with the same specifications as 8( T), hence from (3.39) and
(3.42) it can be seen that ZT and Zo are iid T.V. 's.

Result 3

m

ns(T)e-JlI(O)

and

ns(O)eJB(O)

are independent of 0(0).

This result essentially follows from the symmetric nature of the ns(T) variable and the fact that
e±JB(O) has unit modulus. The easiest way to prove the independence is viaMGF's. Let Mw,Bo (p, q)
be the joint MGF of w = ns(T)eJB(O) and 00 = 0(0). Then

Mw,oo (p, q) = E [e JPw +.1g 0o]

=

Roo [E [e.1pw+ JQ OO 100 ]]

= EBo

[e JgOO E [e.1 PW IOoJ]

(3.43)

Given 80 it can be seen that w is simply a phase-rotated version of ns(T). Now as ns(T) has lid
real and imaginary parts with zero mean, then its statistics (and hence those of w) are invarient
under a phase rotation. Since the conditional distribution of w does not depend on 80 equation
(3.43) can be written

(3.44)
Hence the required independence result for ns(T) follows. The prooffor ns(O) is identical, since
Result 1 proved that ns(O) is an lid version of ns(T).

Result 4 Vs is independent of 0(0).
a

The previous three results can be combined to show that Vs is independent of 8(0) since Vs can be
written

Vs

= ~lR [[ S zs(T) + ns(T)][ S zs(O) + ns(O)]* 1

= ~~ [:: ZTZ[) + :

ns(T)e-JB(O) Zo

+:

n:(O)eJO(O) ZT

+ ns(T)n:(O)]

(3.45)

All four terms in (3.45) are independent of 0(0) and hence the process Vs is independent of 0(0).
This independence allows the Brownian motion process to be zeroed at the time origin without loss
of generality, i.e. 0(0) = O. This is useful for simulation or numerical approaches to computing
the density of the output and gives

u.,(T)
(3.46)

us(O)
where us(T) and

Us

=

s

TZo

+ ns(O)

(0) are seen to be iid r.v.'s . The output therefore has the simplified form
(3.47)
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Appendix 3:8

pdfs Olf Functions Olf Complex Random Variables

This appendix derives fonnulations for the pdfs of the sum and product of two complex r.v. 's
and also for the real part of a complex r.v.. The method used follows an approach presented by
Papoulis [1965], where "dummy functions" are introduced so that the desired operation can be
treated a', part of a transfonnation. The Jacobian for tIns transfonnation can then be found, and
the unwanted variables resulting from the dummy function.." integrated out to leave the required
pdf.

Result 1- Sum of CompJex Random Variables
It is required to find the pdf, in polar fonn, of the sum of two complex random variables,

one of which is in polar fOIm while the other is in rectangular. Letting Un = T" exp(JA,,).
Zs = m z exp(J'Pz). and ns = n, + Jn Q • then the required pdf is of Us = SZs + ns. Following the
approach of Pap au lis [1965] define the four functions
(3.48)
(3.49)

= mz

(3.50)

l(mz,'Pz,n"no) = 'Pz

(3.51)

k(mz,'Pz,n"n o )

The joint pdf of 1'". Au. m z , and 'Pz is then given by
(3.52)

where m~. 'P~. n;. and nio are all the real solutions to (3.48) (3.49) (3.50) and (3.51). J( m~, if'~, n~, n~)
is the Jacobian evaluated at (m~, 'P~, n~, n~). and is given by

J(

i

8g
8m.
8h
am.
ak
8m.
al
8m.

iii)

m z ' if'Zl nIl nQ =

8g
~
ah
a<pz
8k
a<p.

al
a<p.

8g

8g
8nQ
8h
8nQ
ak
anQ
81
8nQ

drlT
ah
anI
8k
8nI
81
8n]

mz

= m~

, 'Pz

n, = n~ , nO

= 'P~

= n~

1

(3.53)

Equations (3.48) and (3.49) respectively give

= 8 2 m; + n7 + n~ +2SmZnICOS'PZ +2SmznOsin'Pz
ns = nc tan Au + Sm z ( cos i.pz tan Au - sin 'Pz)
T~

(3.54)
(3.55)

Substituting (3.55) into (3.54) and rearranging:

an7 + b nl + = 0
C

(3.56)
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where
2

a::: 1 + tan Au

b
c

2Sm z(1

+ tanZ Au) cos rpz

= S2m; (1 + cos 2 i.pz tan2 Au -

sinz !pz)

-

T~

solutions to (3.48) (3.49) (3.50) and (3.51) are then given by

-b ± Vb - 4ac
n; = -----=--2a
2

(3.57)
where i = 1,2 correspond to the two solutions for n~. Substituting equations (3.53) and (3.57)
into (3.52), and integrating out the variables m z and !pI, gives the desired pdf
(3.58)

2 Product of CompJex Random Variables
m

It is required to find the pdf, in polar fonn, of the product of two complex random variables.
m", exp(Jw K ). us(T)
T) exp(JAI), and u:(O)
both of which are in polar fonn. Letting K
TZ exp(JA2), then the required pdf is of K = us(T)u:(O). Following the same approach as in
Result 1 of this appendix, defme the functions

=

g(Ti,AI,TZ,AZ) = TITZ

(3.59)

mit;

h(1'I,AI,TZ,A2)=AI+AZ

WI{

(3.60)

k(TJ,AI,Tz,A2)

Tl

(3.61)

l( Ti, AI, T2, A2)

AI

(3.62)

There is only one set of solutions to equations (3.59) (3.60) (3.6]) and (3.62), which is

(3.63)
The joint pdf of m K • W K , Tit and AI is therefore given by

(3.64)
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The Jacobian evaluated at (

r: ,Af, r~ ,AD is
J (1'1, AI, 71~ ,w~ -

AI)

= 1'1

Substituting equation (3.65) into (3.64), and integrating out the variables
desired pdf

(3.65)
1'1

and Al gives the

(3.66)

Result 3 ~ Real Part of a Complex Random Variable
Given the complex random variable

K

= m~ exp(Jw,,), it is required to find the pdf of
Vs

1
= 23t[Kj
1

= 2m~cosw"

(3.67)

Letting
(3.68)

it is first necessary to find the joint pdf of ml( and PI(' Again a Jacobian transformation is
employed, however here there is only one function of one r.mdom variable. Solving (3.68) gives
two solutions, since W~ is defined on the interval (-11",11"].
w~ = ± arccos PI(

i = 1,2

(3.69)

The Jacobian in this case is

= - sinw~
= =F sin( arccos PI()
= =F)1- p~
The joint pdf of m~ and

P~

(3.70)

can therefore be written

::: ,2:
t=I,2

fMKn,,(ml('±7cosP,,)

~

= 2 fM"n" (ml(, arccos p,,)

)1- p~

(3.71)

The last step follows from the fact that the pdf of PI<. is an even function about w" = 0 (i.e. it
is symmetrical in phase), which in tum follows from the pdfs of Zs = Z(T)jT and ns(T)
being symmetrical about their phase axes (Sections 3.1 and 3.2). The required pdf is of the
r.v. V8 = m"p~j2, which can now be evaluated using standard fonnulae [Papoulis, 1965] for the
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product of two random variables, and for the multiplication of a random vaIiable by a constant.
This gives

(3.72)

Appendix 3C

Moments of Complex Gaussian Noise

Let ns be a complex Gaussian noise process having iid real and imaginary components with
zero mean and variance of
Then using a theorem given by Lukacs and Laha [1964] on the
characteristic function of linear transformations of multivariate normal vectors, the vector (ns n:)
has characteristic function

a;.,

(3.73)
Equation (3.73) simplifies to
(3.74)
Differentiating this characteristic function i times with respect to p and j times with respect to q
gives
()i+i
opioq/fl(ns n!)(p,q)
min(i,j)

(-2a;,)j

L

k=O

=
"

iCkC~'k)I~-k(-2a~.q)i-kexp(-2a;.pq)
]

(3.75)

,

Now the required joint moments can be obtained from (3.75) via the relationship [Davenport and
Root, 1958]
i+j
j
E [nsns
i .. j] - (
)
(3.76)
- -] )i+ () ()i{) j W(n. n:) (
p,q
p q
p=O,q=O
Setting p

= 0 and q = a in (3.75), the only non-zero term is when j = k and i =

k which gives

(3.77)

Appendix 3D

Moments of Uniform]y Filtered Phase Noise

This appendix deIives a formulation for the moments of the filtered phase noise, ).ti,j(T)
E[[ Z(T)]i[Z*(T)]1], when the filter used has a uniform impulse response on [0, T]. Bond [1989]
produced a compact formulation for these moments in the recursive form

(3.78)
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As discussed in Section 3.3.1, this fmmulation presents considerable numerical difficulties when
used to compute the moments, even for relatively low orders. However, it can be shown that
/-Li,j(T) has the more general form

/-Li,j(T)

= ao(T, j) + al (T, j)e- rr/3T + ... + ak(T, j)e- rr /3i?T
1
+ak+1 (T ,]' - 1) e -rrfJ(k+ )2T

+ ... + Ui (T , 0) e -rrfJi2T

(3.79)

where k = i - j, and it is assumed without loss of generality that i ~ j. The coefficients Ul (T, p)
represent arbitrary polynomials in T of order p. A proof of this result is easily produced by
induction, using the recursive formulation (3.78) to prove the result for /-Li,j(T) given the equations
for /-Li,j-I (T) and /-Li_l,j(T). Once the fOnD of the expressions is known, the polynomials a/(T,p)
can be computed recursively giving a computational route to calculating /-Li,j(T).
An alternative approach which demonstrates some useful properties is to expand the exponentials in (3.79) as a series in powers of T. Since the a/(T, p) functions are also polynomials in Tit
is obvious that /-Li,j(T) has a series expansion in powers of T. Let /-Li,j(T) be given by
00

J-Li,j(T)

= Lgk(i,j)T k

(3.80)

k=O
Application of (3.78) shows that if the lowest power of Tin J-Li,j-l (T) and /-Li-1,j(T) is q then the
lowest power of Tin /-Li,j(T) is q + 1. By induction it follows from J-LO,o(T) = 1 that the lowest
powedn J-Li,j(T) is i + j. Hence
co

J-Li,j(T)

=

L gk(i,j)T k
k=i+j

(3.81)

Equation (3.78) yields a solution of the form in (3.79). Hence the first i + j - 1 powers of Tin
(3.79) are zero, involving the subtraction of large numbers to give zero for each of the i + j - 1
powers. This process requires quadruple precision for i, j as small as 3. Hence use can be made
of the result (3.81) to avoid these problems.
There are two possible approaches. First the expression (3.79) can be used, where the
exponentials are expressed as series so only the relevant powers of T are computed. Second (3.81)
can be used directly in (3.78) and the moments computed recursively by
co

I::

Yk( i, j)Tk

=

k=i+i

(3.82)

Using series expansions for the moments and the exponentials, and performing the integration
gives
co

L

gk(i, j)Tk

=

k=q+I
co

k

~ t;

/ (i _ jf(k- p ) [igp(i - 1,j) + jgp(i,j - 1)] (_1)k-l(21r,B)k- PT k+1
~
2k - p (k -1)!(1- p)!(l + 1)

(3.83)
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- 1. Equating coefficients of Tk gives a solution for the coefficients gk( i, j) as

' ') _ ~ ~ (i - j)2(k- p ) [igp(i - 1,j) + jgp(i,j - 1)] (-1)k-I(21T,6l-p
gk+l ~,J - L.J L:::2k- p (k -l)!(l- p)!(l + 1)
(

(3,84)

l=q p-g

This approach is much more stable numerically and moments have been computed for i ~ 5,
j ~ 5, giving agreement to 16 significant figures when comparing double precision arithmetic
with quadmple precision. Some results of these calculations are given in Section 3.4.

Chapter 4
THE MATCHED DPSK RECEIVER

In the previous chapter it was shown that the performance of a standard binary DPSK receiver is
severely degraded by the presense of laser phase noise. The aim of this chapter is therefore to
present a method of modifying the standard DPSK receiver structure so as to improve its phase
noise tolerance. The approach used is to ask the question: "What forms of phase noise paths
are most likely to cause detection errors in the standard receiver?". Once this question has been
answered, the information can be incorporated into a receiver such that these phase noise events
are less likely to cause an error. In this way the principle phase noise induced errors in the standard
receiver can be largely overcome, leading to improved performance. It is found that a receiver
designed along these lines can be implemented using matched-filter techniques, hence it will be
referred to as the matched receiver.
The organisation of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 contains a derivation of the mostlikely error causing phase noise paths. This involves formulating a likelihood function for the phase
noise paths, and then maximising it for all error-causing paths using the calculus of variations.
The structure of the proposed matched receiver is introduced in Section 4.2. A lower bound on the
performance of this receiver can be found by considering a decision based on likelihood functions.
which are derived in Section 4.2. It is then shown in Section 4.2.2 that these likelihood functions
can be obtained using matched filters. thus the likelihood ba<>ed decision rule becomes an optimal
combining rule for the matched receiver. Performance results for this matched receiver are then
given in Section 4.3. These results compare simulated BER curves for the weighted receiver with
those obtained in Chapter 3 for the standard DPSK receiver. This section finishes with a discussion
of the results.

4.1

Finding the PrincipJe Error Events

The method proposed in this chapter to improve the performance of a delay-and-multiply type
DPSK receiver is phase-path matching. The basic idea is to "match" the receiver to the most
common phase noise paths that cause detection errors in a standard receiver. This removes the
principle phase-noise induced error events and hence reduces the BER of the receiver. The
technique used to find these principle error events is to first formulate a joint probability measure
for the random variables and processes in the standard receiver output Va. The pha<>c-noise path
that maximises this probability measure, subject to the constraint that a detection error occurs, is
then the most likely error-causing phase noise path.
From Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) the output of the standard receiver can be written
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where ns(T)
n.9 1(T) + Jnsq(T), nAO) = nSI(O) + JnsQ(O), and 0(0) = O. The random
parameters involved are {O(t),t E [-T,T]}, ns(T) a.'1d ns(O), therefore the required measure
can be written as F[O(t), n .. (T), n..,(OJ]. In general a probability measure (not necessarily a pdf)
of a random process or variable x(t) will be denoted by FX(t)[x(t)], however the subscripts have
been neglected for F[O( t), ns(T), nn(O)] as the notation becomes unwieldy. For the same reason,
although B( t) is a random process only defined on the interval [-T, T]. this is not explicitly shown
in the notation. Now using the fact (from Chapter 3) that 0(0) = 0, the random process OCt)
can be split into the two iid processes OT(t) and Oo( -t). both defined for t E [0, T]. Then by
independence the required probability measure can be written

P[O(t), n .. (T), naCO)]
X

= PeT(t) [OT(t)]Peo(-tj[Oo( -t)]

(4.2)

PN • dT )[nsI(T)]PNsQ(T)[ nSQ(T)]PNsl(O)[nlll(O)]PN.Q(O) [nsQ(O)]

From Section 3.1 the shot noise terms ns,(T). nSQ(T). nSI(O) and nsQ(O) are known to be iidzero
mean Gaussian r.v. 's with variance (1~. = NIT. Thus a suitable probability measure for them is
simply their pdf's. which gives
(4.3)

Determining a probability measure for OT(t) and Oo(-t) on [0, T] is more difficult, as they
are random processes and so cannot be described by a simple pdf. A suitable measure can be
justified by limiting arguments as follows. First discretise the interval [0, T] into I( equally spaced
intervals by considering the points tk = kT I J(, k = 0,1, ... , J(. Now write Ok = OT(tk), and
note that 00 = 0 is the fixed starting point of the phase-noise process. The continuous-time
phase noise process {(h( t), t E [0,
is thus approximated by the discrete-time sequence
{Od = 01,02 , ... ,OK, for which it is possible to formulate a joint pdf. By definition BT(t)
is a Brownian motion process, hence it is Markov and has independent Gaussian increments
[Papoulis. 1965]. Thus the sequence {(h} is also Markov and the joint pdf of the Ok can be written
as a product of independent conditional pdf's:

Tn,

K

f{8 k }(01, O2, ... , Old

= II fs"IS"_1 (OkIOk-I)

(4.4)

k=l

Now since lJr(t) is a zero mean process with variance of 21f,8t (from Section 3.1) and independent
Gaussian increments, then (h conditioned on Ok-l is a Gaussian r.v. with mean Ok-l and variance
211" ,8TI K. This gives

To obtain a useful probability measure for (}T(t), the tenn (41f2,8T I J()-K/2 is neglected as
it is simply a normalisation constant to ensure that the pdf integrates to unity. Now using
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.6.t

:::: tk - tk-l

4J

= 1'/ J( and taking the limit as

J( ---+ 00

[1

gives

].
110T(t) [DflT (t )=
11m exp --4 /3 ~
~

n

K

71"

-->co

k=1

(Bk - fh - 1 ) 2 b. t ]
tk -

tk-l

T - dt
[ - -1- loT (dO
-exp
- -(t))2
471"/3 0
dt

1

(4.6)

There is an apparent problem with this definition for P0T (t)[OT( t)J that must be addressed, in that a
Brownian motion process is not strictly differentiable. This can be overcome by considering BT( t)
to be a differentiable function, and P0 T (t)[BT( t)] to be a measure of the probability that an actual
Brownian motion sample path is within some arbitrarily small distance of BT( t) for t E [0,1'].
In fact this is the approach used by Partzsch [1984J in a rigorous derivation of equation (4.6).
The integral term in (4.6) is called the actionfunctional of Brownian motion (AF) by Revuz and
Yor [1991], and Partzsch [1984] shows that the required probability is proportional to exp( -AF).
It should also be noted that in reality BT(t) is modelling a physical, observable process, hence
any realisations of it will be differentiable. The equivalent probability measure for Bo( -t) can be
found by setting l' = -t and noting that BT(t) and 00(1') are tid random processes. Therefore

Peo(-t)[Bo( -t)] :::: P0o(r)[00( 1')]
= P0T(t)[OT(t)]

= exp

[-

4~/3 loT (dB~;1')) 2 d1']

(4.7)

Substituting (4.3), (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.2) gives

P[O(t), n,(1'), n,(O)]

~ (2~~~,)

2 exp [-

2:~, (n~,(1') + n;o(1') + n;,(O) + n;o(O))

__1_ fT (dOT(t))2 dt __1_ fT (dBo(1'))2 d1']

471" /3 Jo

dt

471" /3 Jo

(4.8)

d1'

Now define the function
(4.9)
As In(·) is a monotonically increa.c;ing function of its argument and (271"a;.)2 is a positive constant, then maximising P[B(t), ns(T), ns(O)] is equivalent to minimising the function Gs • Now
substituting for l' = -t gives

G s = ~ (n;I(1')
an.

+ _1_

+ n: Q (1') + n;I(O) + n;Q(O))

fT (dO(t))2 dt
27f/3 Jo
dt

+ __
1

1
0

27f/3 -T

(dB(t))2 dt
dt

(4.10)

From Section 3.1, the standard binary delay-and-multiply DPSK receiver makes a detection
error when VB ::; 0. 1 Thus the principle error-events are given by the values of {B( t), t E [-1', T]}.
nSl(1'). nSQ(1'), nSI(O) and nso(O) which minimise G s , subject to the constraint Vs ::; O.
lIn Section 3.1 a strict inequality was used, however in the case of the receiver output being identically zero the
decision is entirely arbitrary, Also, the probability of this occurring approaches zero, thus it has no measurable effect
on receiver performance.
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Calculus of Variations Solution

In this section the constrained optimisation problem is cast into a form that can be solved using

the Calculus of Variations (CoV) [Fox, 1950]. First, using the definition of Vs from (4.1) the
constraint equation can be written
Vs

=

~lR [ (~ loT eJ8 (t) dt + ns,(T) + ]nsQ(T))
(~ lOT e- J8 (t) dt + nsr(O) -

]nsQ(o))

1::; 0

(4.11)

where from Section 3.1

nSI(T) + ]nsQ(T)
n S1 (0) + ]nsQ(O)

= T1 ior

T

n(t) dt

1 LT
rO n(t) dt

=T

(4.12)

and n(t) is the complex WON process modelling the shot noise. The problem can be simplified
by exploiting the fact that it has conjugate symmetry about the time origin (t = 0). To see this
first make the variable substitutions

w(r)
ms(r)

=
=

= -t

-B(t)} where r
n;(t)

(4.13)

which lead to the following identities:

rT (dB(t))2 dt = rO

io

LT

dt

rO

i-T

(dB(t))2 dt=
dt

(dW(r))2 dr
dr

rT (dw(r))2 dr

io

rT eJ9(t) dt = rO

dr

e-JW(r)

dr

io
i-T
rO e-J8(t) dt = rT eJw(r) dr
LT
io

nSI(T) + ]nsQ(T) = m.,,(O) - ]msQ(O)
nSI(O) + ]nsQ(O)

= m.sI(T) -

]msQ(T)

(4.14)

Substituting for these expressions into (4.10) and (4.11) it can be seen immediately that both
equations retain their exact form. This shows that the original problem and its "time-reversed and
complex-conjugated" version are identical, and must therefore have identical solutions. Thus the
solution to the optimisation problem must satisfy B( t) = -()( -t) and n(t) = n"( -t). Using this
property the problem can be rewritten as: minimise the function

G., =

a~.

(n;,(T)+n;Q(T)) +

2~{J loT (d~~t)r dt

(4.15)

subject to the constraint

(4.16)

4.1
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In order to proceed further the exponential is expanded as a power series and the second order and
higher tenus are truncated.

e

k

02(t) JO\t)
l8 (t)
+ J O()t - 2!
- 3 ! + ... + k! + ...
~ 1 + J8(t)

JO(t) _

- 1

(4.17)

This approximation is valid for small amounts of phase noise. When applied to the analysis of
a standard DPSK receiver (Chapter 3), it was found to give quite accurate results over the range
of phase noise values of interest (up to about f3T = 0.1). Using this approximation in (4.16) and
expanding gives
(4.18)
The problem can be further simplified by noting that for minimum G.~ (equation (4.15», the
constraint (4.18) will always be satisfied with an equality. To see this, consider some nSl(T),
nso(T) and O(t) that minimise G s while satisfying the constraint (4.18). Now the right-hand-side
of (4.18) can always be multiplied by some positive constant c2 S 1 such that the constraint is
still satisfied.

:S

s

(T

10TcO(t) dt + cnso(T) )2

(4.19)

Now substituting cnsQ(T) and diet) in place of n.~Q(T) and OCt) in (4.15) gives
(4.20)
It is easy to see that for fixed ns1(T), nSQ(T) and O(t), G s is minimised when the parameter c2 is
a minimum. Now the minimum allowable value for c2 is that which satisfies the constraint (4.19)
with an equality. Thus the optimal parameters ns I (T), n" Q (T) and 9( t) must satisfy the tighter
constraint
(4.21 )
otherwise G s could be further minimised by using cn"Q(T) and cO(t). with c2 minimised as
mentioned previously. Now laking the square-root of both sides of (4.21) then rearranging gives

{T
o

T

J B(t)dt = S [±(S + ns,(T)) - nSQ(T)]

(4.22)

where the ± accounts for the positive and negative roots. For fixed nSl(T) and nSQ(T) the problem
can now be solved using the calculus of variations as follows. Minimise
(4.23)
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subject to
X2(0)

=0

Xt(t)

= 10

1
X2(T) dr

xl (t) = x2 ( t)

=>

(4.24)

xl(T)=p

where X2( t) = O(t), P = [±( S +n"I(T)) ..- n"Q(T)]T / Sand x( t) denotes the differential dx( t)/ dt.
Applying the calculus of variations in conjunction with Lagrange's method of undetermined
multipliers gives directly [Fox, 1950, chap 4]

~II - ~~II = 0)
ax;

dt aXi

i = 1,2

(4.25)

where

(4.26)
Setting i = 1 in (4.25) gives A = constant. Using this in conjunction with setting i = 2 in (4.25)
gives X2 (t) = constant: hence X2 (t) must be a quadratic function in t. Reverting to the original
notation and using 0(0) = 0 gives B(t) = at2 + bt, 0 :$ t :$ T, where a and b are constant
parameters to be detennined. The problem is now to minimise
(4.27)
subject to the constraint

r

T

Jo (at2 + bt) dt

= TS

[±(S + nSI(T)) - nSQ(T)]

(4.28)

Solving (4.28) for 1tsdT) and substituting into (4.27) removes the constraint. The problem then
becomes: minimise the function
Ds = _1_
21r(J

(~a2T3 + 2abT2 + b2T) + n~I(T)
a~.

3

+ a~.

[±(s + n,,(T)) - (s~T' + S~T)]'

(4.29)

The function Bs can be seen to be a positive quadratic (Le. the squared term has a positive
coefficient) in all three variables a, band nSI(T). Thus it will have a minimum where

aB..
aa

=

aHs
ab

aDs

= ansl(T)

=0

(4.30)

Evaluating the partial derivatives results in a system of three simultaneous equations that can be
solved by simple substitution to give

= 1= 6a;,T + 21r(JS2T2
b = -2aT

a

2

aT
iisl(T) = ± ;~S
0-

7l sQ (T) = ±nsl(T)

(4.31)
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The full solution, corresponding to the principle error-causing events in the standard binary
DPSK receiver, is therefore

"
{ A(2Tt - t 2 ). 0 < t < T
±Os(t) =:::
'
-A(2Tt + t 2 ), -T ~ t < 0

nslT)
nSQ(T)

= n~I(O) =

3a2 S

-

6aiL + ;~(iS2T

= -nsQ(O) = ± 6a;. ~;~S2T

(4.32)

where
(4.33)
Fig. 4.1 shows a plot of phase noise paths that actually cause a detection error in a simulation
of a standard receiver when (iT =::: 0.02 and SNR = 16 db. On the same plot is shown the CoY
solution (4.32) for comparison. It can be seen that the actual paths are generally less extreme than
predicted, however the shape is very well matched. This over-estimation of the actual error-paths
can be attributed to the approximation of the error-criterion used to obtain the Co V solution, since
1 J8(t) is a truncation and hence smaller (and therefore more likely) phase-noise paths than
supposed in the CoY solution will cause errors.

+

4.2

Structure of Matched Receiver

Now that the form of the most common error-causing phase noise path is known, it is possible
to construct a receiver that is less susceptible to it. The classic method of implementing this
is via "matched filter" theory [Haykin, 1983], which derives an optimal filter for detecting a
known signal in AWGN. A receiver structure can therefore be built up around three filters for
each bit-period: one is the standard band-pass integrator filter which is matched to the case when
there is no phase noise, while the other two are matched to the positive and negative phase-noise
paths ±Bs(t) on the appropriate bit-interval. The data decision is then made based on some
combination and/or selection of these filter outputs. This structure is shown in Fig. 4.2 and is
quite general. For instance by always choosing the band-pass integrator type filters this receiver
becomes the standard receiver.
There are many possible combining methods that could be used with this receiver. For example
a sensible, though suboptimal method of combining would be to calculate, independently for each
bit interval, the likelihood that the phase path is either constant, or ±B,,(t). The filter that is
matched to the most likely of these options on each bit-period is then used, and the two chosen
outputs combined in the same manner as for the direct and delayed signals in the standard receiver.
The ideal combining method however, would be one that minimised the BER of the receiver. This
is quite difficult to determine directly, however an approach is presented that leads to the best
possible perfOImance a receiver can achieve using this "phase~matching" technique. This method
is then shown to be equivalent to the matched receiver using optimal combining, and also provides
the optimal combining rule.
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CoY solution
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Figure 4.1 Error-causing phase-noise paths obtained via simulation of a standard binary-DPSK receiver, for
IF SNR = 16-dB and f3T = 0.02. Also shown (dashed line) is the CoY solution for the most-likely error-causing
phase noise path for the same parameters.

4.2.1

Optimal Matched Receiver

Essentially what the proposed phase-matching approach is doing is representing the phase noise as
a random process taking on one of 9 possible paths: 3 allowed paths for each of the two bit-periods,
as shown in Fig. 4.3. Although this is a crude model for the phase noise process, it should lead
to a receiver with improved performance over the standard receiver, as that was derived totally
neglecting phase noise.
Now under the assumption that this simple phase noise model is an accurate representation
of the situation, an optimal DPSK receiver would decide which of 18 possible phase paths is the
most likely, given an observed signal corrupted by additive Gaussian noise. The 18 possibilities
arise from the 9 allowed phase noise paths and the possibility of either a 0 or 7r phase shift between
the bit periods due to the modulated data. If the most likely path has 11 0 phase shift at the origin
then a zero is decided, whereas if it has a 'Ir phase shift them a one is decided. It is this fonn of
"optimal matched" receive.-2 that is analysed in this section. In the next section (4.2.2) it is shown
that the likelihood functions on which the decision is based have the same fonn as the output from
appropriate matched filters. Thus the optimal matched receiver analysis will provide an optimal
receiver makes a maximum likelihood decision between the allowed phase noise paths, and hence is optimal
the extent that the phase noise can be modelled by these paths, i.e. it is optimal assuming the matched receiver form.
As the model used here is restricted to only 9 paths while the acutal phase noise process can be any continuous function,
the receiver will obviously be sub-optimal in general.

to
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Figure 4.2 Structure for the matched DPSK receiver, comprising three different BPP's in parallel for each of the
delayed and direct signal paths. The data decision is made on some combination or selection of the filter outputs.
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Figure <3.3 The allowed phase-paths for the simplified phase-noise process. There are 3 possible paths on each
of the intervals [-T, 0] and [0, TJ, resulting in a total of 9 allowed phase-noise paths.
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combining rule for the structure presented in Fig. 4.2.
In order to calculate the likelihoods for the allowed phase paths, the likelihood for each allowed
phase noise path is first calculated on the separate bit~periods. Discretising the lime interval [0, T]
into Ii" equally spaced intervals by settingtk = kT I I(, k ::::: 0,1,2, ... , K, the received signal
yet) ::::: S exp[JB(t)] +n(t) (referto Section 3.1) can then be represented as a discrete time sequence

(4.34)
are iid zero mean complex Gaussian r.v. 's with real and imaginary parts having a variance
N J( IT. Given this received random sequence, a measure of the probability that the
corresponding phase noise sequence takes on the values {Bd is given by the conditional pdf
f{8 k}I{Yk}({Bdl{Yk}). The most probable allowed phase noise path {Bd is therefore the one
that maximises this conditional pdf. For the matched form of receiver being considered here, the
allowed phase noise paths are discretised versions of

The

nk

o-;k =

, -T ::; t ::; T

(4.35)

The parameter ¢ is a constant (for each allowed phase noise path) phase offset, which is necessary
to account for the arbitrary phase of the received signal. At this stage ¢ is unknown due to the
additive noise on the received signal. Using Bayes theorem [Papoutis, 1965; Van Trees, 1968] the
conditional pdf can be written

The term f{Yd ({yd) in (4.36) is simply a measure of the probability of the received sequence
{y k} occurring. This is independent of any assumptions about the various noises or data and hence
conveys no information of use to the detection process: it can therefore be neglected. The ternl
f {El d ({ (h} + ¢) is a measure of the probability of a particular phase noise sequence (Le. phase
noise path) occurring. In the context of the simplified phase noise model where only 3 paths
are allowed on each bit-period, it is the probability that a particular one of these 3 paths occurs.
Assigning probabilities to these paths is not a trivial problem as there are many ways to approach
it 3 , leading to nearly as many different solutions. In the absence of any useful information about
these probabilities, the optimal method is a maximum likelihood decision [Van Trees, 1968], where
the most likely phase noise path is chosen. This is achieved by assuming that all the allowed phase
noise paths are equally probable, hence the tern} f{8 k }( {ilk} +¢) is constant and can be neglected.
The optimal matched receiver will therefore choose the allowed phase noise sequence {Od + ¢
that maximises the conditional pdff{Yk}l{iik}H( {yd I{iid + ¢). Conditioned on this phase noise
sequence each term in the received sequence {yd is an independent complex Gaussian r.v. with
3The obvious method is to divide all possible phase noise paths on the appropriate bit-period into 3 groups, on the
basis of which of the "allowed" phase noise paths they are nearest to. The total probability of all paths in each group
is then assigned as the probability for the corresponding allowed phase noise path. This approach still has the problem
that there are many ways to measure the "nearness" of two functions.

4.2
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mean S exp(ih + tP), and independent real and imaginary parts having variances of O'~k' Thus
the required conditional pdf is given by

Maximising this conditional pdf with respect to the sequence {Ok} +
the log of it. Also, constant coefficients and terms independent of
giving the equivalent log-likelihood functions
LT

({fh},tP)

tP is equivalent to maximising
{Bd and tP can be neglected,

=In[f{Yk}l{§dH ({Ydl{Od+¢)J

1

==

K

L: IYk -

--2-

2

Sel(Od</»

2a nk k=l

I

J(

== -

I: (YkYk + S2 -

SYke-J{Od</» - SYkeJ(Ok+</»)

(4.38)

k=l .

where the subscript T indicates that the function applies on the interval [0, T]. Now using
Yk = Pk exp(J'l,bk) and again neglecting coefficients and terms that are independent of 1h and tP
gives
LT

({Bd,¢)

K

:= -

L: (p1 + 8 2 -

SpkeJ(1h-Ok-r/J) - 8Pk e- J('if.ik- Ok-r/J»)

k=l
K

= L, Pk cos( 'l,bk -

Ok -

tP)

k=l

= (X T cos tP +

(4.39)

Y T sin ¢)

where
K

XT

= I: Pk cos ( 'l,bk -

Ok)

k=l
}(

YT =

2: Pk sin( 'l,bk -

ih)

(4.40)

k=l

The analysis to this point has been derived assuming the interval [0, T], however it can be applied
directly to the interval [- T, OJ by setting tk = (k - K)T / K, and replacing the subscript T with
O. To maintain phase continuity between bit-periods the parameter ¢ must be constant over both
bit-periods.
Having derived an expression for the likelihood of the allowed phase noise paths, it is now
necessary to consider the modulated data. When a zero is transmitted there is no phase change at
the origin, and the log-likelihood function is simply

Lura

({lh},¢)

=lq

({Ok},tP)

= (XT +

+Lo

({Bd,tP)

Xo) cos ¢ + (YT + Yo) sin¢

(4.41)
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However when a one is transmitted there is a pha'ie change of 1[' at the origin which gives

Lone

({Ok}, <p)

({Od, <p) + Lo ({Ok}, <p ± 1['))
(XT - Xo)cos <p + (YT - yo) sin <p

= LT
=

(4.42)

The final step is to detennine the value of <p that maximises the appropriate log-likelihood function,
either (4.41) or (4.42), for each of the 18 possible phase paths independently. Thus <p can be
considered as a parameter that "best-fits" (in a maximum likelihood sense) the assumed phase path
to the actual received phase path. Both of the log-likelihood functions are of the fonn
(4.43)
To find any extrema points with respect to <p set dL/d<p = 0 [Anton, 1988].

Y
<p = arctanX

(4.44)

This has two solutions on the interval ( -1[' , 1['J, however the condition for a maximum is J2 L / dtf
o [Anton, 1988] which gives the solution <p = arg(X +)Y). This result leads to the identities

<p = arg(X + JY)

= arccos (

+ y2 ) = arcsin ( JX2Y+ yl )

X

JX2

<

(4.45)

which when substituted into (4.43) gives

L

({Ok}) == X cos
= VX2

[arccos (JX ZX+ y 2 )

+ y2

1+ Y sin [arcSin (JXZY+ y 2 ) 1
(4.46)

Thus the optimal matched receiver needs to calculate XT. XO, YT and Yo from the received
signal for each of the 3 allowed phase noise paths per bit-period. From these values it can then
compute the relative likelihoods of each of the 18 allowed phase paths according to (4.41), (4.42)
and (4.46), A decision is then made in favour of the most likely path and a one or zero decided by
the presence or absence of a 1[' phase change at the origin in this chosen path.
At this point it should be noted that the true likelihood functions are obtained by taking the
limit as K -> 00, however for simulation purposes the discrete form is more suitable.

4.2.2 Optimal Combining
To show that the optimal matched receiver can be implemented in the fonn of Fig. 4.2, it is
first necessary to detennine the optimal filter forms. Each of the filters should be optimised to
detect one of the allowed phase noise paths on the appropriate bit-period. The impainnent to this
detection process is the shot noise, which is modelled as additive WGN. Matched filter theory
[Haykin, 1983] provides a method to achieve this optimal detection of a known signal in additive
WGN. The matched filter for the signal {x(r), r E [t - T, t]} is obtained by setting the filter
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impulse response to {h x ( T) = X*(t - T), T E [0, T]}. Thus the matched filter impulse response
for the phase noise path Os( T) on the interval [0, T] is simply
1

-

h T(t) = _e-JO.(T-t)
m
T
'

°<
-

t <T
-

(4.47)

where the 1 IT is a real normalisation constant chosen for convenience such that
(4.48)
Discretising the input signal y( t) as in Section 4.2.1 allows it to be written

y(t)

= p(t)eJ!/J(t)

= KJim
{PkeJ!/Jk}
..... oo

, k

= 1,2,3, ... ,K

(4.49)

Using this notation the filter output can be written

um(T)

=

I:

=~

y(t)hmT(T - t) dt

IT p(t)eJ!/J(t)e-Jo.(t) dt

io
T1 ioIT p(t) (
cos[1/J(t)
- 8s (t)] + )sin[1/J(t) T

=

=~

[XT(T)

+ )YT(T)]

8-s (t)] ) dt
(4.50)

where

(4.51)
and similarl y

YT(T)

= Klim
YT
..... oo K

(4.52)

Unlike the likelihood functions in Section 4.2, the absolute phase of real filters cannot generally
be rotated by some arbitrary amount: thus the parameter </> does not appear in this derivation. The
preceding analysis is directly applicable to the interval [- T, 0] and leads to a similar result:

Xo(O)

= KJim
..... oo

Xo
T.('

.I'

Yo(O)

= Klim
..... oo

Yo
K

(4.53)

The in-phase and quadrature components of the matched filter output therefore provide (to
within a constant scale factor) the likelihood functions Xo, XT, Yo and YT, from which the
final decision likelihood function (4.46) can be obtained. This final processing step can thus be
considered as an optimal combining rule for the filter outputs. The requirement to decompose
the filter outputs into their in-phase and quadrature components is not as restrictive as it may first
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appear. This processing is performed in the electrical domain and hence standard radio techniques
can be used. The usual method is to multiply the signal (in this case the filter outputs) by inphase and quadrature carriers and then low-pass filter [Haykin, 1983J. Since differential detection
is being employed, it is only necessary for the phase of these carriers to be constant over two
bit-periods at a time: this sort of stability is relatively easily obtained.

4.3

Results and Discussion

Obtaining BER results for the matched receiver is an even more difficult task than for the standard
receiver analysed in Chapter 3. This is partly due to the modified impulse responses of four of
the six BPF's in the matched receiver, however the main difficulty is that the receiver output is
not a simple, continuous function of the six filter outputs. This would make the perturbation
based approach of Section 3.2 far too complicated, leading to huge amounts of computation and
the potential for many numerical inaccuracies. Also, moment-based methods were shown in
Section 3.4 to be relatively inaccurate, which leaves the most viable option as simulation. In
fact, simulation of the matched receiver is straight forward, with the only problem being that
importance sampling techniques (as mentioned in Section 3.4) no longer give large reductions in
run time. This is due to the calculation of the likelihoods effectively introducing a large amount
of memory into the simulation [Jeruchim, 1984J. The effect of this is to increase the minimum
BER for which results can be obtained.
Fig. 4.4 shows simulated results for the matched receiver compared with the numerically
calculated results for the standard receiver obtained in Chapter 3. The actual simulated points
are marked with a "*", while they are connected with a dashed line to show the trend. Due to
the difficulties in simulating very small error probabilities, results for the matched receiver could
only be obtained down to BER '" 10- 6 • Fig. 4.5 shows the "gain" in signal to noise ratio of the
matched receiver over the standard receiver, plotted against the error probability. This SNR gain is
defined as the amount by which the SNR can be reduced for the matched receiver compared to the
standard receiver, while still maintaining the same BER. It can be seen that for small amounts of
phase noise (fiT :5 0.01) there is little difference between the receivers. It should be noted that the
degradation in performance of both receivers due to phase noise at these fiT values is quite small.
In this situation the principle cause of error events is the additive noise, not the phase noise. As the
standard receiver is optimised for additive noise, any modified receiver cannot offer much (if any)
performance improvement under these conditions. In fact it can be seen from Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 that
for fiT = 0.005 the matched receiver actually perfonns slightly worse than the standard receiver,
however this difference is insignificant.
For larger amounts of phase noise the matched receiver would be expected to perform significantly better than the standard receiver, and this is indeed seen to be the case for fiT ;:; 0.022.
At fiT = 0.05 and IF SNR ::: 20-dB Fig. 4.4 shows that the BER for the matched receiver is
about two orders of magnitude lower than for the standard receiver. This indicates that the phase
noise induced BER floor, which severely limits the usefulness of the standard receiver, has been
significantly lowered in the matched receiver. This effect is seen in Fig. 4.5, as the SNR gain
increases asymptotically as the standard receiver reaches its BER floor.
The performance of the matched receiver is further discussed in Chapter 6, where it is compared
to another fonn of modified DPSK receiver. In particular, attention is paid to the likely behaviour
of the matched receiver at BER's below that for which simulated results have been obtained. Also,
issues relating to the practical implementation of the matched receiver are addressed in Chapter 8.

4.4
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Figure 4.4 Simulated error probability (BER) results for the matched receiver compared with those for the
standard binary-DPSK receiver.

4.4

Conclusions

This chapter presented a method of modifying a standard delay-and-multiply type binary-DPSK
receiver to improve its performance in the presence of laser phase noise. The method involved
deriving those phase noise paths that are most likely to cause detection errors in the standard
receiver. A receiver structure was then proposed that used this infonnation to obtain improved
pha~e noise tolerance. An important feature of this matched receiver is that it allows signal
power to be traded off against phase noise. This significantly reduces tlle BER floor effect that is
associated with standard DPSK receivers. The approach presented in this chapter ha..'l the potential
to be extended by matching to other crror-causing phase noise paths, which should lead to a furthcr
improvement in phase noise tolerance.
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hapter 5
OPTIMAL DPSK RE ElVER FOR SMALL PHAS
NOISE
In Chapter 3 it was shown that the perfonnance of a standard form of optical heterodyne binaryDPSK receiver is severely degraded by the presence of laser phase noise. One reason for this
effect is that the standard delay-and-multiply receiver structure was derived under the assumption
of additive Gaussian noise only [Lucky et al., 1968]. Thus it is no longer optimal when phase
noise is present, and some of the phase noise sensitivity must be attributed to the receiver form,
not the modulation format itself. This can be verified by considering the matched DPSK receiver
presented in Chapter 4, which was shown to be much more robust to phase noise than the standard
receiver.
Given that the matched receiver proves the feasibility of reducing the phase noise sensitivity
of a DPSK system, the obvious question then is: "What is the optimal receiver when laser phase
noise is present?" It is well known (see for example, Wozencraft and Jacobs [1965], Haykin [1983]
or Davenport and Root [1958]) that for equally likely transmitted symbols, the optimal detection
method in terms of minimum error probability is a maximum-likelihood decision. Thus given a
received noisy signal, the optimum receiver will compute the likelihood of each of the possible
transmitted symbols, and then decide in favour of the most likely symbol. For the binary case
considered here, this maximum-likelihood decision process is equivalent to taking the ratio of the
two likelihoods (called the likelihood ratio), and then making a decision based on whether the
likelihood ratio is greater than or less than unity. Equivalently, the logarithm (usually to the base e)
of the likelihood ratio can be taken (called the log-likelihood ratio), which moves the decision
threshold to zero. Unfortunately, these likelihood functions are extremely difficult to fonnulate,
as the combination of the additive WGN and the laser phase noise result in a non-Gaussian,
non-stationary, random noise process. This means that much of the established theory on optimal
detection and likelihood functions can not be applied directly. In order to tackle the problem,
therefore, this chapter uses an approach developed by Kailath [1970] based on an "innovations"
process. The advantage of this method is that it is applicable to a very wide range of problems,
with only a few quite loose conditions that must be satisfied. The tradeoff is that it does not always
lead to a particularly useful or soluble receiver formulation. However in this case, the application
of a small-phase-noise approximaLion allows a relatively simple formulation for the log-likelihood
ratio to be obtained. This approximation is the same as that used in the perturbation analysis of
Chapter 3, where it was shown to be accurate for the standard receiver over a very useful range of
phase noise values (up to at least f3T = 0.1).
The organisation of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 presents the concept of the innovations process, and its application to the formulation of the likelihood functions for signals in
noise. The results presented are then used in Section 5.2, where general fonns are derived for
the log-likelihood ratios required to deLect a DPSK signal corrupted by both additive WGN and
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laser phase noise. Section 5.3 then introduces the small-phase-noise approximation, and uses it to
derive a useful fmmulation for the log-likelihood ratio of a "small-phase optimal" receiver.

5.1

The Innovations Method

In this section the innovations representation of a noisy signal process is introduced. This is
essentially a transformation that allows a random signal process corrupted by additive WGN,
to be represented as a conditionally known function (Le. a function that is computable given
the noisy observations) plus WGN. This transformation exists provided that the random signal
process satisfies some fairly loose conditions: however it is not necessary that the signal process be
Gaussian. The important result of this approach for the detection problem is that the WGN present
in the innovations representation is statically identical to the WGN of the original formulation.
The first step in formulating the innovations representation of a noisy signal is to introduce
the concept of the innovations process. Consider a vector random process on the intelVal [0, T] of
the form
Yl (t)

Yz(t)
Y3(t)

= yet) = z(t)

+ net)

(5.1 )

where net) is zero-mean WGN with covariance function E[n(t)n T(/)] = 1lo(t - I) 0 is the
identity matrix and the superscript T denotes transpose), and z(t) is a random signal process, not
necessarily Gaussian. Functions in bold type indicate that the quantities are vectors or matrices
with all real elements l , This use of matrix notation allows multidimensional (induding complex
valued) cases to be treated directly. Now assume that the two random processes z(t) and net)
satisfy the conditions:
1. The process z(t) has finite expected-energy over the interval [0, T], such that

loT E [(z(t) -

E[z(t)]) T (z(t) - E[z(t)])] dt <

00

(5.2)
(5.3)

and
2. The WGN n( t) is independent of past y( T), i.e.

E[n(t)y T(/)] = 0, 0

~

I <t

~

T

(5.4 )

Now define z(t), the conditional mean of z(t) given that it is only possible to observe the noisy
process y( T) up to time t.

z(t) = E[z(t) I y(/) , 0 =:;

T

<t

~

T]

(5.5)

It is well known [PapouLis, 1965; Van Trees, 1968] that the conditional mean z(t) is the causal
minimum mean-square-error(MMSE) estimate of z(t), given noisy data Y(T) up to time t. If z(t)
is a Gaussian process then this MMSE estimator will be linear, however this will not be the case
1 Note

iliat a complex quantity can be represented as a two-dimensional vector, hence this notation is still valid.
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in general. A new random process can now be defined by the difference between the observed
process y(t) and the MMSE estimator %(t).

w(t) ~ y(t) - z(t)
= z(t) - z(t)

+ n(t)

(5.6)

From the second formulation for w(t), the term z(t) - z(t) is the portion of z(t) that cannot be
predicted from past y( r), while n(t) also cannot be predicted from past y( r). Hence w(t) can be
considered to be the "new information", or "innovation", in the observation y(t), given all past
observations {y( r) , 0 ::; r < t}. The important and somewhat surprising result of this approach
is that this innovations process, w(t), is shown by Kailath [1969, 1970b] to be a WON process
that is statistically identical to n(t).

5.1.1

AppJication of the Innovations Result to Detection Problems

Consider the basic detection problem of determining the presence or absence of a known signal
vector in additive WGN (the components of the noise vector are assumed to be independent) given
the observations {y(t) ,OS; t S; T}. This can be fOlTI1ulated as: detelTI1ine, according to some
performance criterion, which of the following hypotheses is true.

y(t) = m(t)
Ho : y( t) = n( t)
HI

:

+ n(t)

}

,O<t<T

-

-

(5.7)

where m(t) is the known signal vector and n(t) is again zero mean WON with covariance function
E[n( t)n T( T)] = M(t - T). For digital communication systems, the usual perfonnance criteria
is to minimise the BER of the system, which can be achieved through a maximum likelihood
decision between the two hypotheses [Wozencraft and Jacobs, 1965]. For the problem fonnulated
here, the likelihood ratio is gi ven by
LR

= exp (loT m

T(t)y(t) dt -

~ loT m T(t)m(t) dt)

(5.8)

Ignoring the exponential (as it is a monotonically increasing function of its argument), the first
integral in the likelihood ratio can be interpreted as a matched filter for the signal1n( t). while the
second telTI1 sets the decision threshold midway between the expected filter outputs under each
hypothesis. It can be seen that the likelihood is always a scalar, as it must be for the concept to
make sense. Also, examination of (5.8) indicates that the vector likelihood function is the product
of the scalar likelihood functions for each of the components of the observed vector y( t). For this
to be true in general, the WGN vector n(t) must have independent components (which it does by
definition), leading to independent likelihood ratios for each of these components.
For the case of detecting a random signal in WGN, the irulOvations approach allows the
problem to be formulated in a similar manner. Consider the hypotheses

HI
Ho

: y(t) = z(t) + n(t)}
.
,O<t<T
: y(t)=n(t)
- -

(5.9)

where z( t) is a vector random process, not necessarily Gaussian. Now provided that z( t) and
n( t) satisfy the properties (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4), then under hypothesis HI the innovations process
is given by
(5.10)
w(t) = y(t) - z(t)
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where

z(t)

= E[z(t) I Y(T), 0::; '( < t;:; T, HI]

(5.11 )

is the MMSE estimator of z(t) given past Y(T) and assuming hypothesis HI is true. The
innovatimis result then states that w(t) is a WON process that is statistically identical to n( t),
hence the detection problem can be rewritten as

y(t) = z(t) + n(t)
y(t) = w(t)

= z(t) + w(t)

} , 0 :5, t :5, T

(5.12)

The MMSE estimate z(t) is still a random process as it depends on y(T). However given the
observations {y(r) , 0 :5, r < t} it can be computed, hence it is conditionally known. It is
therefore reasonable that the likelihood ratio for the known signal case (5.8) can be applied to this
situation, with the known signal replaced by the conditionally known MMSE estimate. In fact
this is proved by Kailath [1969], with the addition that the first integral must be interpreted as an
Ito stochastic integral, denoted by f.

(5.13)
This ItO integral does not obey all the usual rules of integral calculus and hence care must be
taken when manipulating and evaluating it. A brief outline of its definition and some properties
are given in Appendix SA. For the application presented in this chapter. the Ito integral can be
very well approximated by a standard integral, and it is therefore unnecessary to delve too deeply
into the associated theory. However, if the small-phase-noise approximation that is eventually
applied in this chapter is extended, then the properties of the Ito integral may become significant.

5.1.2

Extension of the Likelihood Ratio Formulation

In order to apply the innovations method to the detection of the required DPSK signal, it is

necessary to extend the likelihood ratio result to decide between two different signal processes,
Zl (t) and Z2( t). given the noisy observations y(t). This extension to the dual-signal detection case
is accomplished through the introduction of a dummy hypothesis (Ho). and then an application of
the chain rule to remove this dummy hypothesis [Kailath. 1969].

y(t) = n(t)
}
y(t) = Zl(t)+ n(t)
H2 : y(t) = Z2(t) + n(t)

Ho
HI

:
:

1

0::; t:5, T

(5.14)

where Z I (t) and Zz (t) are vector random processes, not necessarily Gaussian. that satisfy the
properties (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4). The problems of deciding between Ho or Hf, and between Ho or
H2, are of the form that was analysed in Section 5.1.1. The likelihood ratios are therefore known
to be
LR;

= exp (fiT zl(t)y(t) dt - ~ loT Z[(t)Zi(t) dt)

, i = 1,2

(5.15)

where

z;(t)

= E[z,(t) I y(r),

0::; r <

t::; T, Hi]

(5.16)
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is the MMSE estimator of Zi(t) given past y(r) and assuming hypothesis Hi is true. Now by
defInition these likelihood ratios can be written
LR. _ Li (y(t) IHi)
t -

Lo{y(t)IHo) ' i= 1,2

(5.17)

where L;(y(t) I H;) is the likelihood of Zi(t) given the observations {y(t) , 0 $: t $: T} and
assuming that hypothesis Hi is true. The likelihood ratio for the binary detection problem is
therefore given by

LR

= Ldy(t) IHt)
La (y(t) I Ho)

La (y(t) I Ho)
Lz (y(t) IHz)

x

exp

(faT zJ(t)y(t) dt - ~ loT zHt)Zl(t) dt)

exp

(iT z;(t)y(t) dt - ~ loT zI(t)Z2(t) dt)

== exp

(foT [Zl (t) -

~ loT [ZJ(t)ZI (t) - z; (t)zz( t)]

Z2( t)] T y(t) dt -

dt) (5.18)

At this point it is convenient to take the logarithm (base e) of the likelihood ratio, which gives the
log-likelihood ratio (LLR). The maximum-likelihood decision mle for the dual-signal detection
problem can then be stated as:
LLR

> 0 ~ HI
{ < 0 ~ Hz

(5.19)

where

LLR

=

fT [ZI(t) - zz(t)] T y(t) dt -

To

~
2

(T [ZJ(t)Zl(t) - zi(t)Z2(t)] dt

Jo

(5.20)

In the situation that the log-likelihood ratio (5.20) equals 0, then each of the hypotheses is equally
likely and the decision must be made arbitrarily. However the actual probability of the loglikelihood taking on any specific value approaches zero, so this case is of no significance and is
not explicitly considered.

5.2

Optimal Receiver Structure

In this section the optimal detection of a binary-DPSK signal corrupted by additive WGN and
laser phase noise is considered. The log-likelihood ratio for the dual-signal detection problem,
derived via the innovations method, is used to detelmine the structure of the optimal receiver for
such a system.
As the DPSK detection problem studied in this thesis has been formulated in complex envelope
notation, many of the quantities encountered are themselves complex. In applying the innovations
method however, it is more convenient to deal with real vector quantities. From this point on
therefore, all vectors have dimensions 2 X 1 (matrices are all 2 x 2) and are related to the complex
quantities as follows

x(t)

= x.(t) + JXQ(t)

, x(t)

=(

x.(t) )
x Q(t)

(5.21)
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where

XJ(t)

= lR[X(t)]

, XQ(t)

= ~[X(t)l

(5.22)

As with the previous analyses of DPSK systems presented in Chapters 3 and 4, the two
bit-periods on the interval [- T, T] are considered. The hypotheses are then

Ho
HI

: yet) = zo(t)
: y(t) = Zl(t)

+ n(t)
+ net)

}

, -T

<t <T

-

where net) is again WGN with covariance function E[n(t)n T(t)]
random process defined (in complex form) as 2

-

(5.23)

= M(t), and Zi(t) is a vector
(5.24)

The function OCt) is the laser phase noise, which is modelled by a Brownian motion process as
defined in Section 3.1. For convenience this phase noise process is zeroed at the time origin
(0(0) = 0). and the random phase variable ¢ introduced to account for the unknown phase drift
up to this time. The inclusion of ¢ is necessary as the phase noise process has been evolving over
time, and hence its actual value at t = 0 is unknown. Now with differential detection a decision is
made independently of the absolute phase of the received signal. and hence <p must be eliminated
from the final log-likelihood ratio. To see how to achieve this. consider that although ¢ is a random
phase, it is constant throughout the detection process (Le. on the interval [- T, T]). Therefore for
any given value of ¢ a conditional log-likelihood ratio ({LLRI¢}) can be fonnulated, from which
a decision can be made for that particular 4>. As <p can take on any value in its allowable range,
this conditioning must be removed by taking the statistical average (expectation) over all possible
values of <p. The required log-likelihood ratio can therefore be written

(5.25)
where E.p[·] denotes taking the expected value with respect to <p. This approach is used by Van
Trees [1968, p.334] in a very similar situation, where it is desired to determine the likelihood
ratio for signals with a random phase, ¢. The unknown phase is an unwanted parameter which is
eliminated by formulating the likelihood ratio for some fixed value of 4>. and then averaging over
all possible values. In order to perform the expectation in (5.25), it is assumed that ¢ is equally
likely to take on any phase value 3 and thus can be considered to be a uniformly distributed r.v. on
the interval (-7r, 7r].
The other function in (5.24), .si( t), represents the modulated data and is given (again in
complex form) by

so(t) = ±S , -T S;

t S; T

_ { ±S, -T S; t < 0
.s1 ( t ) 1=8 , 0 < t S; T

(5.26)

2This is a slight abuse of notation as z(t) is used throughout the rest of the thesis to denote filtered phase noise.
However the MMSE estimates Zi(t) are essentially "filtered" phase noise, hence the use of the symbol z( t) for this
quantity.
3This is justified by noting that 1> is the value of the phase noise process at time t = 0, and thus is a Gaussian r.v.
with variance proportional to the time over which the phase noise has evolved. For steady state operation, this time
period is sufficienUy large that the pdf of rP (modulo 2rr) can be considered essentially fiat, corresponding to that of a
uniformly distributed r.v ..
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It can be seen that under hypothesis Ho (function so(t)) there is no phase change at the origin
(t = 0), which corresponds to the case of a zero being transmitted. Under Hi however (function
SI (t)), there is a phase change of 11" at the origin which corresponds to a one being transmitted.
It can now be shown that Zi(t) satisfies the conditions defined by (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4).
Expanding out the left-hand side of (5.3) gives

j TE[zJ(t)zdt)] dt = jT E [(~[Zi(t)], 8'[Zi(t)]) (lR[Z;(t)])]
8'[Zi(t)]
-T

i:
i:

dt

-T

=
=

E

[~[Zi(t)]2 + 8'[Zi(tW]

E [I Zi(t)1

2

]

dt

dt

= 2S2T

(5.27)

Hence (5.3) is satisfied, and since from (5.24) and (5.26) E[Zi(t)] is a finite constant under either
hypothesis, then (5.2) is also satisfied. The condition (5.4) is obviously satisfied due to the white
nature of the noise, n(t), and because zi(r) is independent of n(t) for all {t,r E [-T,T]}.
The conditional log-likelihood ratio for this case is then given by (5.20) rewritten for the interval
[-T, T] and the hypotheses (5.23).

iT

{LLRI¢} = LT [zo(t) - Zl(t)] T y(t) dt -

2

1jT-T [zJ(t)zo(t) - Z[(t)ZI(t)] dt

(5.28)

-T:::;r<t:::;T,H;]

(5.29)

The MMSE estimators z;(t) are given by

Zi(t)

= E[Zi(t)ly(r),

Since the Brownian motion phase noise process B( t) has been defined to pass through 0 at t = 0,
then it is independent on the intervals [- T, 0] and [0, T]. Now using the fact that ¢ is fixed
and 8i( t) is a deterministic function, the MMSE estimators are also independent on the intervals
[-T, 0) and [0, T], and can be expressed

Zi(t) = { E [Zi(t) I ¢ y(r) = Zi(r)
E [z/t) I ¢, y(r) = zi(r)
1

+ n(r)]
+ n(r)]

-T ::; r < t ::; 0
,0::; r < t 50 T
1

(5.30)

Here the explicit conditioning on hypothesis Hi being true has been replaced by expressing
the observed signal y( r) as though the appropriate hypothesis were true. This is valid since
y(r) = Zi(t) + n(t) if and only if Hi is hue.
Considering now the hypotheses (5.23) and their associated functions (equations (5.24) and
(5.26)), it can be seen that the terms involving ¢ and B( t) are common to both hypotheses: thus
they can be distinguished solely in tenns of the functions Si(t). Also. there are two possible
formulations for sl!) under each hypothesis, and hence the Hi can each be expressed as two "subhypotheses", RiA and HiB. As there are now four sub-hypotheses to be considered, the SUbscript v
(= OAt OB, lA or IB) is introduced to indicate that a quantity is dependent on the sub-hypothesis Hv
being true. Thus the function ZlJ(t) is the transmitted signal process assuming that sub-hypothesis
HlJ is true. Now using the notation 8 11 (t) = ({.si(t) , -T 50 t < O} , {Si(t) , 0::; t ::; T}), where
Si( t) = ±S on each interval, the decision problem can be written
Ho:

{

HOA

:

SOA(t)

HOB

:

SOB(t)

(+S, +S)
(-S, -S)
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HIA : 8IA(t)
{ HlB : 8IB(t)

=
=

(+5, -5)
(-5, +5)

(5.31)

As there are now two sub-hypotheses for each of the two hypotheses, there are a total of four
possibilities to be decided between. Each of these decision possibilities can be considered as a
separate detection problem or receiver, denoted RXA, RxB, Rxc and RxD as follows

RxA{
RxB{

RxC{

SOA(t)
8IA(t)

HOA
HIA

SOA(t)
8IB(t)

HOA
HIB

80B(t)
S1A(t)

HOB

HIA

SOB(t)
8IB(t)

HOB

RXD {

HIB

(+5, +S)
( +S,-S)

=
=

(+5, +5)
(-S, +S)
( -5,-S)

=

(+S, -S)

=

(-5, -S)

(-5, +5)

(5.32)

For each of these detection problems, the log-likelihood ratio for the decision process is given by
(5.28), with the appropriate MMSE estimators. Substituting the values for 8i(t) from (5.32) into
(5.30) gives the required MMSE estimators.

~A(t) = {
·,Att) =

11>, y(r)
11>, y(r)

= +SeJ¢eJ(I(r) + n(r) , -T::; r <t ::; 0]
= +SeJ¢e J8 (-T) + n(r) , 0::; r < t::; T]

11>, y(r)
E[-SeJ¢eJ(I(t) 11>, y(r)

= +SeJ¢eJ(I(r) + n(r) , -T ::; r < t::; 0]
= _SeJ¢eJIi(r) + n(r) , 0::; r < t ::; T]

E[+Se J¢ejl1(t)
E[+Se J¢e J8 (t)
E[+Se J¢e J9 (t)

{

~B(t) = {

_Se J¢e J8 (T)

+ n(r) , -T::; r < t::; 0]
+ n(r) , 0::; r < t::; T]

11>, y(r) = _SeJ¢eJIi(r)
E[+SeJ¢eJIi(t) 11>, y(r) = +5eJ¢e JIi (T)

+ n(r) , -T::; r < t::; 0]
+ n(r) , 0::; r < t::; TJ

E[-SeJ¢eJIi(t)
E[-Se J¢e J8 (t)

11>, y(r)
11>, y(r)

= _Se J¢e J8 (r)

=

E[_SeJ¢eJIi(t)

"'B(t) = {

(5.33)

Considering first the detection problem RXA, the log-likelihood ratio can be written

{LLRRx A I1>}

+1
Fa

=

1
0

-T

1

[ZOA(t) - ZIA(t)] T y(t) dt - -2 fO [z6A(t)ZOA(t) - zJA(t)ZlA(t)] dt

T

-T

T

[ZOA(t) - ZIA(t)] T y(t) dt

-!2hr

[z6A(t)ZOA(t) - ZJA(t)ZIA(t)] dt

(5.34)

Now as 1> is fixed, y(t) and the MMSE estimators (ZOA(t) and ZlA(t) are independent on the
intervals [-T, 0] and [0, T], so that the terms involving integration over these separate intervals
are also independent. This allows the log-likelihood ratio (5.34) to be simplified, as it is apparent
from (5.33) that ZOA(t) = ZIA(t) on the interval [-T, 0]. Thus the integrands on this interval
evaluate to zero, and lhe log-likelihood ratio reduces to only those terms defined on the interval
[0, T]. In fact it can be seen that for all four detection problems, so( t) = Sl (t) on one of the
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intervals [- T, OJ or [0, TJ. It follows via (5.33) that on this interval t.he MMSE estimates are also
equal, and hence the log-likelihood ratios reduce to teons defined on the other interval only.

These log-likelihood ratios (5.35) provide decision rules for choosing between the allowable
combinations of the sub-hypotheses Ho A• HOB. RnA and HOB. By considering all possible
outcomes a decision rule can be fonnulated to decide between the main hypotheses Ho and Hi.
based on some combination of the log-likelihood ratios {LLRRx A 14>}. {LLRRxn 14>}, {LLRRxc 14>}
and {LLRRxD /4>}. Up to this point, however. the MMSE estimators required to compute the loglikelihood ratios have been assumed to be known. In fact the computation of the MMSE estimate
of anon-Gaussian process in WGN is an extremely complex problem. for which there is no general
solution. Thus in order to obtain a useful system. i.e. one that can be analysed. it is necessary
to make some approximations. Although this means that the resultant receiver will no longer be
optimal, by choosing the approximations carefully the degradation can be minimised.

5.3

Derivation for Small Phase Noise

The reason that the MMSE estimate of a non-Gaussian random process in WGN is so difficult is
that it is generally a non-linear estimate. While linear estimation theory is well established and
widely known, theory for non-linear situations is very sparse and relies on solving for special
cases. It is known that for the case of a Gaussian process in WGN, the MMSE estimate is linear
[Papoutis, 1965]. Thus provided the random process being estimated is approximately Gaussian.
the obvious approach is to use the linear MMSE estimate. For the binary DPSK case being studied
in this thesis. it has been shown in Chapter 3 that the approximation exp[JB(t)] ~ 1 JB(t) is
very accurate over a useful range of pha.<;e noise values. Now while the process exp[J8( t)] is
non-Gaussian, the process 1 + J8( t) is Gaussian. Hence a linear MMSE estimate of the process
zv(t) can be expected to be accurate for a range of phase noise values similar to that for which
the approximation is accurate. It should also be noted that for situations where the actual MMSE
estimate is unavailable. Kailath [1970] states that any other estimate of the required process should
be substituted. He then mentions that provided the estimate used is reasonably good, the resultant
likelihood ratio should be close to optimal. Intuitively it is reasonable to expect that the closer
the estimate is to the true MMSE estimate. the closer the likelihood ratio will be to optimal.
Also, given the close relationships between the various types of estimators [Van Trees. 1968], it
is reasonable to expect the result to be fairly insensitive to the actual type of estimate used.
The MMSE estimate analysis presented in this section is valid for both the intelVals [-T,D]
and [0, T]. In order to prevent the notation becoming unwieldy. the interval is denoted by R with
the understanding that it can be either [- T, OJ or [0, T]. Further, wherever t and r occur in this
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section it will always be tme that {r, t E R}, lUld r < t. Thus if the interval being considered is
[- T, 0] then - T ::; r < t ::; 0, while the interval [0, T] gives 0 ::; r < t ::; T.
From Kailath [1970] (also Papoulis [1965] in a slightly different form) the linear MMSE
estimate ~(t) of the zero-mean function x(t), given the noisy observations w(r) ::: x(r) + n(r)
up to time t, is dctennined by the orthogonality condition

x(t) - x(t) .1 w(r)
where a .1 b means E[ab T]
expressed

= O.

(5.36)

Given that x(t) is a linear function of y(r), then it can be

x(t) :::

it

h(t, r)y(r) dr

(5.37)

to

=-

= [-

=

where to is the lower limit of the interval R, i.e. to
T if R
T, 0], or to 0 if R = [0, T].
The orthogonality condition then means that h(t, r) must satisfy the equation [Kailath, 1970]

i

t
to

h(t,ry)K(ry,r)dry+h(t,r) = K(t,r)

(5.38)

where for ::c(t) and n( t) independent, K( t, r) is the covariance matrix of the signal process (::c( t)
being cstimated,
K(t,ry) = E [x(t)x T (1])] , {t,1] E R}
(5.39)
It is also required [Kailath, 1970] that the covariance matrix K(t, 1") satisfies the condition

k

tr[K(t, t)] dt <

(5.40)

00

where tr[·] denotes the trace of a matrix. The range of intcgration is the interval R: thus if the
interval being considered is R == [- T, 0] the integration is from t = - T to t ::: 0, while for the
interval R = [0, TJ it is from t = 0 to t = T.
The preceding fommlation is for a zero-mean signal process x( t). However for the binaryDPSK case the signal process ZII(t) is not zero-mean, thus some manipulation of the MMSE
estimator fonnulation for %II( t) is required. For convenience this is presented in complex fonn.

ZII(t) ::: E [ZII(t) I rp, y(r) = zlI(r) + n(r)]
= E [slI(t)e J.f>e J8 (t) I rp, y(r) = slI(r)e JeP eJ8 (r)

= eJePE [slI(t)e J8 (t)

+ n(r)]
I rp, e-JePy(r) = sll(r)e J8 (r) + e-JePn(r)]

(5.41)

The last line follows as 4Y is held constant in the determination of the log-likelihood ratio {LLRI4Y},
and hence also in the MMSE estimate zAt). The term e-JePn(t) is simply the complex WGN
process n( t) rotated through an angle -rp, which results in another WGN process that is statistically
identical to n(t). Now defining the function

(5.42)
the MMSE estimate formulation can be further expanded as follows:

ZII(t) = eJePE [sll(t)e J8 (t)

-

rnll(t)

+ 7n 1l (t) I rp,

e-JePy(r)

::::: eJ4> E [slI(t)eJB(t) - 7n 1l (t) I rp, e-JePy(r) - rnll(t)
sll(r)e J9 (r) - 7n 1l (r)
= eJeP [ZII(t)

+ 7n1l(t)]

= slI(r)eJB(r) + e-JePn(r)]
=

+ e-JePn(r)] + eJePmll(t)
(5.43)
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where

(5.44)
and
(5.45)

Y(t)

= e-J<Py(t) - rnv(t)
= SV(t)eJB(t) - rnv(t) + e-J¢n(i)

(5.46)

The function Zv (t) is zero-mean, hence the linear MMSE estimator Zv (t) can be obtained through
the application of equations (5.37) to (5.40).
Another way of looking at this result is to consider a transformation of the received process
y(t) in terms of the conditionally constant parameter <p and function mAt), such that

Y(t)

= e-J¢y(t) - mv(t)
= Zv(t) + e-J<Pn(t)

(5.47)

The signal process zv(t) can be obtained from Zv(t) via the inverse transformation
(5.48)
Now since <p and mv(t) are conditionally constant it follows that the MMSE estimate EAt) is
given by the same inverse transfonnation from the MMSE estimate Zv( t), which gives (5.43)
immediately.
In order to find the MMSE estimator ZA t) it is necessary to determine the covariance matrix
Kv(t,1"). In the calculation of J( At, 1') it is useful to introduce the small-phase-noise approximation, specifically that exp[]fJ(t)] ;::::: 1 + J(}(t). As previously mentioned, this approximation
has been shown in Chapter 3 to be accurate in the analysis of a standard binary DPSK system
for phase noise values up to at least f3T = 0.1. Thus it is reasonable to hope that the use of this
small-phase-noise approximation at this stage of the analysis will not unduly affect the accuracy
of the final result. A major benefit of this approach is that the problem is reduced to a fonn that
can be solved in a relatively straight-forward manner, and leads to a receiver structure that is both
simple and intuitively satisfying.
The covariance matrix K v(t, r) is defined as in (5.39) but with the (zero-mean) functionZII(t)
in place of [C (t).
(5.49)
Applying the small-phase-noise approximation to the function Zv( t) gives

ZII(t) = sv(t)eJO(t) - mv(t)
=

sv(t)eJB(t) - E [sv(t)eJO(t)]

~

sv(t)[l
=

+ JO(t)]- SI/(t) E[l + JO(t)]

JSv(t)O(t)

(5.50)

In vector fOIm this is
(5.51)
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The required covariance matrix is then

Kv(t,r)=E[(

=

) (osv(r)e(r))]

[~
~)8(
(~ E[8~t)8(
(~ 2'il52m~n(ltl,

= E

;

0

sv(t)B(t)

Sv( t)8v (

52

t)8( r)

1

r)1 )
(5.52)

ITIJ )

It is obvious from (5.52) that K ,,(t, r) satisfies the condition (5.40), thus the matrix h,.,(t, r)

that foms the kemal of the linear MMSE estimator is given by (5.38). It can be seen that the
covariance matrix K ,,( t, r) is independent of the assumed hypothesis H II • and it follows from
(5.38) that the matrix h ll ( t, r) is similarly independent of the hypothesis: thus the subscript v is
dropped for these functions. Substituting for K( t, r) in (5.38) and writing out h( t, r) explicitly
as a matrix then gives

which leads to the four scalar equations

in
in
in

Odr+ hI(t,r)

=0

0 d, + h2(t, r)

=0

=?

h2(t, r)

=0

(5.55)

h3(t, 1]) 21f,6S2 min(\rJI, III) d1] + h3(t, r)

=0

=?

h3(t, I)

=0

(5.56)

iR h4(t, 1])

(5.54)

21f,6S2 min(I1]I, III) d1]+ h4(t, I) = 21fj3S2 min(l t l, Irl)

(5.57)

Note at this point that without the small-phase-noise approximation both components of Z,,(t)
would be non-zero. This then means that the leading diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
K(t, I) would be non-zero, and hence the functions hI (t, r) and h4(t, r) would both be non-zero,
rather than just h4 (t, T') as in the small-phase-noise ca<;e.
Now from (5.37) the MMSE estimate Z,,( t) is given by

in
-k (~ h4(~' ~~i~ )
r~YQ(

Z,,(t) =

h(t,r)Y(r)dr

T) ) (

= (

fR h.(t,

T) dr )

dr
(5.58)
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where the function Y(t) = [Y,(i) YQ(t)] T is defined in complex fonn (equation (5.46)) as

(5.59)
To write this in matrix form first set y(t) = [y,(t) YQ(t)]y, where y,(t) and YQ(t) are the real
and imaginary parts of the actually observed noisy process. Then to determine ffl ll ( t) note from
(5.42) that it can be written in complex form as

mv(i)

= sv(t)E [eJO(t)]
= sv(t) E[1 + JO(t) + [JO~~)J2 + [Je~~)p + .. .J
= 8 v(t)

(1 - ;! E[02(t)] + ;! E[e4(t)l + ...)

+ J8 v (t)
= sv(t)

+ ...)

( E[O(t)]- ;, E[03(t)]

(1 - ;, E[02(t)] + ;, E[e4(t)] + ...)

(5.60)

The last line follows as O(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian process and therefore it's odd moments are
all zero, i.e. E[ Oi (t)] = 0 ,i = 1, 3,5, ..., Thus mv( t) is a real valued function, which in vector
form gives
(5.61 )
The multiplication by exp( - J¢) can be written in matrix form by noting that the complex expression

e- J¢ (a

+ Jb) = (cos ¢ - J sin ¢ ) (a + Jb)
= a cos ¢ + b sin ¢ + J( bcos ¢ -

a sin ¢ )

(5.62)

is equivalent to the matrix expression

(5.63)
Substituting for the vectors y(t), m
gives

Y(t) =

ll (

t) and the matrix representation of exp( - J¢) in (5.59)

(co~¢

sin¢) (Y,(t)) _
- sm¢ cos ¢
YQ(t)

(8

11

(t)E[e

.

= ( y,( t) cos 4> + YQ( t) sin ¢ - 8v (t) E [eJO(t)]

YQ( t) cos ¢ - YI(i) sin¢

~ (;~i;) )

JO

(t)})

0

)
(5.64)
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The MMSE estimate Zv(t) is then obtained by substituting for YQ(t) in (5.58) to give

Zv(t) = (

0

~( t)

(5.65)

)

where

(5.66)
and again to is the lower limit of the interval R. Now writing the inverse transformation defined
by (5.43) in matrix fmm and applying it to this result gives the desired MMSE estimate zv(t).

~s
¢
sm¢

zv(t) = (

- sin ¢) [mv(t)
cos¢

+ Zv(t)]

Having obtained expressions forilie linear MMSE estimators Zv ( t), the next step is to substitute
them into the log-likelihood ratios (5.35). All these log-likelihood ratios are of the fonn

where the subscripts v and IL denote that quantities are dependent on the respective sub-hypotheses
Hv and H,.. (defined in equation (5.31)) being true. The second integral in (5.68) can be removed
by noting

_

_

z~(t)zv(t)

=

( sv(t)E
sv( t) E

= (sv(t)E
=

feJ8(t)

cos¢ -

eJ8 (t) sin ¢

~(t)Sin¢)

+ ~(t) cos ¢

T

(sv(t)E
sv( t) E

[eJ8 (tJ] cos¢ - ~(t)sin¢)2 + (sv(t)E

s~(t) E [e J8 (t)

t

cos 2 ¢ - 2svCt) E

+ s~(t) E [e J8 (t)]

2

sin2 ¢

k

J8
e (t)

cos¢ -

eJO(t) sin ¢
8
(t)]

sin¢

~(t)Sin¢)

+ ~(t) cos ¢

+ ~(t)COS(,D)2

[e J8 (t)] ~(t) cos ¢ sin (,D + e(t) sin2 ¢

+ 2sv(t) E [e J8 (t)]

Ht) cos ¢sin(,D + e(t) cos2 ¢

= s~( t) E [e,8(t)] 2 + e( t)
Now using sAt)
becomes

=

z~(t)zv(t) -

(5.69)

±S from equation (5.31), the integrand of the second integral in (5.68)
z;(t)z,..(t) = (±S)2E

[eJO(t)]

2

+ e(t) -

=0

(±SfE

[e J8 (t)]2 -

e(t)
(5.70)

The log-likelihood ratios (5.35) therefore reduce to the form

(5.71)
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This expression can be further simplified by substituting for zv( t) and zJ.l( t), from equation (5.67).
into the integrand as follows:

The values of sv(t) and sJ..I(t) under each sub-hypothesis are defined in equation (5.32) for both
the intervals [-T, OJ and [0, TJ. Rewriting these in a more obvious notation gives

80A(t) = {

+8 , -T'::; t < 0
+8 , 0< t ~ T

SOB(t) = {

-T'::; t < 0
-8
-8 , 0< t'::; T

8!A(t) = {

+8 , -T'::; t < 0
-8 , 0< t'::; T

"IB(t) = {

-s

,

-T ~ t

<0

(5.73)

+8 , 0< t'::; T

Now using the simplified form for {LLRRxl¢>} (equation (5.71)) and the results (5.72) and (5.73).
the log-likelihood ratios of equation (5.35) can be expressed as
{LLRRxAI¢>}

=+2siT E[eJ(I(tl](cos¢>,sin¢)y(t)dt

{LLRRxBI¢>}

= +2S {OT E

{LLRRxc I<t>} = -28
{LLRRxDI¢>} =

=LLRT

[eJ(I(t)] (cos¢> , sin¢»y(t) dt = LLRo

lOT E [eJO(t) 1(cos ¢> , sin ¢» y(t) dt

-2siT E [eJ(I(t l ] (cos¢>,

= -LLRo

sin¢»y(t)dt = -LLRT

(5.74)

These log-likelihood ratios provide decision rules for choosing bet.ween the four possible
detection problems RxA. RXB, Rxc and RxD (equation (5.75)). It can be seen from (5.74) that
there are actually only two independent log-likelihood ratios (denoted LLRo and LLRT), thus the
decision rules can be written
RXA :

LLRT

> 0 ::} HOA
{ < 0 ::} RIA

RXB :

LLRo

> 0 ::} ROA
{ < 0 ::} HIB
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{

Rxc

LLRo

RXD

LLRT {

>0 ::::::>HIA
<0 ::::::> HOB
>0 ::::::> HiB
<0 ::::::>HoB

(5.75)

As there are only two independent log-likelihood ratios, it follows that there are only four possible
outromes (rorresponding to LLRo ~o and LLRT ~o) on which to make a decision. To interpret
the decision process. ronsider the situation where LLRo < O. In this case RxA would indicate
that HIA is more likely than HoA. while RxD would indicate that HIB is more likely than HOB.
Extending this to the four possible outcomes for the log-likelihood ratios, and using the notation
HII ~ H tt to indicate that the hypothesis HII is more likely than H tt • the overall decision process
can be summarised as

Rxc

LLR's

RxD

outcome 1

LLRo < 0, LLRT < 0

HIA ~ HOA

HIB ~ HOA HOB ~ HIA HoB ~ HIB

outcome 2

LLRo < 0 , LLRT > 0

HOA ~ HIA

HIB ~ HOA HOB ~ HIA HiB ~ HOB

outcome 3

LLRo > 0 ! LLRT < 0

HIA ~ HOA

HOA ~ HIB

outcome 4

LLRo > 0 , LLRT > 0 HOA ~ HIA HOA ~ HIB HIA ~ HoB HIB ~ HOB

HIA ~ HOB HOB ~ HIB

Considering outcome 1. it can be seen that HOB is more likely than HIA and HIB, which are in
turn more likely than HOA. Thus the maximum likelihood decision for outcome 1 is to choose
HOB. which from (5.31) corresponds to the original hypothesis Ro. Applying this method to the
. other outromes leads to the following decisions:
Relative Likelihood of Hypotheses

LLR's

Decision

outcome 1

LLRo < 0 , LLRT < 0

HOB ~ HIA ,

HIB ~ HOA

Ho

outcome 2

LLRo < 0 , LLRT > 0

HIB ~ HOA , HOB ~ HIA

HI

outcome 3

LLRo > 0 , LLRT < 0

HIA ~ HoA , HOB ~ HIB

HI

outcome 4

LLRo > 0 , LLRT > 0

RoA ~ H IA , HIB ~ HOB

Ho

Examination of these results leads to the observation that Ho is chosen if LLRo and LLRT have
the same sign. otherwise HI is chosen. Thus conditioned on <P. the decision rule for the detection
of binary-DPSK rorruptcd by additive WGN and laser phase noise can be written

{LLRI<p}

{

>0

::::::>Ho

<0

::::::> HI

(5.76)

where the ronditionallog-likelihood ratio is given by
{LLRI<p}

:;;=

LLRo X LLRT

(5.77)

From equation (5.25) the unconditional log-likelihood ratio is obtained by taking the expectation over <p, which gives
LLR

= E¢ [{LLRI<p}]
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cos2 <fJ {OT E [eJIf(t)] YI(t) dt loT E

klf(t)] YI(t) dt

+Sin2 <fJfO E[eJB(t)]YQ(t)dtiT E[eJB(t)]YQ(t)dt

+

s;n,,;co:: £T E [",0<')1 y,(t)"d' f.T E [e'o<')1 yo(t)dt

+ sin¢cos ¢ {OT

(5.78)

E [eJB(t)] YQ(t) dt iT E [eJB(t)] Ylt) dt

Now using Lhe definition of <fJ (Section 5.2) as a unifonnly distributed r.v. on Lhe interval (-11", 11" J
leads to Lhe following identities:
E[cos 2¢J

= E[sin2 <fJJ = t
E[sin ¢ cos ¢J = 0

(5.79)

Thus Lhe log-likelihood ratio (5.78) simplifies to

LLR

= 2S2

iO E [eJB(t)] YI(t) dt iT E [eJB(t)] YI(t) dt
LT

(

10

0

+iT E

[eJO(t)] YQ(t) dt

i

)

T

(5.80)
E [eJO(t)] YQ(t) dt

which can be written in the complex fonn
LLR = 2S2R
=

~OT E

2S2~l ~OT E

[eJB(t)] [YI(t)

+ lYQ(t)J dt loT E

[eJO(t)] [YI(t) - lYQ(t)J dt]

[eJB(t)] y(t) dt loT E [eJO(t)] y*(t) dt]

(5.81)

Although the fonn of this log-likelihood ratio is relatively simple. there is still the problem of
evaluating Lhe Ito integrals. However a nice feature of Lhe fonnulation in (5.81) is that in this case
the Ito integrals can be replaced wiLh standard integrals. This is because the integrands arc such
that the definitions of the Ito and standard integrals converge, in a probabilistic sense, to the same
limit (see Appendix 5A), The log-likelihood ratio can Lherefore be written as
LLR = 2S23( [.LOT E [eJB(t j ] y( t) dt loT E [ejO(t) 1 y"'(t) dt]

(5.82)

Thus. the optimal receiver for the detection of a binary DPSK signal corrupted by additive WGN
and a small amount of laser phase noise would perfOlm the test:
LLR

>0 =>HD
{

< 0 => HI

(5.83)
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where the log-likelihood ratio LLR is given by (5.82), and the hypothesis Ho corresponds to a
zero symbol having been transmitted while Hi corresponds to a one symbol. The realisation of
this log~likelihood ratio test as a receiver structure is presented in Chapter 6, as is a perfonnance
comparison with the standard receiver.

5.4

Conclusions

This chapter has applied the innovations method presented by Kailath [1970] to the problem of
detennining the optimal receiver (in a maximum-likelihood sense) for detecting a binary-DPSK
signal corrupted by additive WGN and laser pha..<;e noise. The advantage of the innovations
technique in this application is that unlike much of the established literature, it is not limited to
processes with Gaussian statistics. In Section 5.2 the innovations method was used to deteooine
general expressions for four log-likelihood ratios, from which it would be possible to make an
optimal decision on which signal was sent. These log-likelihood ratios were formulated in teoos
of the causal MMSE estimators of the phase noise process, given that the observed signal was
also corrupted by additive WGN and assuming a particular hypothesis was true. In general these
MMSE estimators cannot yet be found, as the random process being estimated is non-Gaussian,
which means that the established theory on linear MMSE estimation cannot be directly applied.
In order to overcome this problem, the small-phase-noise approximation (as used in the
perturbation analysis of the standard receiver) was introduced in Section 5.3. When applied to
the MMSE estimation problem, it allowed the actual process being estimated to be approximated
by a Gaussian process. Thus it was possible to apply linear MMSE estimation techniques, which
eventually resulted in a simple fonnulation for the desired log-likelihood ratio. Although the use
of the small-phase-noise approximation means that the resultant receiver will not be truly optimal,
it was shown in Chapter 3 that this approximation wm; accurate in modelling the phase noise for
f1T up to at lem;t 0,1. Thus it is hoped that the results of this chapter will lead to a receiver that is
close to optimal over a similar range of phase noise values. This receiver structure and a..<;sociated
performance results are presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
Finally, it should be noted that the innovations approach is not inherently limited to Gaussian
processes. Rather it was the determination of the required MMSE estimators that necessitated the
use of the small-phase-noise approximation in this chapter. Hence there is scope for future work
in relaxing or eliminating this approximation, with the aim of obtaining a receiver structure that is
close to optimal over a larger range of phase noise values.

Appendix SA

The Ito Stochastic Integral

This appendix provides a brief introduction to the concept of the Ito stochastic integral. No attempt
is made to provide an in-depth or rigorous treatment, as for the application in this thesis it is only
necessary to know how to evaluate it. Also, there are many texts on the subject of stochastic
integrals, such as McShane [1974] or von Weizsacker and Winkler [1990], that can be consulted
if required.
Consider first the definition of a "standard" integral as the limit of Riemann sums [Anton, 1988,
chap. 5]:

(5.84)
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Given ihat the function J( t) is sufficiently smooth 4 this limit exists, and is independent of where
J(t) is evaluated on the intervals [ti-I, t;]. For example, the definitions Ii = f(ti-I), Ji =
[J(ti-I) J(ti)]/2 and Ii = J(t;) all lead to the same limit for (5.84) as n -? 00. This property
does not hold for stochastic integrals however. which is where the definition of the Ito integral
becomes important. Consider a stochastic integral defined in a similar manner:

+

1.
R

J(t, w(t)) dw(t)

g n-+co
lim ~ Ji [wet;) ~

W(ti-I)]

(5.85)

;=1

where w( t) is some random process. First, it should be noted that in general. for the limit in (5.85)
to exist it must be interpreted in a probabilistic (e.g. mean~square) sense. With this in mind, it is
found that the limits are generally different depending on where J(.) is evaluated to form Ii. To
see how this can occur, consider w( t) to be a Brownian motion process, and write the integral in
ihe form

1
R

J(t,w(t))dw(t)

= It-+=
lim ~ J(tk,W(tk))
L..

[w(td - W(ti-I)]

(5.86)

;=1

where tk is some time point in the interval [ti- I, ti]. Now as w( t) is Brownian motion, then the
increment w( ti) - w( ti-I) is independent of w( t;-I) (Le. when k = i - 1), but is not independent
of w( tk) when tk > ti-I. In fact this dependence will vary with tko leading to different values for
the limit in (5.86) and hence to different values for the integral.
Having established that the position where J(.) is evaluated within ihe interval [ti-l, ti] can
affect the value of the integral, the Ito integral can now be defined as the limit when J(.) is
evaluated at the left endpoint [von Weizsacker and Winkler, 1990. chap. 5].
(5.87)
This defmition leads to some nice properties for the Ito integral that are at the heart of the derivation
of the innovations method [Kailath, 1969, 1970]. It does have its drawbacks compared to other
possible definitions for the stochastic integral, however this involves a much more in~epth analysis
of stochastic calculus than is necessary here.
In order to see the connection between the definition of the ItO integral (5.87) and its use
in the log-likelihood ratio of (5.81), consider that the function yet) in the integrand of (5.81)
contains white Gaussian noise (WGN), and that Brownian motion is defined as the integral of
WON [papoulis, 1965]. Thus the integration over the WON can be written

t

J(t)w(t) dt =

t

J(t) dw(t)

(5.88)

where w( t) denotes the derivative of w( t) and is a WON process. Now the use of the small-phase~
noise approximation in Section 5.3 resulted in deterministic functions for the required MMSE
estimators. This in tum means that when (5.81) is written in the form (5.88), the integrand
f( t) is also a deterministic function. For this special case there is obviously no problem with
dependence between J(t) and the increment w(td - w(t;-I), hence the value of the integral is
actually independent of where J(t) is evaluated on the intervals [ti-l' t;]. This means that the
Ito integral of (5.81) can be repJaced with a standard integral, as no special care is required in
evaluating it. It must be stressed, however, that this is a special case, brought about by the use of
4The strict condition is thaL the set of discontinuities of f(t) on the inteIVal R has measure zero.
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the small-phase-noise approximation in Section 5.3. If a more general evaluation of the MMSE
estimators is obtained, then the role of the Ito integral must be investigated more thoroughly.
Finally. it should be noted that if a discrete time (e.g. digital) approach is adopted to evaluate
the log-likelihood ratio, then the Ito integral is as easily implemented as a "standard" integral,
simply by choosing to evaluate the integrand at the left endpoint of each sample period.

Chapter 6
TH

INNOVATIONS DPSK RECEIV R

In Chapter 5 the innovations approach was used to tackle the problem of optimally detecting a
binary-DPSK signal corrupted by additive WGN and laser phase noise. Through the use of an
approximation valid for small amounts of phase noise, a relatively simple fonnulation for the loglikelihood ratio was obtained. This chapter begins (Section 6.1) by examining this log-likelihood
ratio to detennine the mechanism by which it helps combat the laser phase noise. The limiting
behaviour as the amount of phase noise tends to zero is also investigated, as this should approach
the standard receiver which is optimised for no phase noise. Following on from this analysis, a
receiver structure is presented that implements the log-likelihood ratio test. It is found that this
innovations receiver retains much of the simple fonn of the standard receiver.
Methods to analyse the innovations receiver are considered in Section 6.2, where due to the
similarity with the standard receiver it would appear that much the same approaches can be used.
Unfortunately, the main difference between the innovations and standard receivers is in the form
of the band-pass filtering, and hence the perturbation result of Foschini and Vannucci [1988b] for
the pdf of the band-pass filtered phase noise cannot be used directly. However a similar analysis
is presented which derives the phase marginal pdf of the filtered phase noise in the innovations
receiver. This result corresponds to the phase-only analysis of the standard receiver, in that the
effects of the filtering on the magnitude of the signal are neglected. Although an approximation,
this phase marginal pdf provides a very useful method of determining the BER floor for the
innovations receiver.
Results for the innovations receiver are presented in Section 6.3. These compare simulated
BER curves for the innovations receiver with those for the standard receiver, as presented in
Chapter 3. Computed BER-floor results (obtained using the phase marginal pdf) are also given
for the innovations and standard receivers.

6.1

Structure of the Innovations Receiver

In Section 5.3 it was shown that under the assumption of a small amount of phase noise, the
overall decision rule for the detection of a binary DPSK signal corrupted by additive WGN and
laser phase noise can be written

LLR

>0 =?Ho
{

< 0 => Hl

(6.1 )

where the log-likelihood ratio is given by

(6.2)
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The receiver that implements this decision rule will be referred to as the innovations receiver l .

6.1,1

Sman~Phase-Noise

Limit

In order to determine the behaviour of the innovations receiver as the amount of phase noise
approachs zero, consider applying tlle small-phase-noise approximation as follows:

E

[eJII(t)]

~ E [1

+ JO(t)]

= 1

(6.3)

Substituting this approximation into (6.2) leads to the decision rule

2S2R

[1

0 y(t)dt loT y"(t)dt1 {

-T

0

> 0 => H0
< 0 => HI

(6.4 )

Comparing this result with tlle analysis of the standard receiver presented in Section 3.1, it can
be seen that to within a constant scale factor it is identical to the decision process of the standard
receiver. This result is intuitively satisfying, as tlle standard receiver is aymptotically optimal
for tlle situation when there is no phase noise. Thus as the amount of phase noise becomes very
small, it is sensible to expect that the innovations receiver converges to the standard receiver in
this mrumer.

6.1.2 Physical Realisation of the Innovations Receiver
Instead of evaluating the expectation term in (6.2) using the small-phase-noise approximation, it
can be evaluated exactly to give
(6.5)
This result is obtained by realising that E [ePIl(t)] is actually the characteristic function of 8(t)
(Brownian motion), which can be found in texts such a..<; Hida [1980]. Substituting this result into
(6.2) and replacing It I with ±t a..<; appropriate gives

2S2R

0 e !3t

[1

-T

1f

y (t) dt

loT e- /3 t y*(t) dt1{
1f

°

> 0 ::} H 0
< 0 => HI

(6.6)

This decision rule is still quite similar to iliat for the standard receiver, and in fact can be
implemented with a similar receiver structure. To see this, let the output of the innovations
receiver be given by vv(T) = C vLLR/(4S2). As with the standard receiver. a positive output
leads to a zero symbol (Ho) being decided on, while a negative output is detected as a one symbol
(HI). Now denoting quantities iliat relate to the innovations receiver by a subscript v, and using
the general notation introduced in Section 3.1, the innovations receiver output can be expressed as

(6.7)
where 7Lv(T) and 7Lv(0) are complex envelope representations of the outputs from BPF's, and are
given by

(6.8)
I Strictly this should be the sl1Ulll-phase-noise innovations receiver, however this is rather unwieldy and as only the
one innovations based receiver is considered there is no confusion.

6.1
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Vv

(t)

Vv

(iT)

y;:==

Received __
Optical
Signal

iT, i E I

Local Oscillator Laser

Figure 6.1 Structure for the innovations DPSK receiver using a different BPF in each of the direct and delayed
branches.

Written in this fonn it can be seen that the innovations receiver can be implemented as shown in
Fig, 6.1. The received signal y(t) is split into two branches, one of which goes directly through a
BPF (with impulse response hvT(t)) to give the signal uiT). The other branch is also band-pass
filtered (by a BPF with impulse response hvO(t)), but is then delayed by the bit-period T to give
the signal uv(O). These BPF outputs are then multiplied together, low-pass filtered and sampled
at the end of each bit-period (in the exact same manner as for the standard receiver), to obtain the
baseband receiver output, vv(T), in accordance with (6.7).
Comparing the innovations receiver to the standard receiver structure presented in Chapter 3,
Fig. 3.1. it can be seen that the difference is in the band-pass filtering. With the standard receiver
the received IF signal is band-pass filtered before being split into two branches: hence, both
the delayed and direct branches (corresponding to the signals on the intervals [-T,O] and [0, TJ
respectively) are processed by the same filter. With the innovations receiver. however. the signal
is split before the band-pass filtering. This allows the delayed and direct signals to be filtered
separately. and hence the BPFs for each branch can have different impulse responses. From (6.8)
these impulse responses are given (in complex envelope notation) by

hvT(t) = {

h",,(t) = {

C v e1r{3(t-T)

O::;t::;T

0

elsewhere

C v e- 7r {Jt

O::;t::;T

°

elsewhere

(6.9)

Note that C v is simply a nonnalisation constant, whose value is chosen for convenience so that
(6.10)

This yields

rr/3

Cv

= (1 _ e-

7r

{JT)

(6.11 )

As the only difference between the innovations receiver and the standard receiver is in the BPF
impulse responses, these must work in some way to reduce the effects of the laser phase noise.
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To see how this is achieved, first note that the infonnation in the message signal is conveyed
by the presense or absence of a rr phase shift at time t = 0, and that the variance of the phase
noise process referred to this point is given by 2rr pltl. Now the effect of the impulse responses
hvQ(t) and hllT(t) is to weight the filtering more around the origin (t = 0), and less toward the
ends (t = ±T) of the two-bit time interval [-T, T]. This will obviously decrease the effect of
the phase noise, as it puts more emphasis on those parts of the received signal where the phase
noise variance is smallest. It must be remembered however, that additive WGN is also present,
and the optimal way to deal with this is to filter it as per the standard receiver, with a constant
weighting over the intervals [-T, 0] and [0, T]. Thus the impulse responses hvQ(t) and hvT(t) are
a compromise between combating the laser phase noise by weighting the filtering more heavily
MOund t = 0, and coping with the additive WGN by a unifonnly weighted filter.

6.2

Analysis of the Innovations Receiver

Having obtained a fonnulation for the innovations receiver. the next step is to detennine its
performance, particularly relative to that of the standard receiver presented in Chapter 3. Due to
the very similar receiver structures, such a performance analysis would appear to closely follow
that for the standard DPSK receiver. In fact, following the notation and analysis of Section 3.1,
the received signal is given by y( t) = ±S exp[]fi( t)] + n( t), from which the BPF outputs of (6.8)
can be wri tten as

u ll (T)

= ±S foT hVT(T -

t)eJO(t) dt

+ foT hVT(T -

t)n(t) dt

= ±Szv(T) + nv(T)
'u ll (O)

= ±S [OT hllo (O -

(6.12)

t)eJ(I(i) dt + [OT hvQ(O - t)n(t) dt

= ±SZll(O) + nv(O)

(6.13)

Substituting for the actual impulse responses from (6.9) gives

zv(T) = C ll foT e.1B(t)--rrfJ t dt

(6.14)

1°

eJO(t)+-rrjJt dt

(6.15)

n ll (T) = Cv foT e--rrfJtn(t) dt

(6.16)

1°

(6.17)

Zll(O) = C ll

nv(O) = C v

-T

e-rrfJtn(t) dt

-T

Now the statistics of nv(T) and n1J(0) are simple to detennine as the filters are linear, and from
Section 3.1 n(t) is complex WGN, with iid real and imaginary components having zero mean and
DSSD of N. Thus the filtered noise variables n ll (T) and nv(O) are iid complex Gaussian r.v.'s,
with iid real and imaginary components having zero mean and variance of

N C~

(1 - e -21r{JT)

= ----~------~
nv
2rr P

a2

(6.18)

Where this analysis differs from that for the standard receiver is in the terms zll(T) and Zll(O).
The presence of the filter impulse responses hvO (t) and hvT (t) means that the perturbation method

6.2
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of Section 3.2 can no longer be applied directly: instead a pelturbation solution for the density of
exp()B(t) ± rrj3t) dt is needed. In fact a solution can be obtained for the phase marginal pdf
of this term, which corresponds to the phase-only analysis of the standard receiver investigated
in Section 3.2.3. Although the phase marginal pdf is a poorer approximation to the actual filter
output than a full magnitude and phase perturbation solution would be, the derivation is much
less involved and the result has a much simpler form. Also, the results presented in Chapter 3
indicate that the phase-only approximation is quite accurate for [3T :s 0.1 and IF SNR values up
to about 20-dB. This combination of simplicity and reasonable accuracy make it a very attractive
proposition for analysising the innovations receiver, and in fact leads to a very useful expression
for the BER floor.

It

6.2.1

Perturbation Analysis Extended to the Exponentially Weighted Filter

In this section an approximate expression is derived for the pdf of the filtered phase noise (zu(T)
and zv(O)) in the innovations receiver. The derivation follows along the lines of that presented
by Foschini and Vannucci [1988b] for the integrator type filter used in the standard receiver.
Considering first the phase noise process on the. interval [0, TJ, this is normalised by setting

1jJ(T)

=

,-~{}(t), where,

g

2rrj3T and T

=

tiT, so that E[1jJZ(l)]

=

1. Expanding the

exponential in a power series then gives

zv(T) = foT hvT(T - t)eJlj(t) dt

= T 10
=T

1

(10

+

hvT(T - TT)e:d/Z,p(r) dT
1

hvT(T-TT)dT

n/zlo

Jn L

nl

+

nJ/zfo

J

hvT(1'-1'T)'IjJ(T)dT

l

0

hvT(T - TT)'ljJn(T) dT

~ 1 + )1',1/2 foJ h llT (T -

+

TT )1jJ( T) dT,

Under this assumption of small" the small-phase result tan 'P
the phase of zv(T) by

1pv(T)

= T,1/2 fol hvT(1' -

+

for small,
~

(6.19)

'P can be used to approximate

TT)1jJ(T)dT

( 6.20)

The next step is to express 'Pv(T) in terms of the iid normalised Gaussian variates
r

Xi::::

J2

=1

1

r=O sin(i7rT)d1jJ(T) , i = 1,2,3,'"

(6.21)

Now (6.20) can be integrated by parts to give
(6.22)
where
(6.23)
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= Top for generality, gives2

Tr) = Cve- aTr , 0::; T - Tr ::; T

hvT(T
and therefore

'1 vT (t)

1

= aT
Cv

(6.24)

(1 _e- aTt )

(6.25)

This gives for the phase of zu(T):

= G,/y'/2

/f'v(T)

a

r=l (e- aT1'" _ e- aT ) d"p(r)

(6.26)

)1'"=0

To obtain the other filtered phase noise tenn zv(O), set "p(r) :: -1'-1/20(t), where this time
r = -tiT. (6.20) then becomes

/f'v(O)

= T1'1/2fol h~(Tr)"p(r) dr

(6.27)

Substituting for huQ(t) from (6.9) gives

C v e- aTT

.,

__ Tr <
_ T
0<

(6.28)
Hence /f'v( 0) and /f'u(T) have exactly the sanle fonn and are statistically identical (but independent)
r.v.'s. The analysis is therefore continued using the symbol /f'v. with the understanding that it
applies equally to /f'v(T) and /f'u(O). The next step is to express the integrand of (6.26) as a Fourier
sine series. which gives the required fonn for /f'v:

/f'v =

Cv 1'1/2

Cj

a

sin( i7rr) d"p( r)

(6.29)

CiXi

where the coefficients of the Fourier expansion are given by

sin( i11'T) dr
=

V2i7r
[ (
(aT? + (i 7r? 1 - -

1)i e-aT]

+

v'2e-

aT

i 11'

[(

-1

)i

-

11

J

(6.30)

It is now possible to evaluate the MGF of i.pu. denoted M'PII (7]). using the fact that the Xi' are iid
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unity variance.
M'Pu

('1])

= E [e- )'P v 1
7

~ E [exv (~~C.:'!2
= Jim
A -co

X

1

00

-co

. ..

,:, c,x,) 1

100 (C
-7] v1'
exp

-00

1
( 1 [(
)
. exp - -. '\"" X~
!f=)Ii
2
~
1
(i/LTI
1=1

1/2

a

I(

dVI' ••
A

ciXi

)

i=1

dXK

(6,31)

.

that although this analysis is explicitly for an exponentially weighted impulse response, the technique is
actually quite general as other impulse responses can be substituled at this point.
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Rearranging

exponent of (6.31) to a more convenient fonn gives

C

1/2

v"'l

a.

J(
1 ](
~
"
2
L--C,Xi--L--Xi
. 1
2 t,= I
1=

(6.32)

The f{-dimensional Gaussian with mean -TfCv"'l 1/2ed a and variance-covariance matrix 1l (the
identity matrix) must integrate to unity, which gives immediately

(6.33)
M<pv ( "l) can now be seen to be a Gaussian MGF, so for small amounts of phase noise the phase

of the exponentially weighted filter output, rp~)(O) or I.Pv(T), is a Gaussian r.v. with zero mean and
variance given by

(6.34)

where the telms

6.2.2

Ci

arc specified in (6.30).

Calculation of the

Floor

Foschini and Vannucci [1988b] (and Section 3.2.3) showed that when a small amount of phase
noise is present in the standard receiver (with a simple integrator type BPF), then the BPF outputs
can be written za(T) ~ exp(Jrp,,(T)) and zAO) ~ exp(Jrp8(O)). Here rps(T) and I.Ps(O) are iid
Gaussian r.v. 's with zero mean and variance given by (3.25)

21r(3T
3

(6.35)

Similarly, Section 6.2.1 has sho\l/n that under the assumption of a small amount of phase noise in
the innovations receiver then zv(T) ~ exp(JI.Pv(T)) and zv(O) ~ exp(J<pv(O)). <pv{T) and ¥?v(O)
are also iid zero mean Gaussian r.v. 's however their variance is given by
(6.36)

(-1
These small-phase-noise results can now be used to formulate an expression for the BER floors
of the standard and hmovations receivers. The BER floor is obtained in the limit as the additive
(shot) noise goes to zero. Thus neglecting the nv terms in (6.12) and (6.13), and substituting these
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into (6.7), the receiver output can be written

v(T) =
=

~R[±52Z(T)Z*(O)]
~~? [±S2eJ [<p(T)-Ip(O)]]

±S2
= -2- cos <p

(6.37)

where <p = <p(T) - <p(0) is a zero mean Gaussian r.v. with variance 2a~. The s and v subscripts
have been dropped as this analysis applies to both receivers. Now a detection error occurs either
when (52 /2) cos <p < 0 (assuming a zero symbol was transmitted). or when ( - S2/2) cos i.p > 0
(assuming a one symbol was transmitted). Hence the receiver error probability floor (pf) is given
by
P f = Pr[cos <p

= fPr

< 0]

[(4i

i=O

~[

= L..J erfc
i=O

+ 1)~ < 1<p1 < (4i + 3)~]
2

2

((4i+l)?r)
£ ((4i+3)?r)]
4
- er c
4
a<p

(6.38)

alp

where erfc( .) is the complementary error function, defined as
6. 2
['JO
2
erfc(x) = y1FJ exp(-x )dx

(6.39)

x

Now setting a; = a~. gives the error floor for the standard receiver, while setting a~ = a;v gives
the error floor for the innovations receiver. Since erfc( x) rolls off exponentially with x2 , then to
an extremely good approximation all but the first term in (6.38) can be neglected which gives

(6.40)

6.3 Results and Discussion
In Section 6.2.2 an approximate method is presented for detemlining the BER floor of the innovations receiver. Results obtained from this method are presented in this section, and their
accuracy is verified through a comparison with simulated results. These BER floor results are
very useful, however they are asymptotic results, valid as the IF SNR becomes very large. In
order to determine the BER performance of the innovations receiver for various amounts of laser
phase noise and a useful range of IF SNR values, there are essentially three possible approaches.
First, having obtained a perturbation result for the pdf of the filtered phase noise, the numerical
approach used for the standard receiver (Section 3.2) could be implemented. However unlike the
case for the standard receiver. the perturbation result for the exponentially-weighted filter output
is for the phase marginal pdf only. This corresponds to the phase-only approximation discussed in
relation to the standard receiver in Section 3.2.3. Although the results presented Section 3.4 show
that this approximation is reasonably accurate when applied to the standard receiver, it docs not
necessarily follow that this will hold for the innovations receiver. Due to the similarity in receiver
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structures it is reasonable to expect similar accuracy in both receivers, however a comparison willi
results obtained from an independent method, such as simulation, would be required to verify this.
The second possible analysis teclmique would be to compute the moments of the innovations
receiver output, vv(T). Moment-based teclmiques, such as those discussed in Section 3.3, could
then be applied to detennine the perfonllance of the irmovations receiver. However Section 3.4
showed that moments methods are susceptible to severe numerical problems, as many higher
order moments are required for accurate results, and these must be obtained through recursive
techniques. Thus moment-based methods are not a viable option for this situation.
The third alternative is to simulate the innovations receiver. It was found with the standard
receiver (Section 3.4) that the use of importance sampling teclmiques [Jeruchim, 1984; Foschini
and Vannucci. 1988b] allowed accurate results to be obtained for low error probabilities. As the
form of the innovations and standard receivers are very similar, it is reasonable to expect that
simulation would prove equally useful for the innovations receiver, and this was found to be the
case. In fact, the computational effort required to simulate the innovations receiver is similar to
that required to implement the first option - the approximate numerical approach discussed at the
start of this section. Also, if this numerical approach were to be used to obtain results for the
innovations receiver, simulated results would still be necessary to verify its accuracy. Thus, the
BER vs IF SNR curves presented in this section were obtained via simulation. As with the results
for the standard and matched receivers (Sections 3.4 and 4.3), care was taken to ensure that the
simulated results were sufficiently accurate.
Fig. 6.2 shows these simulated BER results for the innovations receiver, compared to the
numerically computed results for the standard receiver obtained in Chapter 3. These are presented
for a range of IF SNR values from lO-dB to 20-dB, and for f3T = 0.001,0.005,0.01,0.022,0.05,
and 0.1. The actual simulated points are represented with a "*", while the dashed lines connecting
these points illustrate the trend of the results. Also shown is the analytically calculated curve
(from (3.34» for the case of no phase noise, i.e. f3T O.
It is immediately apparent from Fig. 6.2 that the innovations receiver offers little performance improvement over the standard receiver. This is not unexpected for small values of f3T
(e.g. :$ 0.005), where the degradation in perfonnance of the standard receiver due to phase noise
is quite small. In this situation the principle cause of error events is the additive noise, not the
phase noise. As the standard receiver is optimised to cope with the additive noise, the innovations
receiver cannot offer much perfonnance improvement under these CDnditions. This agrees with
the small-pha'ie-noise-limit considered in Section 6.1.1, where it was shown that the innovations
receiver actually approaches the structure of the standard receiver. For the case of no phase noise
(f3T
0), the innovations receiver is identical to the standard receiver, and hence its perfonnance
will also be identical.

=

=

The similarity between the perfonnance of the innovations receiver and the standard receiver
is further evidenced by comparing their BER floors. Fig. 6.3 shows a plot of the BER floors
for both the innovations receiver and the standard receiver, over a range of phase noise values
up to f3T = 0.2. These curves were computed using either (6.36) (innovations receiver) or
(6.35) (standard receiver) in (6.40). The analysis used to derive these fonnulae is based on an
approximation that is valid for small amounts of phase noise. In order to verify the accuracy of this
method, simulated BER floor values were obtained for both receivers at f3T = 0.2, which is the
maximum amount of phase noise that results were computed for, and thus represents a worst-case
situation. These simulated results are plotted on Fig. 6.3 as "*", and show that the perturbation
analysis method of Section 6.2.1 is accurate even for f3T as large as 0.2. It is apparent from
Fig. 6.3 that the innovations receiver only affords a small reduction in the BER floor compared to
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Figure 6.2 Simulated error probability (HER) results for the innovaLions receiver compared with the standard
binary-DPSK receiver.

the standard receiver. What improvement there is can be seen to lessen as the runount of phase
noise decreases, which is consistent with the innovations receiver converging toward the standard
receiver as fJT ---+ O.
Although the similarity between the innovations receiver and the standard receiver is expected
for small runounts of phase noise, for f3T ~ 0.005 the lack of improvement is attributable to other
causes. In particular, the exponential weighting factor (±7r fJ) in the BPF's (refer to Section 6.1.2)
is quite small, even for significant amounts of pha"le noise, For exrunple, for the largest amount of
phase noise considered (fJT = 0.]). the amount of weighting only varies by 27% over the Whole
interval [- T, TJ. This means that the innovations receiver is not actually behaving significantly
differently than the standard receiver. which explains the similarity in results. The obvious
conclusion from this observation is that the exponential weighting paranleter, as derived through
the irmovations approach, is not optimal for the levels of phase noise and additive WGN being
considered. This conclusion is verified in Chapter 7, where a method is presented to detennine
the optimal value for the weighting parameter.
At this point it should be noted that in order to obtain a meaningful result 3 , a small-phase-noise
approximation was used in the derivation of the irmovations receiver. It would therefore appear
that although the innovations receiver provides a structure that should be capable of tolerating
phase noise, the approximation used in obtaining it led to a non-optimal value for the weighting
parameter. Due to this non-optimal parameter, the results presented in this section make it appear
3Mellningful in the sense that the resulting log-likelihood ratio could be both implemented and analysed.
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Figure 6.3 Numerically computed BER floors for the innovations receiver and the standard binary-DPSK
receiver, as a function of (3T.

that the innovations receiver is not of much practical use. However, the understanding of the
mechanism by which it combats laser phase-noise is a major achievement in the quest to improve
the tolerance of DPSK to phase-noise. This is capitalised on in Chapter 7, where the knowledge
acquired in the derivation and analysis of the innovations receiver is used to reduce its sensitivity
to phase noise. This results in a receiver that perlonns significantly better than the innovations
receiver, especially when large amounts of phase noise are present.

6.4

Conclusions

This chapter has shown how the log-likelihood ratio derived in Chapter 5 can be implemented as
a physical receiver structure, called the innovations receiver. This structure is found to be very
similar to that of the standard receiver, with the only diiference being in the band-pass filtering. In
the standard receiver, the received IF signal is band-pass filtered before being split into the direct
(interval [0, Tj) and delayed (interval [-1', OJ) branches. With the innovations receiver however,
the band-pass filtering is perlonned separately on each of the direct and delayed branches, using
filters with different impulse responses. Therefore while the standard receiver gives equal weight
to the whole interval, the asymmetric filtering of the innovations receiver allows the noisy signal
to be weighted more toward the middle (t = 0) of the two-bit interval [- T, 1'] being considered.
This works to combat the laser phase noise because not only is the information in the received
signal encoded at this centre point, but the relative variance of the phase-noise process increases
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away from this point. Thus the innovations receiver is emphasising the part of the received noisy
signal that contains the most information, and the least amount of phase noise. The tradeoff with
this weighting is that it increases the sensitivity to the additive WGN that is also present in the
received signal.
Also presented in this chapter was a perturbation analysis that allowed an expression to be
formulated for the BER floor of both the standard and innovations receivers. This technique
was used, along with simulation, to obtain results for the innovations receiver. A comparison
with results for the standard receiver showed that there was actually little difference in their
performance, although the innovations receiver was the better of the two. This similarity in
performance can be attributed to a non-optimal value for the weighting factor in the innovations
receiver, which is brought about by the use of a small-phase-noise approximation in its derivation.
Although the results presented in this chapter show that it is of limited practical use in its own right,
the innovations receiver provides a basis from which a modified receiver with much improVed
performance can be developed. This is presented in Chapter 7, where it is found that the same
techniques used in the understanding and analysis of the innovations receiver are still applicable.

Chapter
THE WEIGHTED DP K RECEIV R
In Chapter 6 it was shown how the innovations-derived log-likelihood ratio for small amounts
of phase noise led to a relatively simple receiver structure. However the perfonnance of this
innovations receiver was found to be only slightly improved over the standard receiver. The
rea'>on for this lack of improvement can be attributed to the small-phase-noise approximation,
which was used in the derivation of the log-likelihood ratio of Chapter 5. By the very nature of
this approximation, it is expected that the innovations receiver will increasingly diverge from the
optimum as the amount of phase noise increa'>es. Thus this chapter considers a method to improve
the petformance of the innovations receiver, especially for large amounts of phase noise, while
retaining the same simple structure. This improved receiver is referred to as the weighted receiver.
The organisation of this Chapter is as follows. Section 7.1 presents the proposed method of
modifying the innovations receiver to produce the weighted receiver. This section also discusses
optimising the "weighting factor", using moments of the receiver output, to obtain the best BER
petformance. Results showing the performance of this weighted receiver are given in Section 7.3.
These results compare simulated BER curves for the weighted receiver with BER curves for the
innovations, matched and standard DPSK receivers obtained in earlier chapters. Computed BER
floor results are also given for the weighted receiver, and these are compared to similar results for
the innovations and standard DPSK receivers.

7.1

Improving the Innovations Receiver

If the innovations derivation of Chapter 5 could be completed exactly, the resulting receiver
would be optimal for when both laser phase noise and additive WGN arc present. However, the
results presented in Chapter 6 show that the innovations receiver does not actually perfonn much
better than the standard receiver, while the matched receiver presented in Chapter 4 showed that
it is definitely possible to improve on this, especially for large amounts of phase noise. Thus,
the small-phase-noise approximation used in the derivation of the innovations receiver appears
to have resulted in a receiver that is far from optimal. The extent of this non-optimality is
rather surprising, since the method by which the innovations receiver combats the pha'>e noise
is intuitively sound, and would reasonably be expected to perform much better. Also, the same
small-phase-noise approximation is shown in Chapter 3 to be quite accurate when used to analyse
the standard receiver, even for large amounts of pha'>e noise (f3T up to about 0.1). This makes
its poor performance in the derivation of the innovations receiver even more surprising. For
these rea'>ons, the structure of the innovations receiver is worth investigating further to see if its
performance can be improved.
In Section 6.1.2 the mechanism by which the exponentially weighted filters of the innovations
receiver reduce the effects of the laser phase noise was discussed. Essentially, they weight the
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band-pa.<;s filtering operation more around the origin (t = 0), and reduce the weighting as It I
increases toward T. This works because the infonnation in the message signal is conveyed by the
relative phase shift at t = 0, while the variance of the phase noise process referred to this point
is 211".8Itl.~ Thus the weighted filters place the most emphasis on the part of the signal where the
effect of the phase noise is expected to be minimum. Another factor involved in the filtering is
the presense of additive WON, which is best combated by a uniform weighting over the inteJVals
[-T,O] and [0, T]. Thus the "amount" of centre-weighting is a tradeoff between coping with
the phase noise (large weighting toward t = 0), and coping with the additive WON (constant
weighting on [- T, 0] and [0, T]). Now, referring to the exponential impulse responses of the
filters (6.9), the amount of weighting in the filtering process is determined by the magnitude of
the coefficient of t - the weighting factor. The larger this weighting factor, the more the filtering
is weighted around t = O. For the innovations receiver the weighting factor is 11"13, while for the
standard receiver (optimal for no phase noise) it is zero.
In the discussion of the results for the innovations receiver (Section 6.3), it was commented
that the value of the weighting factor was quite small. Now for small amounts of weighting,
the innovations receiver will behave very similarly to the standard receiver, which explains the
closeness of the results. This implies that the weighting factor is not optimised for the levels
of phase noise and additive WON being considered. This conclusion is further supported by
noticing that the value of the weighting factor is dependent only on the amount of phase noise,
and not at all on the amount of additive WON. This will almost certainly not result in the optimal
weighting factor, since as mentioned previously, the amount of weighting is a tradeoff that is
influenced by both the phase noise and the additive WON. For example, when there is only a small
amount of additive WON present, it would be expected that quite a large weighting factor could
be used as the phase noise would be the main source of errors. For large amounts of additive
WON however, the phase noise would become less dominant. This would then require a smaller
weighting factor, so as to push the compromise more towards the flatter impulse responses required
to combat the additive WON. This rea.<;oning suggests that the main effect of the small-phase-noise
approximation may be that it results in a non-optimal weighting factor, in which case the basic
structure of the innovations receiver may well be close to optimal for much larger amounts of
phase noise than the results of Chapter 6 suggest.
By optimising the weighting factor for each combination of IF SNR and j3T values, a receiver
can be formulated that will always perform at least as well as the innovations receiver, and in
many situations should perform better. This weighted receiver structure is presented in Fig. 7.1.
It is essentially identical to the innovations receiver, except that the band-pass filters have impulse
responses given by

h"T(t) = {

hwo(t) = {

C w e",,(t-l')

Os,ts,T

0

elsewhere

C10 e- at

Os,ts,T

0

elsewhere

(7.1)

(7.2)

where the subscript w denotes the quantity relates to the weighted receiver, and 0'. is the weighting
factor whose optimal value is to be detemlined. Note that setting a = 0 leads to the standard
receiver, setting a ::::: 11"13 gives the innovations receiver, and that in order to weight the centre of
the two bit periods it is req uired that 0: > O. The normalisation constant C w is chosen, in keeping
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Vw(t)

vw(iT)

Received - - t t " - Optical
Signal
Local Oscillator Laser

Figure 7.1 Structure for the weighted DPSK receiver using a different BPF in each of the direct and delayed
branches.

with Chapter 6, such that

f

a huJO(O - t) dt = 1

-T

(7.3)

which yields

(7.4 )
Since the only difference from the innovations receiver is in the weighting factor for the
band-pass filtering, the same analysis metllOds are directly applicable. Following the approach of
Chapter 6. the output from the weighted receiver (vw(T)) can be written

(7.5)
where

zw(T)

= faT hwT(T -

Zw(O) =

fa

t)eJB(t J dt

hwo(O - t)eJO(tJ dt

-T

nw(T) = faT hwT(T - t)n(t) dt
nw(O)

= fO

hwO(O - t)n(t) dt

-T

= Cw faT eJB(t)-at dt

(7.6)

= Cw f

eJB(t)+at dt

(7.7)

= C w faT e-atn(t) dt

(7.8)

= C w fa

(7.9)

J- T

eatn(t) dt

-T

In the same manner as for the innovations receiver (see Section 6.2), the filtered noise variables
rL w (1') and rLw(O) are iid complex Gaussian variables, with lid real and imaginary components
having zero mean and variance of

N C;"

(1 - e- 2aT )

(7.10)

2a

Ii

Also, the perturbation solution for tlle phao;;e marginal pdf of
exp(l)(t) ± 7f' flt) dt. presented
in Section 6.2.1, can be applied directly to zw(O) and z,u(T) simply by replacing 7f'fl with the
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weighting factor a. In fact, the derivation of ilie perturbation result was actually perfonned for iliis
general case. Thus under the assumption of a small amount of phase noise, zw(O) ~ exp(Jipw(O))
and zw(T) :::; exp(J'Pw(T)), where ipw(O) and i.pw(T) are iid zero mean Gaussian r.v.'s, wiili
variances found by combining equations (6.34) and (6.30) to give
(T2

'Pw

r;
00

Now setting

(TIP

=

= 21f{3T (Cw)2
a
(

VM2'
~21f

(aT)2 + (i1f)2
(TIPw

(7.11)

[1 - (-1) e-aT ] + V

M2
~e --aT

i

i1f

[(-1) i - 1]

) 2

in (6.40) gives an expression for the BER floor of the weighted receiver:

P f :::; edc

(_1f_)
4u

(7.12)

IPw

In obtaining results for ilie weighted receiver, the same constraints apply as for the innovations
receiver (see Section 6.3). Thus while BER floor results can be computed from (7.12), results for
general values of IF SNR are obtained through simulation.

7.2

Optimising the Weighting Parameter

Having fonnulated an approach to improve the tolerance of the innovations receiver to laser phase
noise, it is now necessary to find some method of optimising the weighting factor a. Ideally this
parameter would be chosen for each value of IF SNR and {3T such that the BER is minimised.
The simplest way to achieve this would be to detennine the receiver's BER for a range of a
values, then choose ilie value that minimised the error probability. However, as simulation is the
only practical meiliod to analysis ilie penonnance, this trial and error approach would be very
computationally intensive. An efficient optimisation routine would minimise ilie numberofBER
evaluations required, but cannot overcome ilie underlying inefficiency of this approach.
A much more convenient meiliod, iliere fore , is to use the moments of the receiver output to
estimate ilie optimal a value. For example one sensible choice of a would be ilie value that
maximises the ratio

(E[V w (T)])2
Var[vw(T)]

(7.13)

where Var[vw(T)] denotes ilie variance of vw(T). If the pdf of vw(T) were Gaussian, ilien this
would be equivalent to maximising the SNR of ilie output, which would ilien result in the minimum
receiver BER. To see this, consider that ilie receiver output can be expressed as a signal component
corrupted by zero-mean noise. In this fonn, E[ vw(T)f is ilien proportional to the output signal
power, while if the noise were Gaussian its power would be proportional to the variance. It should
be noted at this point that ilie receiver output, vw(T), is not, in general, a Gaussian r.v." Thus
ilie value of a iliat maximises (7.13) will not necessarily lead to the minimum BER, lliiliough it is
reasonable to hope iliat it will be close.
Another possible meiliod to detennine the optimal a value is to minimise the mean-square
difference between the actual receiver output, and the output if no noise were present. In the
the case where the IF SNR is very large and the amount of phase noise is small, the receiver output does if fact
approach to a Gaussianr.v .. This behaviour is the reason that the BER floor result of (7.12) is useful
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absence of all noise the receiver output is S2/2 (this can be seen from (7.5), thus a could be
chosen to minimise

E [ (Vw(T) _

~2) '] = E[v~(1')I- 5' E[vw(1')] + ~4

(7.14)

As this expression is a fom} of MMSE estimation, it would be expected to give good results if
vw(1') were Gaussian. However as the formulation (7.14) only involves moment<;; up to second
order and Vw (1') is not Gaussian, then in general it will not provide the true optimal a. Once again
though, it is reasonable to hope that it will be close to optimal.
Theoretically, it should be possible to obtain a better estimate of the optimal value for a
through the use of higher-order moments. The problem with this approach is that it is not clear
how these higher-order moments should be used. The obvious approach would be to use them to
estimate the BER of the receiver, however as discussed in Chapter 3 this tedmique has quite severe
limitations. It is therefore hoped that by only using up to second-order moment<;;, a reasonable
compromise between simplicity and accuracy can be achieved.

7.2.1

Moments of the Receiver Decision Statistic

The computation of (7.13) and (7.14) involves finding the first two moments 2 of vw(1'), which in
tum requires knowledge of the moments of zw(T), zw(O), nw(1') and nw(O). From Section 7.1
nw(T) and nw(O) are known to be iid zero mean Gaussian T.v.'s with lid real and imaginary parts
having variances of
(equation (7.10»). This leaves the moments of zw(T) and zw(O). which
can be found by extending a technique developed by Bond el al. [Bond, 1989; Garrett et al., 1990].
This modified method is presented in Appendix 7A, while the required results are summarised
here:

O'L

Ill,O

= D2

1l

f'I,l

=~
aD

fl20

=

,

( 1 - e- DT/2)

(1 _ e- 2aT ) + D(D 8- 40') (e- DT/ 2 _

2
(1 _ e-Z(D-a)T)
D(D - a)

+

e- 2aT )

8
(e- 2 (D-a)T _ e- DT/ 2 )
D(3D - 4a)

(7.15)

where

fliA1')

= E [(zw(1')/Cw)i(z~/T)/Cw)j]
=

E [(zw(O)/C w)i( z;:(O)/ C w

)i]

(7.16)

and D = 20: + 21rfJ. Note that Appendix 7A shows that zw(1') and zw(O) arc actually iidr.v.'s.
From (7,5) and (7.15) the me:m of vw(1') can be immediately written as

E[vw(T)]

1

= 2~ [E[Szw(T)] E[Szw(O)lJ
=

1

"2 (SCwfll,O)

2

(7.17)

20nly the first two moments of v'" (T) are derived here, however the methods presented can be readily extended to
obtain higher order moments if required.
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To fmd iJle second moment of vw(T), first explicitly express the z and n terms as complex
values:

+ JYT
nw(T) = PT + JqT
zw(T)

::=

XT

+ JYo
nw(O) = Po + Jqo
Zw(O) = Xo

(7.18)

This allows an expression to be written for the expected value of l)~(T), which can then be
expanded as follows

E['"~(T)l =

E[

GJI [[S(

XT

+ JY1') + PT + mUS(xo + JYo) + Po + Jqoll)']

= ~ [(S2E[x}1 + E[P}l) (S2E[x~J + E[Ptl)
+ (S2E[Y}1+ E[q}l) (S2E[Y51 + E[q;3J)
- 2 (S4 E[XTYT 1E[xoyoJ) 1

(7.19)

The expected values of the p2 and q2 terms are simply O'~w' The values of the other tenus are
found by transforming them back into functions of zw(T) and zw(O).
XT

1

= 2, (zw(T) + z;:(T))

Xo =

~ (zw(O) + z~iO))

YT =

;J

yo =

;J (zw(O) - <,(0))

(zw(T) - z;:(T))
(7.20)

Using these relationships ilie required expectations can be expressed in tenns of the known
moments /.li,j (7.15).

= E[xol = Cw/.lI,O
E[YT] = E[yol = 0
E[ XTYT 1= E[ xoyol = 0
E[XTJ

E[x}J

=

E[x5J =

E[y}J = E[Y6J =

~~) (/.l2,0 + /.ll,l)
c;w2 (/.ll,]

(7.21)

- /.l2,0)

Now substituting for all the expectations in (7.19) and rearranging gives
2
E[v,ATJ]
=

7.2.2

2
2
2
21[14(SCw )4 (/.l2,o
+ /.l],])
+ (SCw ) 2O"n",/.lU
+ O"n4

]
w

(7.22)

Computation of tbe Weighting Parameter

The optimal solutions to equations (7.13) and (7.14) can now be found using a simple I-dimensional
numerical maximisation routine, such as a golden-section search. The approach adopted was to
then use these values as ilie starting point in a simulation search for the true optimal a. Fig. 7.2
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Figure 7.2 Simulated error probability (BER) results for the weighted receiver versus the exponential weighting
factor 0', for IF SNR = 16 dB and fJT == 0.1. Also shown are the optimal solutions to (7.13) (0' = 2.18) and
(7.14) (0' = 6.41), and their average (0:' = 4.30).

shows the results of this process for SNR = 16 dB and (JT = 0.1. It can be seen that using (7.13)
underestimated the optimal a, while using (7.14) overestimated it. As explained in Section 7.2,
this error in the estimation of the optimal value for a is due to the receiver output having nonGaussian statistics, while the expressions (7.13) and (7.14) only use up to second order moments.
Also of note in Fig. 7.2 is that the curve of BER versus a has quite a wide minimum. which
indicates that the choice of a is not too critical. In fact a very good estimate of the optimal a
value is given by the average of the optimal solutions to (7.13) and (7.14). which is also shown on
Fig. 7.2. This process was repeated for various SNR and (JT values over the range of interest. and
in each case the mean of the two moment based estimates of a was found to be very close to the
true optimum. Thus this approximation was used to detennine a when obtaining all the results.

7.3

Results and Discussion

Fig. 7.3 shows simulated results for the weighted receiver, compared with simulated results for
the matched receiver (from Chapter 4), and numerically calculated results for the standard DPSK
receiver (from Chapter 3). The value of the weighting factor a for the BPF's in the weighted
receiver is found as described in Section 7.2, and listed in Table 7.1. Fig. 7.4 shows a graph of
this parameter plotted against IF SNR and (JT, Of note is the fact that the surface describing the
optimal a values is nearly flat. Combining this observation with the relative insensitivity of the
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Figure 7.3 Simulated error probability (EER) results

fOI

the weighted receiver compared with the slllndllId

binary-DPSKreceiver.

receiver performance to moderate variations in a. as evidenced by Fig. 7.2 and commented. on in
Section 7.2, suggests that a could actually be chosen using a simple empirical rule. In order to
obtain simulated results for very small error probabilities with a reasonable amount of computation
time, importance sampling techniques [Jeruchim, 1984; Foschini and Vannucci, 1988b] were used.
As with previous simulations, care was taken to ensure that the results were sufficiently accurate.
The results are plotted as curves of BER against IF SNR for a range of f3T values from 0 to 0.1.
The first point of interest from Fig. 7.3 is that for f3T less than about 0.01 there is little
difference between the weighted and standard receivers for most IF SNR values. However at
these relatively small values of f3T the degradation in performance of the standard receiver due to
phase noise is quite small. In this situation the principle cause of error events is the additive noise,
not the phase noise. As the standard receiver is optimised for the additive noise case, none of the
modified receivers can offer much (if any) perfonnance improvement under these conditions. In
fact for these small amounts of phase noise, Fig. 7.4 shows that the optimal value of the weighting
factor a is very small and can be considered to approach zero. In this case the weighted receiver
is actually approaching the structure of the standard receiver: if a
0 then the weighted receiver
is identical to the standard receiver. The importance of this is that in the worst case situation, the
weighted receiver will converge to the standard receiver. Thus as long as the weighting factor a
is optimised for minimum BER, the weighted receiver will never perform worse than the standard
receiver.

=

A parameter of interest that can be extracted from Fig. 73 is the increase in IF SNR required
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j3T

= 0.001

fiT:=:; 0.005

0.01

fiT =

01,

plotted againstIF SNR and fiT,

0.02

SNR= 10 dB

0.0168

0.0840

0.171

0.392

0.916

1.717

SNR= 11 dB

0.0213

0.1056

0.215

0.489

1.121

2.045

SNR

12 dB

0.0274

0.1320

0.270

0.609

1.361

2.412

SNR"", 13 dB

0.0336

0.1643

0.335

0.755

1.638

2.818

SNR= 14 dB

0.0421

0.2074

0.419

0.930

1.953

3.268

SNR

15dB

0.0525

0.2602

0.524

1.138

2.305

3.760

SNR

16 dB

0.0607

0.3221

0.652

1.381

2.696

4.297

SNR

17 dB

0.0773

0.4039

0.807

1.660

3.126

4.885

SNR

18 dB

0.0977

0.5044

0.992

1.973

3.598

5.527

6.234
7.013

SNR"", 19 dB

0.1285

0.6283

1.213

2.323

4.114

SNR

0.1612

0.7801

1.464

2.710

4.677

20 dB

Table 7.1 Exponential weigbting factor (0') values used in obtaining Ihe simulated results for the weigbtedreceiver.
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by the weighed receiver to compensate for the laser phase noise. In other words, given that it is
desired to operate at a particular BER and to use a laser with a certain linewidth, how much extra
power (IF SNR) is required for the weighted receiver to acheive this BER compared to the case
when there is no phase noise (f3T : : : 0). For example, it can be seen from Fig. 7.3 that to acheive
a BER of 10- 9 with betaT :::::: 0.01, the weighted receiver requires an IF SNR of 18.5~dB. When
there is no phase noise present however, an IF SNR of about 16~dB is required. Hence in this case
the weighted receiver requires about 2.S-dB of SNR to compensate for the phase noise. Similarly,
for f3T : : : 0.05 and a BER of 10-5 the weighted receiver requires an IF SNR of 19.5-dB, compared
to about 13.5~dB when f3T : : : O. Thus the weighted receiver needs 6-dB to compensate for the
phase noise in this situation.
Fig. 7.5 shows the "gain" in signal to noise ratio of the weighted receiver over the standard
receiver, plotted against the error probability. This IF SNR gain was defined in Chapter 4 as the
amount by which the IF SNR can be reduced for the modified receiver (in this case the weighted
receiver) compared to the standard receiver, while still maintaining the same BER. This gain plot
illustrates the relative behaviour of the weighted receiver up to the point at which the standard
receiver reaches its BER floor. For large amounts of phase noise (f3T ~ 0.05), the gain can be seen
to become asymptotic very quickly, which reflects the fact that for this amount of phase noise the
BER floor of the standard receiver is very high. As the amount of phase noise decreases however,
Fig. 7.5 shows that the weighted receiver provides a useful IF SNR gain over a larger range of
BER's. For example, at f3T = 0.022, the gain is greater than I-dB from a BER of 10- 4 until
the BER floor of the standard receiver at about 10-7 • For f3T = 0.01, the gain is greater than
I-dB for BER's below about 10- 9 , while the BER floor of the standard receiver is not reached
until about 10- 14 • Thus although Fig. 7.3 only goes down to a BER of 10- 10 , from the trends
illustrated in Fig. 7.5 it is reasonable to expect that for small amounts of phase noise (f3T :S 0.01),
the performance of the weighted receiver continues to improve at very low BER's.
For larger amounts of phase noise (f3T ~ 0.022) Fig. 7.3 shows that the weighted receiver
performs much better than the standard receiver. At these values of f3T and for IF SNR ::::: 20-dB,
the BER for the weighted receiver is over two orders of magnitude lower than for the standard
receiver. Even more significant is the observation that while the curves for the standard receiver
have nearly levelled out, those for the weighted receiver are still descending. This levelling out of
the BER curve indicates that a BER floor is being approached by the standard receiver, and in fact
for f3T = 0.1 it has very nearl y been reached at IF SNR ::::: 20~B. The absence of this levelling out
in the curves for the weighted receiver indicates that the HER floor has been lowered to a value
well below that reached by the simulated results. This means that unlike the standard receiver,
the weighted receiver allows signal power (IF SNR) to be traded off for improved phase noise
tolerance.
Fig. 7.6 shows a plot of the BER floor for the weighted receiver over a range of values of

f3T and exponential weighting factor a. These cwves were computed from (7.12) and (7.10).
Also shown is the HER floor for the standard and innovations receivers, which were computed
by setting a = a and a = rrf3 respectively. The analysis used to derive these formulae is based
on an approximation that is valid for small amounts of phase noise. The accuracy of this method
was verified for the worst case situation by simulation. Simulated BER floor values were obtained
for f3T = 0.2, which is the maximwn amount of phase noise that results were computed for, and
for a = 0,2,4,6,8 and 10. These are plotted on Fig. 7.6 and show that the perturbation analysis
method of Section 6.2.1 is accurate even for f3T as large as 0.2.
It can be seen fmm Fig. 7.6 that the BER floor for the weighted receiver can be reduced to an
arbitrarily low value by increasing the value of a, at the expense of requiring more signal power.
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Theoretically it can be shown that as a ----I' 00, the BER floor approaches zero. Practically however,
there is a limit both to the size of a that can be used (due to filter realisability), and to the amount
of signal power that is avail able. Fig. 7.7 shows the amount by which the BER floor is reduced in
the weighted receiver compared to the standard receiver. This graph takes the fonn of curves of
error floor "gain" (in dB) over the standard receiver for constant values of the weighting factor a
plotted against j3T. For example at j3T = 0.05 and a = 6 the gain is 80-dB, which indicates that
the BER floor has been lowered by 8 orders of magnitude. With the results presented in this form
it becomes apparent that for small amounts of phase noise (j3T less than about 0.05), very large
improvements in the BER floor can be obtained for quite small values of a. The advantage of this
is that increasing a degrades the receiver sensitivity, hence in the small phase noise region the
BER floor can be significantly lowered with only a slight reduction in receiver sensitivity.
These results show that the weighted receiver offers a significant performance advantage over
the standard DPSK receiver. This receiver provides the ability to achieve very low BER's with
large amounts of phase noise by trading off signal power. For example, from Fig. 7.6 it can be
seen that with sufficient optical power available, a BER as low as 10-9 can be achieved even
when the laser linewidth is 20% of the bit-rate. For the standard receiver to achieve a BER of
10-9 the laser linewidth must be less than about 1.5% of the bit-rate. This significant lowering
of the BER floor associated with DPSK in the presense of phase noise opens up the possibility of
using DPSK formallY applications where it was previously considered unusable. For example the
weighted receiver could be used in an optical network or subscriber loop situation, where there is
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Figure 7.6 Numerically computed HER floor results for the weighted receiver as a function of fJT and the
exponential weighting factor 0'.

likely to be lots of optical power available (due to short distances and modest splitting ratios) but
reasonably large amounts of phase noise (due to using cheap lasers and low to moderate bit-rates).
The weighted receiver is also attractive for high bit-rate systems, as the effect of a small amount
of phase noise can be virtually negated with only a small penalty in receiver sensitivity.
Finally. it is instructive to compare the perfolTIlance of the matched and weighted receivers,
both of which are plotted on Fig. 7.3. As simulated results could only be obtained for the matched
receiver down to a BER of about 10-5 , no hard conclusions can be made about its perfolTIlance for
small amounts of phase noise, i.e. for (:JT ~ 0.01. However by considering its behaviour for larger
amounts of phase noise, it is possible to make reasonable predictions regarding its perfolTIlance
for small levels of j3T. For j3T = 0.022 (which represents a moderate amount of phase noise) the
matched receiver can be seen to perform slightly worse than the weighted receiver, but still quite
a bit better than the standard receiver. This effect is even more pronounced for larger amounts of
phase noise «(:JT = 0.05,0.1), however in these cases the HER curves are struting to flatten oulfor
IF SNR ~ lS-dB. This is indicative of a BER floor being approached, although it is significantly
lower than that for the standard receiver. Based on this behaviour, it is reasonable to expect that for
sm all amounts of phase noise, the matched receiver will perform better than the standard receiver,
but slightly worse than the weighted receiver. This trend would be expected to continue until the
matched receiver approaches its own BER floor, which is somewhere below that of the standard
receiver.
As for the matched receiver, the practical implementation of the weighted receiver is discussed
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in Chapter 8.

7.4 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a method of modifying the innovations receiver to improve its perfor~
mance in the presense of significant amounts of laser phase noise. This weighted receiver retains
the same structure as the innovations receiver. where separate band-pass filters are used for the
direct and delayed signal paths. The impulse responses of these filters are such that they weight the
middle (t -+ 0) of the interval being processed more than the ends (t -+ ±T). Where the weighted
receiver differs from the innovations receiver is in the degree of "weighting" performed by these
filters. which is detexmined by a filter parameter. With the weighted receiver this parameter is
optimised for differing amounts of phase noise and additive WGN, whereas with the innovations
receiver it was only dependent on the amount of phase noise.
The most important feature of the weighted receiver is that it allows signal power to be traded
off against phase noise. Theoretically this removes the BER floor effect that is associated with
other forms of DPSK receiver, and if enough optical power is available allows arbitrarily low
error rates for almost any amount of phase noise. In practice the benefits of the weighted receiver
are limited by realisability constraints, however order-of-magnitude improvements in allowable
laser linewidths at low error-rates should be achievable. This opens up many new applications for
DPSK systems that were previously unwmxable due to excessive phase noise sensitivity.
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Appendix 7A Moments of Exponentially FHteredi Phase Noise
This Appendix derives the moments of zw(T) and zw(O). The method closely follows that of
Bond et al. [Bond, 1989; Garrett et al., 1990] but is extended to account for the exponentially
weighted impulse response, Consider the variable
(7.23)
where a is a constant, and O( t) is Brownian motion such that

0(0) = 0
E[O(t)] = 0
E[e2(t)] = 21r(Jt

(7.24)

(7.25)
where 1\0 = fJ(T + ilt} - 8(T) can be seen to be a Gaussian r.v. with zero mean and variance of
21r (Jilt. The r.v. B( r) - fJ(T + il t ) is also zero mean Gaussian, but with variance 21r (J(T +dt - r).
So for r on the interval [T, T + .6. t ] this gives

Var[tJ(r) - 8(T + Llt}] $ 21r(Jdt
E[O(r) - O(T

+ il t )] = 0

(7.26)

so that [8( r) - 8(T +il t )] is of order .6.}/2, denoted byo(d!/2). Hence expanding the exponentials
in (7.25) gives
((T + Ll t )

= e-aLl.te-JLl.O((T)
rT+Ll.1

+J

T

(1 - a(T + Ll t

-

= e-aLl.te-JLl.O((T) + £T+Ll.t

r)

+ ...) (1 + )[tJ(r) -

O(T + L1t)]

+ ...) dr

(1 +0(.6.!/2)) dr
(7.27)

where O( D. t ) denotes tenus of higher order than .6. t . This fonn shows that (( T) is Markov, since
((T + .6. t ) depends only on constants, ((T), and D.(), which is independent of ((T).
3The statistical equivalence of zU/(T) and zw(O) can be shown by setting 1/J( r) = -8(t) in (7.7), where r "" -to
Since for 8(0) fixed 'ifJ( r) and 8( t) are statistically identical, then ZU/ (0) has the same fonn and hence the same statistics
as zw(T).
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The moments of ((T) can be dedved from (7.27) as follows: let

(7.28)
Now again consider the small positive time increment Llt, which gives

Jtj,j(T

+ D.t) =

E [(e-aili((T)e-Jile

+ Ll t + O(Llt)) i

+ b. t + D(Llt))j]

(e-OfJ.t("'(T)eJilO

e-OIiAt [((T)]ie-JiAe
)
( + ib.te-a(i-l)il'[((T)](i-l)e-J(i-I)il o + O(Ll t )

=E

X

e-ajAt[("(T)]jeJiAe
( + jLlte-aU-l)At[("'(T)]U-I)eJU-l)Ae

)

+ O(Ll t )

1

e-a(i+i)il, [((T)]i[("'(T)]j e-J(i-j)Ae

=E
[

+ i6.te-a(i-l+j)AI[((T)](i-I)[("'(T)]ie-J(i-l-j)Ae
+ jLlte-a(i+j-l)AI[((T)]i[C(T)]U-l)e-J(i-i+l)Ae + O(Ll t )
[1 - aLlt(i + j)][((T)]i[C(T)]je-J(i-i)A o

+ iLlt[((T)](i-I)[C(T)]ie-J(i-j-l)Ao

:::: E

1

[ + jLlt[((TW[C(T)]U-l)e-J(i-j+l)Ao + O(6. )
t

= [1 -

o:Llt(i + j)]/Li,j(T) E [e-J(i-j)il o]

+ iLltJtj-l,j(T) E

[e- (i- j -l)il oJ
J

(7.29)

where the last line follows because £:::..0 is independent of ((T). Now as £:::..0 is a Gaussian r.v. with
zero mean and variance 2rr{3D.t, then

where MAo (.) is the moment generating function for Llo. which is given in many texts such as
Papoulis [1965]. Using this result in (7.29) gives

/Li,j(T

+ D.t) = [1 -

o:.6. t (i + j)]/Li,j(T)e- rr,6.o.t(i- j )2

+ jLlt /li,i_l(T)e-

7r

,6.o.,(i-i+ 1)2

+ iLlt /Li_l,;(T)e- rr,6.o.,(i-i- I )2

+ O(D. t )

= [1 - o:D.t(i + j) - rr{3Ll t (i - jf]/lj,;(T)
(7.31)

The derivative of /Li,j(T) can now be found as follows:

d/Li,j(T)
dT

~~~=

I'
/Li,j(T
1m
At-O

=

lim
.0.,-+0

+ 6.t ) - /Li,j(T)
Ll t

[-o:(i + j) - rr{3(i - jfl/Li,j(T)
)
O(6. t )
( + i/Li-l,j(T) + j/Li,i-I(T) + ~

+ j) + rr{3(i - j)2] /Li,j(T)
+ i/Li-l,j(T) + jJti,i-l(T)

= - [o:(i

(7.32)
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This is a first order, linear, ordinary differential equation, the solution of which is given by
[Ross, 1974, Sec. 2.3]

[e T [a(i+j)+rr P(i- j )2] Jji,j( r)] ~ =
T
r

Jo
Since 0(0)

e'r[a(i+j)+1l'P(i- j )21[iJji_l j(r)

"

(7.33)

t

jJjij-l(r)] dr

= 0 is fixed, then J.li,j(O) = 0 which gives
Jjj,j(T)

= e- T [a(i+i)+1t"P(i-NJ
X

loT

(7.34)

e'r[a(i+i)+1r,l3(i-i)21[iJ.li_l,iCr)

+ jJji,j-l(r)] dr

Using 11O,0(T) = 1 in (7.34) allows all the moment to be found recursively. For example
er (a+1r,l3) [1] dr
, = e-(OI+1r,l3)T JrT
o

JjlO

=

e-(OI+lr tJ )T

[e T (a+1f,l3) a + rr{3

1]

1 - e-(OI+ lr i3)T

(7.35)

at
Defining D

= 2a + 2rr{3 and noting the symmetry of (7.34) in i and j gives
Jj 1,0

= 110,1
= ~ (1 - e- DT / 2 )

(7.36)

Using two more recursions of (7.34) then yields

1"'1,1

=~
(1 _e-201T )
aD

Jj2,O

= 110,2

II.

=

2
(1 ._
D(D - a)

t

8

D(D - 4a)

e-2(D-0I)T)

+

(e- DT / 2 _ e- 2aT )

8
D(3D - 4a)

(e- 2(D-0I)T _ e- DT / 2)

(7.37)

(7.38)
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This thesis has presented an in-depth study of optical heterodyne binary-DPSK communication
systems. when both laser phase noise and additive WON (shot noise) are present. Initially, a new
and accurate approach to analysing the standard form of DPSK receiver was presented, which
highlighted the short-comings of this structure when Iaser phase noise is present. These results then
motivated the search for methods to improve the phase noise tolerance of DPSK systems. Several
new and novel receiver structures were proposed and analysed, resulting in significant performance
improvements when laser phase noise is present. Section 8.1 summarises the original results and
conclusions presented in this thesis, while Section 8.2 considers the practical implications of this
work, and Section 8.3 outlines some possible areas for future research in this field.

8.1

Summary of Results and Conclusions

Chapter 3 consisted of an analysis of the standard form of optical heterodyne DPSK receiver. A
new analysis method was presented, based on a perturbation solution for the pdf of the filtered
phase noise [Foschini and Vannucci, 1988b]. The accuracy of this approach was verified through
a comparison with simulated results. One of the advantages of the method presented is that it can
be easily modified to implement an approximation that is commonly used in the analysis of DPSK
systems when phase noise is present. This approximation consists of neglecting the effects of the
band-pa~s filtering on the magnitUde of the phase noise corrupted signal. The results verified that
this approximation is actually quite good over a useful range of phase noise and IF SNR values.
A second analysis method based on deriving the moments of the receiver decision statistic was
also considered. however this was found to be limited to laIBe error probabilities.
The results obtained for the standard receiver verified previous findings that DPSK systems
are significantly degraded by laser phase noise. In particular, pha~e noise introduces a BER
floor below which the receiver cannot operate, no matter how much optical power is available.
Chapter 4 presented the first method of improving the phase noise tolerance of a DPSK system.
The method was based on a calculus of variations derivation of the most-likely phase noise path
that causes a detection error in the standard receiver. Having obtained this infonnation. a receiver
structure was presented that attempts to combat this particular error event. A lower bound on
the perfomlance of this receiver was formulated using maximum-likelihood techniques, and this
was then used to obtained a rule to combine the various branches of the proposed receiver in an
optimal manner, leading to the matched receiver. Simulated results for this receiver showed that
it has the potential to perform significantly better than the standard receiver, and although it still
appears to have a BER floor, this is much lower than for the standard receiver.
Having established that it is possible to improve on the performance of the standard DPSK
receiver when phase noise is present. Chapter 5 investigates a method of deriving an optimal
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receiver for this situation. Using the innovations approach, a log-likelihood ratio for the decision
process was formulated in terms of conditional MMSE estimators of the phase noise process.
To evaluate these estimators. a small-phase-noisc approximation was used which results in a
relatively simple form for the log-likelihood ratio. Chapter 6 then presented a receiver structure
that implements this decision rule - the innovations receiver. A method of determining the BER
floor for both this receiver and the standard receiver was presented, and results obtained using
this method were presented along with simulated BER results. It was found that the innovations
receiver did not perform much better than the standard receiver, which was attributed to the
small-phase-noise approximation used in its derivation.
Examination of the disappointing performance of the innovations receiver led to the development of the weighted receiver presented in Chapter 7. It was determined that the method by
which the innovations receiver attempted to combat the phase noise was in fact valid, and that
the problem lay in the value of the weighting factor that came out of the innovations derivation.
A method of optimising this weighting factor using the moments of the receiver output was presented, and resulL~ obtained using both simulation and the BER floor formulation obtained in
Chapter 6. The results showed that the weighted receiver performed significantly better than the
standard receiver, especially when large amounts of phase noise were present. In particular, the
BER floor that severely limits the usefulness of the standard receiver is able (theoretically) to be
reduced to an arbitrarily low level.

8.2 Practical Considerations
Having presented two forms of optical heterodyne binary-DPSK receiver and demonstrated that
they can provide a significant improvement over the standard receiver in terms of phase noise
tolerance, the next obvious consideration is their practical implementation. Both of the receiver
structures presented differ from the standard fonn primarily in the band-pass filtering, hence, this
is the area that needs to be considered. For the matched receiver, an analogue implementation of
the BPF's would be very difficult to construct, however for operation at very high bit-rates this
approach may be necessary. In this case some approximation to the desired matched filters would
almost certainly be required. For the weighted receiver these constraints are not so severe, as it is
easier to construct an analogue filter with the desired amplitude response. However, when coping
with large amounts of phase noise the filters are weighted heavily toward a small region close to
the transition between bit-periods, in which case the main concern is likely to be timing accuracy.
The easiest way to construct a filter with an arbitrary phase or amplitude response is to sample
the signal and use a digital finite-impulse-response (FIR) or infinite-impulse-response (IIR) filter.
For the matched receiver, these filters could be designed to directly compute the discrete forms of
the likelihood functions (Section 4.2), while for the weighted receiver they could be designed to
implement almost any shaped impulse response. This approach is obviously well suited to low bitrate systems, where a digital signal processor (DSP) could be used to implement not only the filters,
but possibly the entire demodulation process. The improvement in phase noise tolerance afforded
by these receivers (especially the weighted receiver) makes low bit-rate DPSK systems much
more viable. Also, the on-going development of faster and more powerful DSP's will continue to
raise the maximum bit-rate that such an implementation can handle. Operation at speeds above
that attainable by current DSP technology is still possible with the digital filter/sampled signal
approach, through the use of dedicated hardware. The ultimate high-speed implementation of this
digital approach would be through dedicated integrated-circuit technology_ With the continuous
advance of VLSI (very large scale integration) technology pushing up the maximum bit-rate for
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which these receivers can be implemented, and the increasing availability of smalI-linewidth (of
the order of 1 MHz) lasers reducing the sev.erity of phase noise at higher bit-rates, it is quite
conceivable that the maximum bit-rate limitation will cease to be an issue.
The prospect of a digital implementation of these receivers raises the issue of investigating
different filterimpulse responses for the weighted receiver. The exponential shape presented in this
thesis was derived through the innovations analysis, and thus is reasonably expected to be close to
optimal. However, other considerations may be important, such as bandwidth. In a multichannel
system it is desirable to have channels spaced as close as possible, however the larger bandwidth
required by the weighted receiver for large amounts of phase noise (when the weighting factor
becomes large) may restrict the channel spacing, due to crosstalk from adjacent channels. In this
case, it may be desirable to use a different shaped impulse response so as to compromise between
phase noise tolerance and filter bandwidth. It should be noted that the matched receiver may
have an advantage in this case, as its filters are narrower bandwidth than those of the weighted
receiver when the weighting factor becomes large. Another filter impulse response that may be
worth considering is to retain the band-pass integrator type of the standard receiver, but reduce
the integration time to f, where 0 < £ < T, such that the filtering occurs over the intervals [-£,0]
and [0,4 This form of filtering would probably be the simplest to implement. as it is very close
to the standard receiver. However unlike the exponential type of weighting, it totally throws away
all signal infotmation contained in the intervals [-T, -fJ and [f, TJ, thus it would not be expected
to perform as well.
Finally, the significant lowering of the phase noise induced BER floor afforded by the matched,
and especially the weighted, receivers, opens up the possibility of using DPSK for many applications where it was previously considered unusable. For example these receivers could be used in
an optical network or subscriber loop situation, where there is likely to be lots of optical power
available (due to short distances) but reasonably large amounts of phase noise (due to using cheap
lasers and low to moderate bit-rates). The weighted receiver is also attractive for high bit-rate
systems, as the effect of a small amount of phase noise can be virtually negated with only a small
penalty in receiver sensitivity.

8.3
CD

Suggestions for Future Work
Matched Receiver:
- The matched receiver is very difficult to analyse, due to the output being a non-linear
combination of correlated random variables. Also, simulation is limited to relatively
large BER's, as its structure is such that importance sampling methods are difficult to
apply and give little gain. Hence it would be useful to develop an analysis technique
that allowed results to be obtained for the matched receiver over a much wider range
of {3T and IF SNR values. Of particular interest would be a fonnulationfor the BER
floor of the matched receiver, along the lines of that presented in Chapter 6 for the
standard, innovations and weighted receivers.
~

The matched receiver was developed by identifying, and then coping with, those phase
noise paths that are most likely to cause a detection error in the standard receiver. This
process could be extended by identifying the most-likely error-causing phase noise
path in the matched receiver, and then modifying the receiver to cope with this errorevent. Theoretically this approach could be applied indefinitely, and if a pattern in the
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error-events could be identified. may provide a route towards an even better receiver
structure.
- The phase responses of the BPF's used in the matched receiver were derived from the
most-likely error-causing phase noise path, which turned out to have a quadratic form.
For a digital implementation using a FIR filter. such phase responses are relatively
easy to realise. However the use of analogue filters would allow operation at higher
bit-rates: the problem being that these are much more difficult to implement with the
required phase response. Hence it would be useful to determine the sensitivity of
the receiver to the shape of the filter phase response. For example. how much is the
perfornlance affected by using a more easily realised linear phase response? What is
the optimal slope for this linear phase?
fit

Weighted Receiver:
- Investigate the sensitivity of the weighted receiver to the shape of the "weighting
function" used in the BPF's. The exponential shape used in the weighted receiver was
derived through the use of a small-phase-noise approximation. thus it is not necessarily
the optimal shape. An obvious shape to investigate would be a constant weight on the
intervals [0, ±fj, where 0 < f < T, and zero weight on the remainder of the intervals.
as discussed in Section 8.1.
- The technique of matching to the most-likely error-causing phase noise path. as used
to develop the matched receiver, could be applied to the weighted receiver. This would
involve deriving the equivalent path for the weighted receiver, then formulating a new
receiver in a similar manner to the matched receiver. Evaluation of the performance
of this receiver would encounter the same difficulties as were fOlmd with the matched
receiver, hence it would be essential to also develop a suitable analysis method.
- Investigate the bandwidth requirements of the weighted receiver. For large amounts
of phase noise the weighting factor in the BPF's becomes quite large, which increases
their pass-bandwidth. This could impose a lower limit on the channel spacing in a
multichannel system, due to excessive crosstalk from adjacent channels. These effects
should be investigated in conjunction with the shape of the weighting function used.

• Optimal Receiver:
- The innovations derivation of the log-likelihood ratio presented in Chapter 5 used
a small-phase-noise approximation to obtain a useful result. If this approximation
could be removed from the derivation, then the resulting log-likelihood ratio would
be a maximum-likelihood decision rule. Evaluation of the error performance of this
decision rule would then provide a lower bound on the BER attainable by a DPSK
receiver in the presense of laser phase noise and additive WON. If the decision rule
could be implemented physically, it would result in an optimal receiver for these
conditions.
- Investigate the application of the Viterbi algorithm [Forney, Jr, 1973] to the optimal
detection problem. If the received IF signal is sampled, then the estimation of the phase
noise path becomes a maximum-likelihood sequence estimation task. Having obtained
an estimate of the phase noise path, the innovations approach provides a formulation
for the log-likelihood ratio in terms of this estimate. One computationally efficient
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W,

method of implementing a maximum~1ikelihood sequence estimate is via the Viterbi
algorithm. Thus, with the availability of high-speed dedicated hardware to implement
the Viterbi algorithm, this may be an effective and useful method of demodulating
DPSK in a near-optimal manner.
- Dallal and Shamai (Shitz) [1992] have shown that the use of a simple repetition type
code can reduce the effects of laser phase noise on a DPSK system. However their
code is very primitive, and much of the gain can probably be attributed to the effective
increase in bit~rate that results from the large amount of redundancy in their coding
scheme. The use of a good error~conecting code in conjunction wi th either the matched
or weighted receivers may result in a significant perfonnance improvement, hopefully
with little increase in bit-rate and a reduced sensitivity to laser phase noise.

*

AppJications to Other Coherent Systems:
- The iIUlovations approach to the derivation of an optimal receiver could be applied to
other coherent optical systems. In particular, FSK and ASK systems can be designed
to tolerate large amounts of laser phase noise, however the fundamental limit on their
performance is currently unknown. The iIUlovations approach may offer a route to
determining this perfonnance bound.
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